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Abstract

This thesis reports on three studies of downtrend and normalisation in Hong Kong Can¬
tonese, with the goal of finding out what kind of frame of reference can be used to identify
and equate the same Cantonese tone in different positions-in-utterance.

Downtrend as a general tendency of pitch to lower throughout an utterance is known to
affect how an accent is realised. An accent is realised with a lower fO value late in an

utterance than early in the utterance. One approach is to treat downtrend as a phonetic
frame of reference so that different fO values of the same accent can be equated in terms
of the same phonetic specifications . One issue that this approach needs to deal with is
to characterise the phonetic frame of reference, and to decide which features in the fO
contour can be attributed to the phonetic specifications of accents.

Studies in tone normalisation showed that phonetic specifications of tones are consistent
and invariant across speakers after normalisation. Variations of fO range and level was
factored out. By applying normalisation to downtrend data, it is expected to separate
out the phonetic specifications of tones from any modification of the frame of reference.

The results showed that downtrend resulted from modifications of local fO range and the
phonetic specifications of tones were consistent and invariant relative to the localised fO
range. The localised fO range as a frame of reference was found to be perceptually valid
and significant in tone identification.
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Chapter 1

Overview of Downtrend and Normalisation

1.1 Introduction

The acoustic correlate of pitch is fundamental frequency (hereafter called fO) which varies
from speaker to speaker, from occasion to occasion, from tone to tone, and from utterance
to utterance. For example, the fO of a high level tone is higher when a female speaker
produces it than when a male speaker does. This acoustic difference results from the
physiological difference of the size of the vocal folds between speakers. At the same time,
fO can be varied to signal differences in lexical meaning. For example, in Cantonese a

syllable /ji/ when associated with a high pitch level means 'clothes', but its meaning
changes to 'meaning' when the same syllable is associated with a mid high pitch level.
In the acoustic dimension, fO values that are used to reflect different lexical tones might
differ to the same extent as the fO differences that reflect characteristics of speakers. In
order to resolve the ambiguity of fO values that express different tones, it is necessary to

separate out the non-linguistic effect of speakers.

Similarly, for a given speaker, fO values of the same tone vary with its positions-in-
utterance. One of the well-reported fO variations arising from different positions-in-
utterance is downtrend—a tendency for fO to lower gradually over the course of an ut¬
terance (Pike 1945, Cohen et al 1982, 1990, Pierrehumbert 1980). Such intra-speaker
variation could potentially result in obscuring the difference in fO values that is used to

express tonal contrasts. In a hypothetical tone language with three level tones—High,
Mid and Low. It is possible for downtrend to lower the fO value of a High tone late in
an utterance such that the value might overlap with the fO value of a Mid tone occurring
early in the utterance. Therefore, it is necessary to separate out the effect of downtrend
from the phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts in the raw fO data so that
tonal contrasts can be characterised independent of positions-in-utterance.

This chapter reviews studies of downtrend in European languages from both the acoustic
and perceptual perspective and questions how the perceptual studies of downtrend in

1



CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW OF DOWNTREND AND NORMALISATION 2

non-tonal languages is generalisable to tone languages. What kind of information in the
fO contour does a native speaker of a tone language use in identifying the same tone
from different positions-in-utterance? In other words, how do listeners separate out fO
information that characterises tonal contrasts from information that reflects downtrend?

1.2 Downtrend

1.2.1 Types of Downtrend

One of the most studied properties of fO contour is the gradual lowering of fO throughout
the course of an utterance. Pike described the phenomenon in 1945:

'The general tendency of the voice is to begin on a moderate pitch and lower the medium
pitch line during the sentence. A long 'level' contour, therefore, might gradually have its
syllables pronounced on a lower pitch; this can be called DRIFT' (cited in Cohen et al.
1982, p.254)

Since then the fO downtrend has been observed in both tone and non-tone languages. It
was found in English (Maeda 1976, Pierrehumbert 1980, Liberman and Pierrehumbert
1984, Cooper and Sorensen 1981), Japanese (Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988, Fujisaki
1981, Fujisaki, Hirose and Ohta 1979), Spanish (Prieto 1996, 1998), Danish (Thorsen
1983, 1.985), Yornba (Connell and Ladd 1990, Laniran 1993), Haiisa (Lind.au 1986, Inkelas
1990), Dutch (Cohen et al 1982, 'tHart et al 1990, Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988, Van
den Berg 1990), and Mandarin Chinese (Shih 2000).

Three types of downtrend have been identified—downstep, final lowering and decli¬
nation. Pierrehumbert and Beckman (1988) reported effects of declination, catethe-
sis(ie.downstep) and final lowering in Japanese; Liberma.n and Pierrehumbert(1984) down-
step and final lowering in American English; and Shih (2000) declination in Mandarin
Chinese. The three sources affect the fO contour in different ways. In final lowering
the fO of an accent peak is much lower in an utterance-final position than in a non-final
utterance position (Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1984, Prieto 1998, Beckman and Pierre¬
humbert 1988, Herman 1996). The effect of final lowering was reported to be independent
of declination (Herman 1996). In Kipare final lowering was reported to affect up to three
syllables before the end of an utterance (Herman 1996). In other words, final lowering
affects fO values in a small and local domain around the end of an utterance.

Among accents in utterance-medial positions, the observed downtrend wa.s attributed to

downstep or declination. In Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984), a non-zero exponen¬

tial decay of downtrend was modelled as a function of local downstep. A similar effect
of downstep was also reported in Japanese (Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988) and in
Spanish (Prieto 1996). In a tone language, downstep was also found to exhibit a steeper
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slope as reported in Lindau (1986). In a sequence of High tones in Hausa the slope of
downtrend was 13.89 percent per second; but the slope was 32.71 percent per second in
a sequence of alternating High and Low tones for a given sentence length. The slope was

steeper in an alternating sequence of High and Low tones than in a sequence of High
tones, because the Low tone preceding the High tone triggered extra lowering of fO of the
High tone.

Declination then is the residue downtrend that cannot be explained by downstep or final
lowering (Lindau 1986, Laniran 1993, Shih 2000). Evidence of declination comes mainly
from tone languages. In Mandarin Chinese an exponential decay of fO peaks associated
with a sequence of High Level tones was reported (Shih 2000) In Yoruba (Laniran 1993),
sequences of identical tones were found to exhibit declination, though the declination
rate varied with tone types. Low tones exhibited a steeper declination slope, followed by
Mid tones and then High tones. Contrary to Mandarin Chinese, High tones exhibited
the least declination, reflecting language-specific differences in how much a High Level
tone can vary in the upper region of an fO range. In other words, a High Level tone in
Mandarin Chinese is less constrained than a corresponding tone in Yoruba.

Irrespective of the types of downtrend, the effect is that an identical tone/accent will
be realised in different acoustic fO values, depending on its positions-in-utterance. In a

tone language different fO values also express phonological contrasts of tones. One of
the consequences of downtrend is that the phonetic fO levels that express phonological
contrasts might overlap with the phonetic fO levels of the same tone in different positions-
in-utterance, resulting in ambiguous phonetic specifications of tones. With downtrend,
phonetic fO values reflect two processes—one is to convey phonological contrasts of tones
and the other results from phonetic implementation of a tone in different positions-in-
utterance. The former process has a phonological /linguistic function; whereas the latter
process is phonetic in nature. If we want to uncover any invariant mapping between the
phonological contrasts and phonetic fO values, we need to distinguish the phonetic effect
of downtrend from the phonetic specifications of tones.

1.3 Acoustic evidence of Downtrend

Studies on downtrend have focucscd mainly on fO peaks of successive accents in European
languages. Their goal is to explain downtrend as systematic variation of fO so that one
can equate different fO values to the same phonological event such that a H* accent with
lower phonetic fO in a late occurring phrase position can be interpreted as phonologically
equivalent to a H* with a higher phonetic fO in an early-occurring phrase position.

F0 peaks were reported to exhibit an exponential decay to a non zero asymptote (Liber
man and Pierrehumbert 1984, Prieto 1996, Shih 2000). Two types of downtrend have
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been accorded to the exponential decay of fO peaks—downstep and declination. The ex¬

ponential decay of fO peaks in American English (Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1984) and
Spanish (Prieto 1996) is attributed to the choice of a tune type — ie. the presence of
the trailing L tone in the downstepping accent (H*+L). The trailing L tone of a bi-tonal
accent triggers a local downstep rule. However, a similar exponential decay of fO peaks
is attributed to declination in Mandarin Chinese (Shih 2000). With a sequence of High
Level tones, there is no trailing L tone to trigger downstep in Mandarin Chinese. Though
downtrend received different linguistic interpretations in Liberman and Pierrehumbert
(1984) and Shih (2000), the shape of downtrend is similar. In both cases, the fO peak of
each successive accent can be locally modelled as a constant fraction of a preceding fO
peak.

The strong claim of downtrend as a local property of an fO contour was shown in Liberman
and Pierrehumbert's study (1984). The fO peaks were reported to lower exponentially to a

non-zero asymptote—called 'reference line' during the course of an utterance. The expo¬

nential decay can be modelled as a constant downstep factor. In their 'berry' experiment,
four subjects producod a list of borry names with varying numbers of downotcpping ac

cents(H*+L) ranging from 2 to 5, at three different overall pitch ranges. At a given pitch
range, the fO peak of each successive non-final downstepping accent was lowered. The
exponential decay of fO remained, even when the overall pitch ranges increased.

Variations in pitch range did not affect the exponential decay of successive downstepping
accents (see Figure 1.1). It can be seen in the Figure that the reference level (ie. the
asymptote limit that the fO accent peak can be lowered to) got higher when the pitch range

was increased. Tho increase in the overall pitch range also raised the fO peaks of successive
downstepping accents. The higher the overall pitch range, the higher the fO peaks. By
using the asymptote, Liberman and Pierrehumbert divided the fO space within which an

accent is realised into two parts an upper region above the reference line, and a lower
region below. In the upper region, the fO value of each successive accent peak was lowered
at a constant downstep factor in relation to its preceding accent peak. The downstep
factor in fact was reducing the size of the upper region within which each accent peak
can be realised. On the other hand, the utterance-final low (L%) stayed fairly invariant
and did not correlate with the increase in the overall pitch range. The utterance-final
low was believed to reach the bottom of the speaking range in the utterance, consistent
with Pierrehumbert (1980). Since the increase in the overall pitch range did not affect the
exponential decay of a sequence of downstepping accents, the effect of pitch range variation
was interpreted as independent of the effect of downstep. In other words, downstep was

not considered as modifications of the overall pitch range within which accent peaks were

realised. Downstep was attributed to the phonological specification of a bi-tonal accent—
H*+L. The trailing tone in the bi-tonal accent triggered the lowering of fO values in
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Figure 1.1: Downstep data from Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984)
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Figure 1.2: Downstep data taken from Prieto (1996))

successive accent peaks. The use of a local constant downstep factor implies a reduction
of the upper region of fO range within which an accent is realised.

Further evidence showed that time-dependent declination did not add to the downtrend
attributable to downstep in Mexican Spanish (Prieto 1996). FO peaks on successive medial
downstepping accents in Mexican Spanish did not get any lower, when the temporal
distance between successive downstepping accents increased. Her experiment tested the
effect of sentence length on the fO peaks on successive downstepping accents. Subjects were

'X*.— 1

Wi* — 1

SiieakH- KS
»1 H2 HI H4 H5

Number of downstepping Accents in Spanish (H=fO peak)
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instructed to produce test sentences that differed in the number of intervening unstressed
syllables between two successive downstepping accents. For example, the downstepping
accents were placed on 'ra' and 'lu' in 'rayo de luna' and 'rayo de la luna'. In the
former there were 2 intervening unstressed syllables; whereas in the latter there were 3

intervening syllables. If declination as defined by a global time-dependent declining line
contributes to the observable downtrend, one will predict an effect of temporal distance
between successive accents on the fO peak in addition to downstep. For example, in a two-
accent sentence with two intervening unstressed syllables, downstep is expected to result
in a lower fO on the second accent peak. When the temporal distance between the two
accents increases to 3 intervening unstressed syllables, declination will add to downstep
and result in a much lower fO on the second accent. The prediction of an additional effect
of time-dependent declination was not confirmed in Prieto (1996). The temporal distance
between accents did not add extra lowering to the fO peak on each successive accent in
the same phrase position, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. At the same time, successive fO
peaks were reported to be highly correlated. When the fO peak on the first accent was
raised, there was a corresponding raising of the fO peak on the second accent, though the
fO on the second accent was still lower than that on the first accent. Consistent with

Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984), fO peak on downstepping accent was lowered locally
with reference to its previous fO peak. Prieto's findings showed further that a global time-
dependent declination does not add more to downtrend that can be explained in terms of
local downstep.

There is evidence to suggest that downtrend can also be attributed as a local property,
even when the trigger to downstep is not present. In the above two studies, downstep
is triggered by the presence of a trailing L tone. But in Shih (2000), downtrend that
resembles an exponential decay of downstep was reported for a sequence of High Level
tones in Mandarin Chinese. There is no intervening L tone between successive High Level
tones to trigger any downstep. Therefore, the observed downtrend cannot be accounted
for in terms of downstep, but declination. In Shih's experiment, subjects were asked to

produce a sequence of High Level tones at varying lengths in a test sentence that began
with a Low tone and a Rising tone. The Low and Rising tones served as the 'frame' for
each test utterance. The 'frame' chose the Low tone target on the Low tone and the High
tone target on the Rising tone to define the pitch range of each test utterance. It was

found that the fO peak of the last High Level tone in the sequence tended to lie midway
between the fO peak at the end of the Rising tone and the fO valley on the sentence-initial
Low tone. That means that declination of a sequence of High Level tones asymptotes
to the mid point of a pitch range in each utterance. The asymptote is similar to what
Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984)'s notion of reference line. In both cases, the effect
of downtrend is confined to an upper region above the asymptote. Similar to Liberman
and Pierrehumbert (1984), Prieto (1996), the exponential decay of fO peaks on successive
High Level tones was modelled as a constant fraction of the previous High Level tone.
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The exponential decay of fO peaks was reported in both downstep (Liberman and Pierre-
humbert 1984, Prieto 1996) and declination (Shih 2000). In the former, the fO lowering
is attributed to the choice of an accent type (ie. H * +L downstepping accent); whereas
in the latter it is not. At the same time, in all these studies the exponential decay was

modelled locally in relation to a previous fO peak. The implication is that the upper

region above the asymptote is reduced in size. Irrespective of the types of downtrend, the
effect is that downtrend reduces the size of the upper region in the fO range within which
an accent or a tone is realised.

As compared to the work done on the downtrend of fO peaks, there is scant data on

downtrend of fO valleys. Pierrehumbert (1980) reported that the fO valley specified with
L% in a late-occurring sentence position is lower than the corresponding fO valley occurring
early in the sentence. Based on that observation, she posited a declining base line. It
was also observed that fO values over a stretch of unstressed syllables without any tonal
specifications in Dutch declines naturally(Cohen et al 1982, 't Hart et al 1990). Such
observation led them to suggest a global declining base line.

Though downtrend of fO peaks is modelled as a local property, downtrend of fO valleys
is interpreted as a more global characteristic. Pierrehumbert (1980) and Liberman and
Pierrehumbert (1984) reported an abstract global declining base line . In the 'Anna-
Manny' experiment, accents were assigned to both 'Anna' and 'Manny' in a test sentence
'Anna came with Manny' as a response to two different eliciting questions. In response to
the question 'What about Manny? Who came with him?', 'Anna' was the main answer

and the accent on it was expected to be more prominent than 'Manny' that provided the
background information. In response to the question 'What about Anna? Who did she
come with?', it was 'Manny' that provided the main answer and the accent was more

prominent than 'Anna' that provided the background information. The main prominent
accent that provided the main answer occurred in two temporal positions in the test
sentence—one on the early-occurring word 'Anna' and the other on the late-occurring
word 'Manny'. In her analysis, the main answer was specified as H*L-L%. The two test
utterances were varied with different overall pitch ranges. She found that the fO valley
(L%) after the accent on the main answer was fairly stable. The L% did not vary with
the changes in the overall pitch range of an utterance. The L% reflects the fO reaching the
bottom of the pitch range in an utterance. When she compared the L% on both 'Anna'
and 'Manny' as main answers to the two eliciting questions, she found that the fO valley
on L% on the early-occurring 'Anna' was higher than that on the corresponding L% on a

late-occurring 'Manny'. On such basis, she suggested an abstract declining base line. In
other words, the bottom of the pitch range in an utterance lowers over time.

Observations of a declining base line were also reported in Dutch (Cohen et al 1982, 'tHart
et al 1990). It was found that fO valleys lowered gradually over a stretch of unstressed
syllables between accents. The base line in the IPO model was considered more basic
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than the top line, because the top line reflects different strengths of accents as well as
downtrend. This problem is less acute for fO valleys. Besides, when there is one fO peak in
an utterance, it is more difficult to measure downtrend from the fO peaks. This problem
can be avoided by using the base line that uses fO valleys as the measurement anchor
points. In line with Maeda (1976), Cohen et al and their IPO coworkers also reported
that the utterance-final fO is relatively stable. The utterance-final fO value is assumed to
be the fixed endpoint for the base line in the IPO model.

In Danish, Thorsen (1982, 1983, 1985) found that the tonal relationship of L* and H L
in each stress group is invariant. In a sequence of stress groups, it was found that the L*
of successive stress groups lower gradually. That provides some evidence to suggest that
downtrend also affects the lower region of the fO range. She also found that the slope of
downtrend associated with the L* varied with sentence types.

Though there is observation of downtrend among fO valleys, the phonological status ac¬

corded to these fO valleys in different studies is not equivalent. In Pierrehumbert (1980),
the fO valleys that are used to define the abstract declining base line have the phonolog¬
ical specification of L%. In t'Hart et al 1990, the observed declination on the stretch of
unstressed syllables can be inferred as interpolation between L pitch targets. In Thorsen
(1983), the fO valleys are given the phonological specification of L*. The use of different
phonological specifications of the fO valleys in characterising downtrend can lead to dif¬
ferences in different slopes and shapes of downtrend. Therefore, it is necessary to make
sure that phonological specifications are equivalent in evaluating and comparing different
slopes of downtrend. Despite differences in the overt slope of downtrend among fO valleys,
a global declining base line is generally observed.

1.3.1 Summary

To sum up, the acoustic evidence indicated that both the fO accent peaks and the fO
valleys lower over time during the course of an utterance. It was observed that the fO
peaks lower exponentially, whereas the fO valleys do not (Pierrehumbert 1980). That
means, the top line that connects the fO peaks over time and the base line that connects
the fO valleys over time will converge. The fO range as defined by the top line and the
base line of an utterance will decrease over time. In other words, literature on downtrend
assumes that the fO range of an utterance within which fO targets are scaled narrows over

time. But the studies of downtrend focused mainly on the fO peaks and fO valleys, ie. the
top line and the base line. If downtrend reflects variation in fO range over time, then tone

targets within that frame are expected to vary over time. But there is no literature to
study any other tone target within such frame of reference over time, apart from the fO
peaks and the fO valleys that are used to define the fO range.
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Hi^s

Figure 1.3: Garding's Tonal Grid Model(1983)

1.4 Intonation models and downtrend

In generating an fO contour from tonal specifications, various models approach downtrend
differently. Pierrehumbert (1980) treated declination as a background frame of reference
against which the tonal specifications of accents are realised. Fujisaki (1981) approached
declination as arising from a phrase component. Garding (1983) approached downtrend
as a property of the sentence intonation in terms of a tonal grid.

The grid model used by Garding and her co-workers (1983) described sentence and phrase
intonation in terms of a grid—a top line and a base line. These two lines can be rising,
falling, level or in combination of all three. Local features are applied to syllables or words
and expressed in terms of Highs or Lows or any combination of the two elements. A fO
contour is generated from both the global tonal grid of an utterance and the local feature
of Highs and Lows, as illustrated in Figure 1.3.

The solid lines reflect the tonal grid within which accents/tones are normally realised.
The sentence intonation is reflected in the direction in the tonal grid. In the illustration,
the grid rises and then falls. The broken lines reflect 'the floor and the ceiling of the voice
in the normal register' (Garding 1983, p. 15). In the tonal grid model, the direction and
shape of the tonal grid is associated with different sentence types, semantic and pragmatic
functions, speech act types. According to such model, downtrend will be reflected in
the direction of the tonal grid in the sentence component. Lindau (1986) showed that
downtrend can be characterised by an overall falling tonal grid. Garding (1987) reported
a falling tonal grid for a statement intonation in Mandarin Chinese, and a rising grid for
a question intonation. The difference in the direction of the tonal grid reflects different
speech acts. In other words, the declination component of downtrend is interpreted as a

global and linguistic function. In this model, the grid is defined by any High and Low
tone targets in an utterance. But before one can define the grid line, one needs to make
sure the tone targets used in defining the grid are phonologically equivalent.
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Declination in Pierrehumbert's model (1980)
The two accent peaks are equivalent in terms of the units above the
abstract base line.

Figure 1.4: Downtrend in terms of Pierrehumbert's model (1980)

In models such as Pierrehumbert (1980), the declination component of downtrend is re¬

lated to a reference base line. Assuming the same accent strength, the fO peaks associated
with successive accents will be reflected in the equivalent units above the base line, as

illustrated in Figure 1.4.

The reference base line does not have any linguistic function in the model. It is an abstract
reference to equate different fOs to an identical phonological event/accent. However, one
problem with this model is on what grounds an accent can be independently determined
to be equal in accent strength, before evaluating the effect of downtrend.

Fujisaki (1981) advocated two components in his intonation model — the phrase compo¬
nent and the accent component. These two components added in the logarithmic domain
to generate an fO contour. According to such a model, the declination component of
downtrend is modelled as a phrase curve, as seen in Figure 1.5.

According to the model, the exponentially decaying phrase curve is physiologically moti¬
vated and does not have any linguistic function. The Figure 1.5 illustrates that downtrend
of fO peaks results from superimposing a local accent component onto the phrase curve,

assuming that the size of accents is equal.
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Downtrend in terms of Fujisaki's model

Figure 1.5: Downtrend in terms of Fujisaki's model (1981)

These models all assume that the phonetic fOs of successive accents/tones that are phono-
logically equivalent can be accounted for systematically by referring to a frame of refer¬
ence. In order to evaluate whether a tone target occurring early in the utterance is
phonologically equivalent to a tone target occurring late in the utterance, different frames
of reference have been used—a top line, a base line, or a combination of both. These
frames of reference are formulated to predict the phonetic fO of an otherwise phonologi¬
cally equivalent event, such as the tonal specification of fO peaks/valleys associated with
an accent in different positions-in-utterance. One of the issues that these approaches deal
with concerns about how the frame of reference is anchored. In other words, what kind
of information in the fO contour can be used to define the frame of reference? As Ladd

(1988) pointed out, one theoretical consideration in formulating either a top line or a base
line is the issue of phonological equivalence. One has to establish an external independent
criterion to decide on the phonological identity of fO targets before evaluating the effect
of downtrend on how different fO values can be equated to the same tone. In non-tonal
languages, such as English and Dutch, the phonological specification of accents made
overt examination of the both the top line and base line of an utterance more difficult
than in a tone language. A base lino can bo characterised by downtrend of fO valleys that
can be specified as either L* or L or L%. In a top line, the fO peak height might reflect
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accent strength as well as downtrend. The top line reflects downtrend only when we can

independently decide on the phonological equivalence of accent strength. The problem
arising from phonological equivalence at least can be dealt with more explicitly in a tone

language. For instance, a High Level tone will have a fO peak associated with it; similarly,
a Low Level tone will have an fO valley associated with it. The target of a High Level
tone occurring early in the utterance is expected to be the same when it re-occurs later in
the utterance. By using a tone language, it is easier to establish phonological equivalence
of tones and examine the relationship between the frame of reference and downtrend so

that different fOs can be equated to the same tone.

1.5 Perceptual consequence of downtrend

Despite the effect of downtrend on phonetic fO, a listener seems to be able to compensate
for it. Evidence of how downtrend is normalised comes mainly from studies of per¬
ceived prominence. A listener is found to compensate for downtrend in order to evaluate
perceived prominence of an accent peak for a given fO value. At a given fO value, a late-
occurring fO peak is perceived more prominent than an early-occurring fO peak. Or for
two accent peaks to be equivalent in prominence, the late-occurring peak has to be lower
than the early-occurring one (Pierrehumbert 1979, Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988, Leroy
1986, Terken 1991, Gussenhoven et al 1997). It is generally assumed that the perceived
prominence of fO peak is processed with reference to downtrend.

Pierrhumbert (1979)

Normalisation of downtrend was reported in Pierrehumbert (1979). The fO on the second
accent in a 6-syllable nonsense sentence has to be phonetically lower for it to be perceived
as equivalent in pitch to the first accent. Two accent peaks were superimposed on a level
base line which started at 80 Hz for each utterance—one on the second syllable and the
other on the penultimate syllable. Subjects were instructed to adjust the fO of the second
accent in each utterance so that both accents would sound equal in pitch. There were two
stimulus sets—one with the fO peak on the first accent at 151 Hz, and the other at 121
Hz. The base line was level at 80 Hz in both stimuli sets. The former then had a range of
71 Hz (as defined by the fO difference between the base line and the fO peak on the first
accent); whereas the latter had a range of 41 Hz. When the fO peak on the first accent
was 151 Hz, there was compensation of downtrend, because the fO peak on the second
accent was 9.2 Hz lower.

In the same study, Pierrehumbert (1979) reported no significant effect of the number of
intervening unstressed syllables between accents on normalisation of downtrend. When
she varied the number of intervening unstressed syllables from one to three between the
two accents under investigation, no significant difference in the degree of normalisation
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was found. The temporal distance between two accents does not affect the extent of
normalisation.

To sum up, Pierrehumbert's study showed that downtrend was expected and compensated
for in evaluating the pitch of fO values on accent peaks. As the base line was flat in the
experiment, the listeners could not have heard a declining base line and used that as the
reference in normalisation. It can be inferred that downtrend was expected. However, the
study did not tell us how normalisation of downtrend was done, what kind of information
was used in normalisation. What she showed was that downtrend was expected and
compensated for.

Leroy (1986)

Leroy in her study provided evidence for the perceptual significance of a declining base
line as a reference anchor in evaluating perceived prominence of fO peaks. In her study,
she showed how the slope of the base line affected normalisation of fO peaks for equiva¬
lent prominence in different positions-in-utterance. She conducted a series of perception
experiments to test whether compensation of declination varied with different rates of
declination. A test sentence containing seven 'ma' syllables was used, with two accents

superimposed on the second and the penultimate syllables. There were four experimental
conditions:

1. with a standard slope of declination (-3.35 semitones/second)
2. with a steep slope of declination (-5.78 semitones/second)
3. with no declination

4. with silence between the two accents.

At the standard slope of declination, listeners evaluated the fO peak on the second accent
to be as high as that on the first accent, when the fO of the second accent was 1.81
semitones lower. Listeners took declination into consideration in evaluating the relative
height of fO peaks. However, the listeners did not seem to compensate fully for the actual
declination of 3.21 semitones between the two test accents. At a steep slope of declination,
the fO peak on the second accent was 2.08 semitones lower than that on the first accent
for them to be perceived as equal in pitch, though the actual declination between the two
test accents was 5.54 semitones. It is evident that the slope of declination affected how
much declination was compensated for. However, declination was not fully compensated.
When the two test accents were superimposed on a level base line, the listeners still
compensated for declination, like what was reported in Pierrehumbert (1979). For the
two accents to be judged equivalent in pitch, the fO peak on the second accent was 1.03
semitones lower than that on the first accent. The listeners compensated for an 'expected'
declination, even though there was no actual declination in the fO contour. In the case
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when there was a silence between the two accents, the listeners did not compensate for
declination, because the relative height of successive pitch peaks was judged to belong
to separate utterances. That is, normalisation of downtrend operated within the same

utterance/phrase domain.

To sum up, her findings showed that the listener does not compensate fully for the actual
declination present in the stimuli. When they compensate for declination, they seem

to be sensitive to the slope of declination. However, it is not clear whether it is the
declination slope or the fO height of the first accent peak that induces different degrees
of normalisation. In her experiment the slopes of declination covaried with the fO peaks
in the four experimental conditions. For example, in the test condition with a normal
declination slope, the fO peak on the first accent was 140 Hz; in the test condition with a

steep declination slope, the fO peak on the corresponding accent was 172 Hz; and in the
test condition with a level base line the fO peak on the corresponding accent was 128 Hz.

Gussenhoven and Rietveld (1988)

Further evidence of a global declining base line as the reference anchor was provided
in Gussenhoven and Rietveld (1988). They found that perceived prominence given to
the fO peak on the second accent in an utterance was much higher when the second
accent occurred later in the utterance. Similar to Pierrehumbert (1979) and Leroy (1986),
the findings reported in Gussenhoven and Rietveld (1988) also showed that downtrend
was normalised. For two fO peaks to be judged equally prominent, the fO of a late-
occurring second accent peak has to be lower than that of an early-occurring first accent
peak. Unlike the findings in Pierrehumbert (1979), they found that the Dutch listeners
were sensitive to the temporal distance between the two accent peaks in an utterance,
when they compensated for declination. Dutch subjects were asked to assign prominence
ratings to each of the accent peaks in a series of sentences with two accents. The test
sentences were divided into short versions containing six 'ma' syllables or long versions
containing eight 'ma' syllables. At each sentence length, two accents on the second and
the penultimate syllables were superimposed on a declining base line which started at
100 Hz and fell 3 semitones to the end of each utterance. The findings revealed that
the second accent peak attracted higher prominence rating, when the second accent peak
occurred farther away from the first accent peak. The listeners appeared to be aware of the
temporal distance between the two accent peaks in evaluating prominence equivalence of
two accents. Gussenhoven and Rietveld used that as the basis to argue for a global time-
dependent property of declination. In evaluating prominence of fO peaks, the listeners
did not base their decision on a direct comparison of fO peak height with the adjacent
fO peaks, as indicated by the close relationship of successive fO peaks in downstep. The
listeners were reported to be sensitive to the global time-dependent information of the
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declining base line in assigning prominence ratings to an fO peak on an accent. In other
words, fO is processed with reference to a globally declining base line.

Gussenhoven et al (1997)

In Gussenhoven et al (1997), an attempt was made to identify some reference points in the
base line that can be used to evaluate prominence of an fO peak. Gussenhoven et al (1995)
asked Dutch subjects to judge whether 'Amanda' or 'Malta' was given more emphasis in
a test sentence 'Amanda gaat naar Malta'(ie. Amanda goes to Malta'). Accents on the
two test words 'Amanda' and 'Malta' were superimposed on a declining base line with a

constant offset frequency at 164 Hz for the female speaker. There were three test rates
of declination—one at 2.4st/s, the other at 3.7st/s and the last one at 4.9sf/s. At each
test rate of declination, the fO height of the first accent was varied. At different rates of
declination, some fO heights of the first accent overlapped. This allowed them to keep the
fO height of the first accent constant so that they could examine the effect of different
declination rates. At the same time, at each test declination rate, the variation of fO
height on the first accent allowed them to keep the declination rate constant while they
could examine the effect of fO height on perceived prominence of the second accent. The
results showed a significant effect of fO height and a significant effect of declination rates
on prominence judgement. At a given declination rate, when the fO height of the first
accent was raised, the difference between the fO value of the first accent and the second
accent (ie. P1-P2 difference) increased. In other words, when the declining base line
was kept constant, the higher the first accent peak, the greater the difference between
PI and the base line and the greater the P1-P2 difference. At a given fO height of the
first accent (ie. PI), the steeper the declination slope was, the smaller P1-P2 difference.
When PI was kept constant, a steep declination slope resulted in a reduction in the fO
difference between PI and the base line. In such condition, the P1-P2 difference was

found to decrease in order to arrive at equal prominence on the second accent peak. The
results suggested some kind of relationship between the Pl-baseline difference and the
P1-P2 difference. As P1-P2 difference reflects how much of downtrend is compensated for
in order to judge the two accents to be equal in perceived prominence, we can infer that
normalisation of downtrend for rating prominence depends on the relationship between an

abstract reference base line and actual fO peak. Their findings concurred with the opinions
of Ladd (1993) and Pierrehumbert (1980) on the abstract nature of a base line. In order
to find out how the abstract reference line can be constructed from the actual fO contour,
Gussenhoven et al conducted a few more experiments. In one experiment subjects were

asked to rate the prominence of one accent embedded in a phrase, when the fO height of
the onset frequency of the phrase was varied. It was found that the prominence rating
of the accent decreased when the fO height of the onset frequency was raised. This effect
was only found when the duration of the onset frequency was long enough.
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To sum up, downtrend was reported to be normalised in evaluating absolute fO values so

that the same phonological event can be made equivalent. Evidence suggested that an
abstract reference base line was used in processing absolute fOs. The fO height of the onset

frequency in an utterance affects the estimation of such abstract reference base line.

1.5.1 Summary

A tone/an accent is realised in different fOs, when it occurs in different positions-in-
utterance. The fO variation arising from positions-in-utterance is expected and compen¬

sated for by listeners. The fO of a tone is not processed in absolute terms; the fO is
evaluated by taking into consideration downtrend.

1.6 Downtrend and Normalisation in a tone language

While previous research focused mainly on downtrend and perceptual normalisation in
non-tonal languages, there are relatively few studies on downtrend and normalisation in a

tone language. A tone language provides us with a good case to test what kind of reference
information can be used in normalising for downtrend. There are significant advantages
in using a tone language rather than a non-tonal language. First, a tone language is
less restricted in the combination of tones than in a non-tonal language. Second, the
phonological status of a tone is lexically specified and its phonological equivalence is more
transparent, explicit and clearer than an accent in a non-tonal language. Third, it is
easier for listeners to equate two lexical tones than to equate two perceived prominence in
the investigation of what kind of information will be used in normalisation of downtrend.
A tone identification task is categorical in nature, whereas a prominence evaluation task
is phonetic and continuous in nature. The latter task might be easily affected by factors
such as amplitude, height of fO peak etc. Finally, a tone language will enable us to observe
explicitly the tone space within which tones are realised during the course of an utterance.
It allows us to use overtly the fO peaks on the High tone and the fO valleys on the Low tone
to define the tonal space, while at the same time we can be certain of the phonological
equivalence of tones.

Hong Kong Cantonese (HKC) is the language under investigation in the thesis. It is one

of the many dialects of the Chinese language and belongs to the 'Yue' group of dialects
that spread across southeastern China.

Under most analyses, there are nine tones in Hong Kong Cantonese—6 non-glott,alised
tones and 3 glottalised tones. The six non-glottalised tones are distinguished from one

another in terms of fO height and contour (Fok 1974, Vance 1976, Hashimoto 1972, Bauer
1997). The three short glottalised tones can only occur in a closed monosyllable with
the C + V + Cstop structure. The three glottalised tones are short in duration and
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(5) top
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(1) bottom

Chao's tone numbers in an idealised fO range

Figure 1.6: A reference tone space for tone realisation

distinguished in terms of fO height—High, Mid and Low. Bauer (1997) described the six
non-glottalised tones in Chao's tone numbers which reflect how he divides up a default
tonal space within which tones are represented. The default tonal space is divided into 4
equal parts as illustrated in Figure 1.6.

• High Level tone (55): It occupies the top of the high register and starts at 5 and
remains fairly level or it may fall slightly toward its end. Its distance from either
the High-Mid tone and the Mid-Low tone is relatively greater than the distance
between the High-Mid tone and the Mid-Low tone.

• High-Mid tone (33):
It occupies the mid register and begins at the mid point of 3 and may remain
relatively level throughout its length or gradually fall toward its end.

• Mid-Low tone (22):
It occupies the low register and begins at the mid low point of 2 and gradually trails
off toward its end, but does not fall all the way off to the bottom of the low register.
The High-Mid tone and the Mid-Low tone are fairly close together.

• High-Rise tone (25):
It rises from the mid low point of 2 to the high point of 5. Or it falls from the high
mid point of 4 to a mid low point of 2 and then rises to the high point of 5. The
High-Rise tone starts at the same mid low point of 2 as the Low-Rise tone.

• Low-Rise tone (23):
It starts at the mid low point of 2 and rises to the mid point of 3.

• Low-Fall tone (21):
It starts at the mid low point of 2 and falls to the bottom of the low register.
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Along the pitch contour dimension, the pair of High-Level and Low-Fall tones and the
pair of High-Mid and Mid-Low tones are distinct from the pair of High-Rise and Low-Rise
tones. Along the pitch height dimension, the High-Level, High-Mid, Mid-Low, Low-Fall,
High-Rise and Low-Rise tones are distinguished from one another. FO contours of the six
Cantonese tones are diagrammed in Appendix A.

It can be seen that pitch height plays an important part in distinguishing Cantonese tones
from one another, especially among the High Level, High Mid, Mid Low and the Low Fall
tones.

At the same time, the effect of downtrend is manifested in the dimension of pitch height.
In a tone language such as Hong Kong Cantonese that distinguishes tones in terms of
pitch height, the effect of downtrend can create potentially ambiguous phonetic fO levels
and cause problems in using fO height to distinguish different tones, because the raw

phonetic fO levels reflect both downtrend and tonal contrasts. However, a listener does
not seem to have problems in recovering the tonal identity in an utterance, no matter
in which sentence position a tone occurs in. A High Level tone occurring early in an

utterance is still a High Level tone re-occurring in any other positions in the utterance,

though the same High Level tone is realised at different fO levels. There is no doubt
that a listener uses information in the utterance context to compensate for the effect of
downtrend. But what kind of information does the listener use in order to equate different
phonetic fO levels to a phonologically equivalent tone in different utterance positions. In
order to resolve the ambiguity of phonetic fOs that express tonal contrasts, it is necessary

to separate out the phonetic effect of downtrend.

1.7 A normalising approach

Normalisation has been used to factor out inter-speaker variations in tones (Earle 1975,
Leather 1983, Rose 1987, 1991, Moore 1995, Wong and Diehl 2003).

Though there is a long tradition of studies of vowel normalisation, there are only few
studies of tone normalisation. Among studies of tone normalisation, the focus has been
on the normalisation of inter-speaker variation. There is no study on tone normalisation
of intra-speaker variation. As Rose pointed out, normalisation is a mediating process, a

mathematical analogue of a perceptual process that aims to extract and identify invari¬
ant phonetic features that characterise linguistic/accentual content or underlie linguistic
contrasts.

The classic study of vowel normalisation is from Ladefoged and Broadbent (1957). In
their study the listeners were instructed to identify synthesized words /bVt/ embedded
at the end of a carrier sentence 'please say what this word is X'. Six versions of the
carrier sentence were synthesized by varying F1 and F2 to represent different speakers.
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Stimuli were presented to the subjects. The results showed that the context of the carrier
sentence affected the identification of the test vowel in /bVt/. When the range of F1 in
the carrier sentence was lowered, the test word /bVt/ was identified as /bet/ 90 percent.
When the test word /bVt/ occurred in its original carrier sentence, /bit/ was identified
87 percent. In other words, in a lower range of F1 in the carrier sentence, the F1 of vowel
/i/ in 'please' is lower than the F1 of the test vowel /I/ in 'bit'. Therefore, more /bet/
was heard. The study suggested that a speaker-specific vowel space influences how the
test vowel is perceived.

Analogously, the speaker-specific pitch range has been found to affect how a tone is
perceived. In tone normalisation, attempts have been made to factor out the effect of
speaker-specific pitch range from the phonetic fO values so that one can extract and
specify quantitatively phonetic features that reflect underlying linguistic tonal contrasts
from an ideal speaker.

The effect of a speaker-specific pitch range information in tone perception was reported
in Leather (1983) and Moore (1995). In Leather's study, listeners were presented with
tone stimuli that were varied between a good example of Mandarin Tone 1 (a High Level
tone) and a good example of Mandarin T2 (a Mid Rising tone). They were instructed to
determine the lexical identity of the stimuli embedded in a precursor from two speakers. In
a reading task, one of the test speakers (SN) started T1 (High level tone) at around 135 Hz,
which was the starting value of T2 (Mid Rising tone) for test speaker (TW). The average

fO for speaker SN was 141 Hz and that for speaker TW was 170 Hz. It was predicted
that the a speaker-specific fO range/mean fO would be inferred in tone identification.
An excerpt from one of the two speakers was used to familiarise the listeners before
stimuli from the same speaker were played out with a precursor 'What word is this?'. It
was found that stimuli with identical fO characteristics were perceived as different tones,
depending on what speakers the stimuli were heard from. The study is suggestive of the
use of inferred long-term speaker-specific fO range/level information in processing tones.
However, Leather's study did not make clear how the fO range/level information affects
tone perception. Does a high fO range cause more low tone response or yield more high
tone response?

In a more recent study, Moore (1995) extended Leather's study on speaker normalisation
in the perception of Mandarin Chinese T2 (a Mid Rising tone) and T3 (a Low-falling-rising
tone). In her study, she presented listeners with a continuum of stimuli that varied in two
dimensions—the turning point (defined as the duration from the onset of the tone to the
point of change in fO direction) and the change in fO (defined as the decrease in fO from
the onset of the tone to the turning point of the tone). Subjects were asked to determine
the lexical identity of two tones—a Mid Rising tone (T2) or a Low Falling Rising tone
(T3) in naturally spoken carrier sentences taken from two female speakers. One speaker
was high-pitched with an average fO of 226 Hz and an fO range of 80 Hz and the other
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Figure 1.7: fO contour of Huyen (Low) tone in Vietnamese (from Earle 1975)

was low-pitched with an average fO of 187 Hz and an fO range of 59 Hz. When the tone
stimulus occurred after a precursor sentence from a high-pitched speaker, more low tone

(T3) responses were heard. In other words, a high fO context (in terms of average fO and fO
range) prompts more low tone responses and vice versa. The shift in tone response arose

only when the stimuli were varied in the same fO dimension—ie. the change in fO. Her
study suggested that the fO range/level in the utterance context yielded a contrast effect
on the perception of tones in Mandarin Chinese. When the overall context preceding the
test tone stimuli has a higher fO level and bigger fO range, the stimuli are heard more

often as low tones.

The perceptual study of tones suggested the use of fO range/level in processing tones. A
mathematical analogue of such perceptual normalisation can be found in some tone nor¬

malisation studies. An early attempt of tone normalisation was found in Earle (1975). In
providing an acoustic representation of Vietnamese tones in citation forms, Earle reported
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Figure 1.8: fO contour of Ngang (High) tone in Vietnamese (from Earle 1975)

large quantitative difference of absolute fO values among speakers. Different speakers' con¬
tours for a given tone can differ by as much as or more than an octave in absolute terms,
as illustrated in Figure 1.7 and Figure 1.8.

Such quantitative difference results from difference in pitch range and average voice level
among speakers. However, for each speaker two Vietnamese tones are also distinguishable
from one another in terms of pitch height—the ngang (High) tone and the huyen (Low)
tone. Quantitatively, the fO of a huyen (Low) tone from a female speaker is higher than
the fO of a ngang (High) tone from a male speaker.

In Figure 1.8 the ngang (High) tone from the male speakers (M1-M7) on the whole oc¬

cupies an fO region below 160 Hz; whereas in Figure 1.7 the huyen (Low) tone from the
female speakers (F1-F4) occupies an fO region above 160 Hz. The inter-speaker quanti¬
tative difference is so great that the inter-tone difference is obscured, when absolute fO is
used. To make the inter-tone difference comparable across speakers, he factored out the
effect of inter-speaker variation from the fO values by normalisation.

Transformation was applied to the raw fO data by using a speaker-specific average pitch
range as the reference. An average pitch range for each speaker was defined by two
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Figure 1.9: Percent of Scale values for Ngang (High) Vietnamese tones (from Earle 1975

points—an average fO maximum (Hi) and an average fO minimum (Li). On each Viet¬
namese tone three points were measured—the fO onset, the fO mid point, and the fO offset.
Given 6 Vietnamese tones, there were 18 measurement points altogether. The average
fO maximum was defined as the highest fO value from the 18 measurement points, di¬
vided by 12 repetitions of the same tone. Similarly, the average fO minimum was defined
as the lowest fO value from the 18 measurement points, divided by 12 repetitions. The
speaker-specific average pitch range (Ri) was defined by Hi-Li.

Using a speaker-specific average pitch range, the raw fO was converted to a normalised
frequency scale according to the following formula:

T = * 100

According to the formula, the average fO minimum always had the value of 0 and the
average fO maximum always had the value of 100.

After normalisation, the inter-speaker difference no longer obscures the inter-tone dif¬
ference. For example, in the case of the inter-tone difference between the ngang(High)
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Figure 1.10: Percent of Scale values for Huyen (Low) Vietnamese tones (from Earle 1975)

tone and the huyen (Low tone), the fO region occupied by the huyen (Low) tone from
the female speakers is no longer higher than the fO region occupied by the ngang (High)
tone from the male speakers. This is illustrated in Figure 1.9 and Figure 1.10 in which
the ngang (High) tone occupies an fO region above 30 percent of the normalised scale
for all speakers and the huyen (Low) tone occupies an fO region below 30 percent of the
normalised scale respectively for all speakers. Normalisation allows us to characterise the
phonetic correlate (ie. fO) of the inter-tone difference (ie. tonal contrasts) explicitly and
quantitatively.

In his study of the citation tones of the Zhenhai dialect, Rose (1987, 1991) adopted
a different approach—z-score normalisation to factor out inter-speaker difference. Two
normalising parameters were estimated from the raw data—fO mean and standard devi¬
ation. Observed raw fO is expressed as a multiple of a measure of dispersion from the fO
mean. Formally, it is expressed as:

7-in (FOobs—FOave)
r (Jnorm = A L

s.a.

According to Rose, z-score is better than the approach used by Earle (1975) which he
called 'Fraction of Range'(FoR as shorthand). The reason is that one cannot be certain
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that the two Range-defining points used in normalisation are equivalent across speakers
in the 'Fraction of Range' approach, unless there is an external criterion to determine
the equivalence of the Range-defining points. The Z-score approach avoids such problem
because all the raw data points are used in estimating the normalisation parameters.
When z-score was used in normalisation, the inter-speaker variation was reduced by a

factor of 12.9; on the other hand, FoR yielded a reduction by a factor of 10.8. Because
of the slightly better numerical performance, Rose (1987) preferred the use of z-score
normalisation.

Despite different approaches to normalisation, the goal is essentially the same—to extract
and specify invariant features that underlie phonological representation. Both approaches
were fairly successful in reducing the inter-speaker variation by taking into consideration
of different fO ranges of different speakers. In other words, the mapping between phonetic
feature (ie. fO) and phonological contrasts of tones is abstracted from the effect of fO
range.

1.8 Research Goals

Previous study suggested that downtrend affects both successive fO peaks and fO valleys
associated with accents. Such downtrend is expected and compensated for by listeners.
Studies of downtrend have used either the top line or the base line in equating different
phonetic fOs to an otherwise phonologically equivalent event. In case of defining a top
line, fO peaks associated with accents can also reflect accent strength. A top line that
simply connects a sequence of fO peaks does not necessarily reflect downtrend, as the slope
and shape of the downtrend can be obscured by variations in the strength of accents. It
is this reason that led the IPO approach to base declination on a reference base line.
However, the base line that connects the fO valleys can be specified with L* or L% etc. It
is not clear the resultant base line is derived from a sequence of phonologically equivalent
events. When downtrend affects both the fO peaks and fO valleys, it alters the fO range

over time. If downtrend varies the fO range over time, then it is likely that any tone

target within the fO range will vary accordingly. A tone language such as Cantonese that
contrasts tones in terms of pitch height provides a window to investigate the relationship
between a tone target and its fO range over time. Cantonese has two Mid tones—High Mid
and Mid Low tones. Both of them contrast in terms of pitch height. When downtrend
occurs, a High Mid tone will be lowered later in an utterance. The resulting fO value on a

late-occurring High Mid tone might overlap with the fO value on an early-occurring Mid
Low tone. If downtrend affects the fO range within which tones occur, the tonal contrasts
occurring in the same fO range are expected to remain the same. For instance, the tonal
contrasts between a High Mid tone and a Mid Low tone occurring early in an utterance
will remain the same, even when the pair of tones is moved to a late-occurring position
in the utterance. In other words, the utterance position/ temporal location of the pair of
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tones is independent of the tonal contrast between the pair of tones under investigation,
if downtrend reflects the varying fO range over time.

In tone normalisation, the fO range is used successfully as the normalising parameter for
inter-speaker variation. If intra-speaker fO variation arising from downtrend is the result
of variations in fO range, then normalisation is expected to discount the effect of down¬
trend on the phonetic fO values that underlie different tonal contrasts. The perceptual
consequence is that the phonetic fO values that underlie tonal contrasts are dependent on
a reference fO range that varies over time. Perceptually what kind of anchor points can

be extracted from the fO contour to estimate the reference fO range in order to evaluate
the phonetic fO value of a lexical tone?

The thesis has the following goals:

1) Is downtrend the result of variation of fO range within which tones are scaled? Can
downtrend as variation of fO range be made independent of tonal contrasts? Can normal¬
isation be used to separate out downtrend from any invariant phonetic specifications of
tones?

2) Perceptually, does a listener use the fO range in processing fOs to decide on the lexical
identity of a tone? Does a listener use local or global fO range in processing fO values?



Chapter 2

Production Experiment

2.1 Introduction

Invariance of tone targets in tonal languages has been observed in Rose (1987, 1991)
and Earle (1975). In these studies, tone targets of a fO configuration were shown to be
invariant after normalisation. Earle (1975) in investigating Vietnamese tones found that
inter-speaker variation in pitch range and level can obscure phonetic specifications un¬

derlying tonal contrasts. He reported that fO contours produced by different speakers
for the same tone can differ by as much as an octave. Such inter-speaker difference can

obscure the difference between a high (ngang) tone and a low (huyen) tone. When the
Vietnamese tones were normalised relative to a speaker-specific pitch range, the phonetic
properties/specifications of the tones emerged consistently and invariantly. Using a dif¬
ferent normalisation method (ie. z-score), Rose (1987, 1991) also showed consistent and
invariant phonetic specifications of tones in Wu Chinese across speakers. In these stud¬
ies, normalisation was used to abstract away from actual differences in speaker-specific
pitch range and characterise the invariant phonetic specifications of tones in a neutral and
idealised speaker pitch range. In other words, normalisation separates out the effect of
modifications of pitch range from phonetic specifications within an idealised pitch range.

Apart from across-speaker variation of fO, there is the well-reported intra-speaker variation
of fO—downtrend. The effect of downtrend on fOs associated with accents and tones

have been observed in both tonal and non-tonal languages (Shih 2000, Laniran 1993,
Pierrehumbert 1980, Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1984, Prieto 1996, 1998, Pierrehumbert
and Beckman 1988 etc). An accent that occurs early in an utterance generally has a higher
fO value than the same accent occurring late in the same utterance. That is, a phonological
event such as an accent/a tone varies its fO value according to position-in-utterance.

In studies of African tones, downtrend such as downstep has been shown to affect the fO
range within which a tone is realised. Laniran (1993), Clements (1990), Connell and Ladd
(1990) observed that in a sequence ofH\ L\ H2 L2 H3 Lj, tones in Yoruba downstep lowers

26
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the fO value of H2 because of L\. It also lowers the fO value of £2- The non-local lowering
of successive tones in downstep has been interpreted as 'register' lowering. According
to Clements (1990), 'register' is defined as a 'smaller interval or frequency band internal
to the speaker's range, which determines the highest and lowest frequency within which
tones can be realized at any given point in an utterance'. 'Register' is similar to what we
call 'fO range/space' in this thesis. If downstep is a modification in pitch range, we will
expect other types of downtrend to result from the modifications in pitch range as well.
If downtrend is a modification in pitch range, we will expect normalisation to normalise
away the effect of downtrend from phonetic specifications of tones.

Hong Kong Cantonese provides a good test case for normalisation of downtrend, because
Cantonese has a pair of tones—High Mid and Mid Low. This pair is only distinguished
in terms of fO height. A High Mid tone has an overall higher fO contour than a Mid Low
tone. When downtrend occurs, fO variation arising from downtrend might potentially
overlap with fO variation underlying tonal contrasts. The overlap might create ambiguous
fO value that can be interpreted as different tones in the same position-in-utterance or

the same tone in different positions-in-utterance. In such a scenario, we can test how
successful normalisation can be in teasing apart the effect of downtrend from the phonetic
specifications underlying tonal contrasts with the goal of resolving the phonetic ambiguity
between the High Mid and the Mid Low tones.

This chapter reports on a production experiment that elicited downtrend data in Hong
Kong Cantonese and shows that downtrend is a modification of fO range in different
positions-in-utterance. Normalisation that abstracts away from the actual differences of
the fO range in different positions-in-utterance is successful in characterising the phonetic
specifications underlying tonal contrasts in an idealised speaker-neutral, position-neutral
fO range.

2.2 Review of Intonation and Tones in Cantonese

There are only a few studies on the interaction between intonation and tone in Cantonese
— Vance (1976) and Johnson (1987). The two studies showed that fO values of tones
varied with positions-in-utterance. Each study is reviewed in detail below:

Vance 1976

Vance (1976) studied the effect of intonation on the phonetic realisation of six Cantonese
tones. Six test tones were used as the stimuli, namely, the High Level, Low Fall, High Mid,
Mid Low, Low Rise and High Rise tones. Two intonation phenomena were investigated,
namely, the effect of contrast and the effect of phrase-position (medial versus final).
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Three experimental contexts were created in his study. The first experimental context
consisted of a declarative sentence. A test word was inserted into the medial position of
the declarative sentence, as exemplified in (la).

(la) Utterance-medial non-contrastive Context

35 22 X 22 35 11 35

koey wa X tsi hou nan se

'He says this word X is hard to write.'

The second experimental context combined two sentences to form a question-answer pair

(Q-A). The test word was placed in the utterance-final position of the Answer part of
the Q-A pair, as exemplified in (lb).

(lb) Utterance-final non-contrastive Context

55 22 22 55 22 22 22 X 35 22 55 22 22 22 X

pin ko wa nei ko tsi hai X koi wa nei ko tsi hai X

Who says this word is X? He says this word is X.

The third context consisting of two clauses inserted the test word in the utterance-medial
position of a sentence with a connective but to elicit a contrastive stress on the immedi¬
ately following test word, as exemplified in (lc).

(lc) Utterance-medial contrastive Context

35 22 11 22 11 35 55 22 X 22 22 11 35

koey wa tin tsi nan se pat ko X tsi tsung nan se

He says the word field is hard to write, but the word X is harder to write.

The test tones in the utterance-medial contrastive context (lc) were reported to have a

higher FO value than those in the utterance-medial non-contrastive context (la). The fO
values of the tones were lower in the utterance-final position-in-utterance (lb) than in the
utterance-medial position (la). Data taken from one female speaker S4 indicated some

overlap of phonetic fO values between a High Mid and a Mid Low tone. A High Mid tone
in the utterance-medial position had an initial fO value of 240 Hz and a final fO value of
225 Hz. When the same tone occurred in the utterance-final position, the initial fO value
was at 195 Hz and the final fO value at 185 Hz. In other words, the difference in fO values
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between the utterance-medial and utterance-final positions reflects downtrend. As a Mid
Low tone in an utterance-medial position from the same speaker exhibited an initial fO
value at 221 Hz and a final fO value at 206 Hz, the fO values of the Mid Low tone also
fell into the range of fO values that characterised downtrend in the High Mid tone. In
other words, the raw fO values of 221-206 Hz can be interpreted as a Mid Low tone in
an utterance-medial position or a High Mid tone in a location somewhere between the
utterance-medial and the utterance-final positions.

When Vance examined the fO values of the six Cantonese tones in each position-in-
utterance, the tones were found to remain distinct from one another. In other words,
the relative pitch relationships among the six tones are maintained in the three test con¬
texts. But it is not clear what the consistent pitch relationships among the tones are

relative to.

Johnson 1987

Johnson's study showed that Cantonese tones are related to a declining tonal space in an

utterance so that tonal contrasts can be maintained in different positions-in-utterance.
Similar to Vance, Johnson also dealt with the issue of interaction between tone and intona¬
tion in Hong Kong Cantonese. Unlike Vance, Johnson examined the phonetic realisation
of an identical tone in more than one phrase-medial position. His goal was to test whether
pitch range within which tones are realised is level or declining in an utterance. He defined
pitch range as a tonal space of an utterance.

In a pilot study, two types of tonal space were tested on their effectiveness in preserving
distinction of tones in an utterance—the declining tonal space and the level tonal
space.

In the declining tonal space, two lines were drawn through the fO data points—a topline
and a baseline. The top line was defined by the HIGH LEVEL/HIGH RISE tone at the
beginning and the end of the utterance. The base line was defined by the LOW FALL
tone at the beginning of the utterance and its counterpart near the end of the same

utterance. By using two pairs of HIGH LEVEL/HIGH RISE and LOW FALL tones, two
global declining lines were derived to define a global pitch range of the utterance within
which tones were evaluated.

In the level tonal space, only one pair of tones was used in defining a pitch range for the
whole sentence. The HIGH LEVEL/HIGH RISE and LOW FALL tones occurring early
in the utterance were used to define a level top line and base line respectively for the
whole sentence. Tones that occurred in the same sentence were evaluated relative to the

level top line and the level base line.
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His study consisted of a corpus of 7 Cantonese sentences from one female speaker. Raw
Mean fO values were transformed into percentage, with reference to either the declining
tonal space or the level tonal space. Based on the transformed percentages, the results
revealed that tones remain distinct, irrespective of whether the tonal space of the sentence
is declining or not.

However, the transformed values of the same tone in different positions-in-utterance were

more varied in the 'level tonal space' than in the 'declining tonal space'. He exemplified
that with a High-Rising tone (35). The tone had a transformed value of 100 percent in
the 'level tonal space', when it occurred early in the sentence. When the tone occurred
in a penultimate position of the same sentence, it had a transformed value of 29 percent.
In the utterance-final position it had the transformed value of 0 percent. Within the level
tone space the transformed values for the same underlying High Rise tone varied from
being 100 percent to 0 percent in the same sentence. In other words, the variability of
the same High Rise tone ranges from being at the top of the pitch range to being at
the bottom of the pitch range in the 'level tonal space'. As compared to the 'level tonal
space', the transformed tonal values in a 'declining tonal space' were less varied.

When Johnson correlated the transformed tonal values with positions-in-utterance, he
found that the transformed tonal values in the 'level tonal space' were highly correlated
with different positions-in-utterance, but less so in the 'declining tonal space'. As a result,
he argued that the 'declining tonal space' is better at characterising the sentence context
within which tones are realised. The implication is that the tonal space within which
tones are realised is varying throughout an utterance.

However, the definition of the 'tonal space' in the experiment was crude. The experiment
only used two measurement points to define the global tonal space within an utterance—a

high tone target and a low tone target of a High Level/High Rise tone and a Low Fall tone
respectively at the beginning and the end of the sentence. Besides, the experiment did
not use the same high tone target to define the top line. The top line was estimated from
either a High Rise tone or a High Level tone. The two tones might have different tone
targets within a pitch range. If they do, the estimated tonal space cannot be considered
as phonologically equivalent. At the same time, Vance (1976) showed that there is final
lowering in Cantonese. With final lowering, the fO value of a Low Fall tone in an utterance-
final position is expected to be much lower. When a base line is defined by using the Low
Fall tone at the beginning and at the end of an utterance, the resulting declining base
line could be the result of final lowering. It is not clear if a declining base line actually
characterises other non-final Low Fall tones in the sentence. The same problem can be
found in using High Level tones at the end of the utterance to define a top line. As the
transformed tonal values depend on how the tonal space was defined, it is necessary to
explicitly specify the assumptions of 'tonal space'.
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In t,he main experiment of his study, Johnson aimed at testing for the presence of declining
reference lines in an utterance. He created 6 test sets, each of which consisted of 3
sentences to form a discourse unit. The test sentence was the second one of each discourse

unit. Two test words with the same lexical tone and segmental composition were inserted
in the test sentence. The test tone he investigated was a High Level tone. The two
test words were varied on 3 dimensions: the interval between two test words—inter-

testword length, the distance of the first test word from the sentence-initial syllable in
the test sentence—distance from sentence-initial syllable, and the position of the
test sentence in each discourse unit—discourse position.

Two inter-testword length conditions were created by increasing the intervening syl¬
lables between the two test words in the test sentence of each discourse unit. The short

inter-testword length ranged from two to five syllables; whereas the long inter-testword
length ranged from five to eight syllables.

Four distance from sentence-initial syllable conditions were created by increasing
the distance of the first test word from the beginning of the test sentence. They were

centonce initial, one syllable away from the beginning of the sentence, two syllables away,

and seven syllables away.

Two discourse position conditions were created by changing the order of the sentences
in each discourse unit. The second (also the test sentence) and the third sentence in each
discourse unit were interchanged. As a result, the test sentence occurred either in the
medial position of the discourse unit, or in the final position of the discourse unit.

The results showed a greater fO drop between two High Level tones, when they were

further apart in an utterance. That is, the greater their distance, the greater the fO
lowering. It was also found that there was greater fO drop between the two High Level
tones in the test pair, when the test pair was sentence-initial than when it was not. It
seems that there is initial raising of fO in Cantonese. He also reported that the fO value of
the test High Level tone was lower in a late-occurring position than in an early-occurring
position.

Finally, no final lowering effect was reported. However, it should be noted that Johnson's
definition of final lowering is different from Vance's. Closer inspection of his test stimuli
revealed that his second test word never occurred in the final position of the test sentence.
Final lowering was not found in his study because what Johnson meant by 'final lowering'
is the position of the test sentence in each discourse unit. In other words, his 'final
lowering' referred to the discourse-final sentence in the discourse unit. His statement on
the absence of final lowering should be re-interpreted as meaning no final lowering in the
discourse unit in Cantonese.
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2.2.1 Summary

The two studies on the interaction of tone and intonation in Cantonese have provided some

evidence of the effect of positions-in-utterance on the fO values of tones. Vance (1976)
reported final lowering in Cantonese. There are indications that final lowering might
result in ambiguous fO values that could reflect the same tone in different positions-in-
utterance or different tones in the same position-in-utterance. Impressionistic description
of the six test tones in Vance showed that the tones arc distinct from one another in each

position-in-utterance. In other words, their tonal relationships are consistent. How can

we quantify and explicitly characterise such consistent tonal relationships? In Johnson
(1987) it was shown that the six Cantonese tones relative to a 'declining tonal space' can
be made independent of positions-in-utterance. But he did not show how the declining
tonal space can be estimated from the fO contour. How do tones relate to the declining
tonal space?

2.3 Production Experiment

2.3.1 Goals and Hypothesis

The goal of this experiment was to address the issue whether normalisation is successful
in factoring out fO variations arising from downtrend in Hong Kong Cantonese. Prior
to that, we elicited intra,-speaker ff) variations arising from downtrend in a, production
experiment, irrespective of the types of downtrend such as downstep or declination or

final lowering.

In the first part of this experiment, we tested for the effect of downtrend in Hong Kong
Cantonese with two hypotheses:

• HI: an identical tone will be realised at different fO values in different positions-in-
utterance.

• HO: an identical tone will not be realised at different fO values in different positions-
in-utterance.

In the second part, we tested for the use of local fO space in factoring out downtrend in
Hong Kong Cantonese with two hypotheses:

• HI: an identical tone relative to a local fO space will have different normalised tonal
values in different positions-in-utterance.

• HO: an identical tone relative to a local fO space will not have different normalised
tonal values in different positions-in-utterance.
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2.3.2 Experimental Design

There were two factors in the design of a production experiment—Positions-in-utterance
and Tone types.

The Positions-in-utterance factor was used to elicit downtrend. If there is downtrend, an
fO value of a test tone will be lowered from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance.
There were three test positions-in-utterance—Early, Medial and Late. The later the tone
occurs in an utterance, the lower the fO value will be. To include final lowering, we added
an additional condition—Final condition in which the Late position-in-utterance was also
utterance-final. If final lowering takes place in Hong Kong Cantonese, an fO value of a
test tone in a Late position-in-utterance will be expected to be much lower in the Final
condition than in the Non-Final condition.

The second factor—Tone types was used to test whether the phonetic specifications un¬

derlying tonal contrasts are maintained in spite of downtrend. In each test position-in-
utterance, there were three test tone types—High Mid, Mid Low and Low Fall.

Each of the three test tones was embedded in a test frame which controlled a tonal context.

On account of the reported effect of tonal contexts on tonal realisation (Xu 1997, 1998,
1999), we set up a test frame with a High Level tone preceding and a Low Fall tone
following each test tone ic. HL_X_LF. Each test tone was embedded in the test frame,
except in the Late position-in-utterance in both the Non-Final and Final conditions.
That is because the addition of a Low Fall tone following the test tones in the Final
condition will defeat our purpose of testing whether final lowering takes place on the test
tones in the utterance-final position in Hong Kong Cantonese.

The High Level tone in the test frame was then combined with each of the three test
tones to form three test tone sequences:

1. HIGH LEVEL+MID HIGH (HL_MH)
2. HIGH LEVEL+MID LOW (HL_ML)
3. HIGH LEVEL+LOW FALL (HL_LF)

These three test tone sequences formed bi-syllabic nonsense noun compounds. The noun

compounds were made up of either an adjective + a noun or two nouns. There were

six different words associated with each of the test tones; as a result, six different noun
compounds were created for each of the test tones. (The test noun compounds were listed
in Appendix B). The Low Fall tone in the test frame was a separate semantic unit.

The six noun compounds for each of the test tone sequences were inserted in the three
test positions-in-utterance—Early, Medial and Late in a carrier sentence.
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The experiment paradigm for the three test tone sequences in the three test phrase
positions in both the Final and Non-Final conditions is illustrated below:

Final Condition

TONES | HL | HR HL.HM LF | LF HLJHM LF | LF HL_HM

HL.ML

HLJLF

HL.ML

HL_LF

HL.ML

HL_LF

WORDS | ta | se NP1 tin 1 mai NP2 lin | mai NP3

S/he writes NP1 and NP2 and NP3.
Non-final Condition

TONES | HL | HL HL.HM LF HL.HM LF HL-HM HR | ML | LF
HL.ML

HLJLF

HL.ML

HL.LF

HL.ML

HLJLF

WORDS | ta | cheong NP1 tung NP2 tung NP3 se | ha | loi
S/he puts NP1 and NP2 and NP3 down.

In both Final and Non-final conditions, the same first word of the carrier sentence
associated with a High Level tone was used—'ta' (gloss: s/he) to serve as a reference fO
anchor for each rendition.

To elicit a continuous fO contour for each test noun compound, sonorants were used.
Syllables associated with the test noun compounds were composed of either a glide or a

nasal as Onset, either a vowel or a diphthong as Nucleus, and either a glide or a nasal
as Coda. For example, one of the noun compounds in the HL_LF tone sequence was

composed of two syllables—/mau/+/mou/. Similarly, one of the noun compounds in the
HL_HM tone sequence was composed of a syllable /jin/ and a syllable /ji/. The segmental
composition of each test noun compound for each tone sequence was carefully designed
so that a nasal segment can occur between two vowels to facilitate identification of the
syllable/word boundary in each bi-syllabic noun compound.

A total of 216 (2 Finality conditions x 3 Positions x 12 sentences x 3 repetitions) test
noun compounds was designed. The nonsense noun compounds in a carrier sentence were

written on a 2"a:3" reading card. The 216 carrier sentences were then shuffled and divided
into 6 equal blocks in each recording session for subjects to read out in a sound-proof
recording studio.

2.4 Procedures

2-4-1 Subjects

Four speakers (2 male and 2 female) were recruited for the production experiment. Three
were from the University of Edinburgh. One was from the Hong Kong University of
Science and Technology. However, one of the male speakers exhibited heavy disfluency
in his data which was therefore discarded from further analysis. The following analyses
were based on the remaining 3 speakers.
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Figure 2.1: The test sentence is 'ta se XI lin mai X2 lin mai X3' embedded with a Low
Fall test tone in each test position: Speaker MC

2-4-2 Recording

Two different recording procedures were followed in this experiment. The data from the
female speaker recruited at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology were

recorded with a portable DAT recorder and a lapel-clipped microphone. The recording
of that subject took place in an empty classroom with the experimenter sitting in front
of the subject. The subject read out the test tokens in 6 blocks. There was an interval of
2 minutes between blocks.

The other two speakers (one male and one female from the University of Edinburgh) did
their recordings in a sound-proof studio with a stand-alone microphone placed on the
desk in front of each subject. The subject was instructed to read a list of sentences in six
blocks with a 2-minute interval between blocks.

2.5 Measurements

f'O values of the test frame and the three test tones were measured. The data were labelled

and assigned with the tone types, with the aid of the spectrograms and fO contours. fO
contours were extracted by using the get_fO program of Xwaves. The labelled file with
tone types was used to automatically extract the fO value of each tone label.
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The test frame had two tone types—the High Level and the Low Fall tones. Each tone was

characterised by one measurement point. The High Level tone used the fO peak within
the rime as the measurement point (ie. local /0max). The Low Fall tone in the test frame
chose the value at the segmental boundary between the nucleus and the coda for each
word. At this juncture, the fO of the Low Fall tone changed from a steep fall to a gentle
decline. As the current experiment did not control for the segmental composition of the
test word, there were cases when two nasal segments occurred right next to one another,
as seen in Figure 2.1. The two adjacent nasals in the two Low Fall tones in 'lin mai'(gloss:
and) made it difficult and arbitrary to identify the fO valley of the Low Fall tone with
consistency. In order to be consistent with the location of FO measurement point for the
Low Fall tone, we decided to use the offset of the nucleus as the reference point for the
Low Fall tone. It is more clearcut to identify the boundary between the nucleus and a

nasal coda in the stimuli.

The three test tones were measured, according to the following requirements. The Low
Fall test tone was measured according to the same requirement as that for the Low Fall
tone in the test frame. As for the High Mid and the Mid Low test tones, both of them
exhibit neither fO peak nor fO valley. There is no easily identifiable point in the fO contour
to characterise them with one measurement point for each tone. However, it is relatively
easy to identify the offset of the nucleus. In order to select a consistent measurement
point for these two tones, we decided to use the offset of the nucleus as a reference point,
in line with the choice for the Low Fall tone.

Figure 2.1 taken from speaker MC is used to illustrate the measurement points of a test
tone and its adjacent High Level and Low Fall tones were measured.

2.6 Results and Discussion

2.6.1 Downtrend

HL and LF in the HL-LF test frame

High Level tone (HL)

In both conditions, the group of High Level tones(HL) in the HL_LF test frame clus¬
ters around a consistent speaker-specific fO value in each of the three test positions-in-
utterance, irrespective of embedded test tone types in the test frame. The High Level
tones in the test frame showed relatively invariant fO values. That is to say, repeated
versions of the same High Level tone in the test frame that contains different test tone
types were produced using similar fO values, as tabulated in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 for
speaker WCY for illustration. The other two speakers also exhibited the same pattern
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HL

Embedded tones Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial Late

syl.3 syl.6 syl.9
Mean(Hz), sd Mean(Hz), sd Mean, sd

HM 134,(9.86) 116,(10.23) 110,(7.90)
ML 134,(10.06) 115,(6.87) 109,(5.88)
LF 135,(12.16) 115,(9.41) 108,(8.04)
Table 2.1: Mean fO of High Level tones with embedded test tones in Non-Final Condition
from speaker WCY

HL

Embedded tones Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial Late

syl.3 syl.7 syl.ll
Mean(Hz), sd Mean(Hz), sd Mean, sd

HM 125,(8.81) 113,(6.52) 104,(7.24)
ML 126,(9.77) 114,(8.57) 104,(5.95)
LF 128,(9.72) 113,(9.33) 104,(8.22)

Table 2.2: Mean fO of High Level tones with embedc ed test tones
speaker WCY

HL in HLJCLF

Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial Late

sy.3 syl.6 syl.9
Cond. Speakers Mean (Hz) s.d. Mean (Hz) s.d. Mean (Hz) s.d.

Non WCY 135 10.81 115 8.57 109 7.16

Final UST 266 13.03 229 9.76 215 8.27

MC 294 10.16 264 9.74 251 8.65

sy.3 syl.7 syl.10
Final WCY 126 9.52 114 7.58 104 7.19

UST 247 9.47 221 7.91 204 6.9

MC 278 11.58 261 7.02 242 7.98
Table 2.3: fO values of collated HL tones across all three speakers in Final and Non-Final
conditions respectively

(Details can be referred to Tables C.l and C.2 in Appendix C) Different tone types em¬

bedded in the test frame do not affect the fO value of the High Level tone in the test
frame. Therefore, the fO value of the High Level tone in the test frame was combined
across all three embedded test tone types for further analysis.

The resulting fO values of the High Level tones in the test frame lowered from position-
in-utterance to position-in-utterance for all three speakers, as tabulated in Table 2.3.
The collated fO values of the High Level tones in different positions-in-utterance were

illustrated in Figure 2.2 for 'Non-Final' condition and in Figure 2.3 for 'Final' condition.
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Figure 2.2: Mean fO of HIGH LEVEL tone in 3 Test Positions-in-utterance in a Non-final
Condition for all 3 speakers

ANOVA was conducted to test whether the fO value of the High Level tone varies with
different positions-in-utterance and different embedded tone types for each speaker. In
the Non-Final condition, the significant main effect of Positions was found for all three
speakers (SpeakerWCY : F = 176.182, df = 2,261,p < 0.0001; SpeakerUST : F =

667.759, df = 2,279, p < 0.0001; SpeakerMC : F = 451.654, df = 2,261,p < 0.0001).
This confirms our observation that the fO value of the High Level tone type exhibits
downtrend. Post-hoc analysis (Tukey HSD) revealed significant pairwise comparisons
between positions-in-utterance at p < 0.05. Another significant main effect of Tone types
was observed for the two female speakers (UST and MC). Post-hoc analysis (Tukey HSD)
revealed that the effect of Tone types came from the Low Fall tone type (p < 0.05). The
fO value of the High Level tone type was higher, when the embedded tone type in the test
frame was Low Fall as compared to High Mid or Mid Low.

In the Final condition, the only significant main effect came from the Positions factor for
all three speakers (SpeakerWCY : F = 133.144, df = 2,237,p < 0.0001; SpeakerUST :

F = 595.942, df = 2,261 ,p < 0.0001; SpeakerMC : F = 287.944, df = 2,240,p <

0.0001). Consistent with the findings in the Non-Final condition, the High Level tone
type exhibited downtrend. Unlike the Non-Final condition, the factor Tone types did not
reach significance. That means, the fO value of the High Level tone is scaled invariantly
irrespective of the embedded tone types in the test frame.
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Figure 2.3: Mean fO of HIGH LEVEL tone in 3 Test Positions-in-utterance in a Final
Condition for all 3 speakers

The difference in the effect of Tone types between the Non-Final and Final conditions
suggests that the fO value of the High Level tone varied independently of embedded tone
types.

The magnitude of fO lowering for the High Level tone type also differs from position-in-
utterance to position-in-utterance. Across all three speakers, the fO value associated with
the High Level tone in the test frame was lowered by a smaller amount, when the tone

approaches the end of an utterance. In the Non-Final condition, speaker WCY dropped
the averaged fO value of the High Level tone by 20 Hz, when the tone moved from an Early
position-in-utterance to a Medial position-in-utterance. By the time the tone reached the
Late position-in-utterance, the averaged fO value lowered by another 6 Hz. For speaker
UST, the averaged fO value of the High Level tone first dropped by 37 Hz followed by a

further 14 Hz. Speaker MC lowered the averaged fO value of the High Level tone by 30
Hz first, followed by another 13 Hz.

Unlike the Non-Final condition, the magnitude of fO lowering associated with the High
Level tone in the test frame does not differ as much from position to position in the Final
condition. Speaker WCY lowered the averaged fO value of the High Level tone by 12 Hz
from the Early position-in-utterance to the Medial position-in-utterance, with a further
10 Hz in the Late position-in-utterance. Speaker MC also lowered her averaged fO value
of the High Level tone first by 16 Hz and then by another 19 Hz. However, this is not
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the case for speaker UST. She lowered the averaged fO value of the tone first by 26 Hz,
followed by another 17 Hz.

The difference in the magnitude of lowering from position-in-utterance to position-in-
utterance between the Final and the Non-Final conditions could be due to the difference

in the preceding tonal context. In the Final condition, the tonal context preceding the test
High Level tone type in the Early position-in-utterance was a High Rise tone type;whereas
the tonal context preceding the High Level tone type in the Non-Final condition was a

High Level tone type. In the Non-Final condition, the mean fO value of the test High
Level tone type in the Early position-in-utterance was higher than the mean fO value
of the same test tone type in the corresponding test position-in-utterance in the Final
condition. This pattern was consistent across all three speakers. For example, the mean fO
value of the test High Level tone in the Non-Final condition reached 135 Hz, as compared
to the mean fO value of 126 Hz in the Final condition for speaker WCY. This difference
in the realised fO values of the test High Level tones between the Final and the Non-
Final conditions could lie in the difference in the tonal context immediately preceding
the test High Level tone under discussion. The preceding High Rise tone in the Final
condition is a dynamic tone which can be represented as L+H. As the dynamic tone might
require more articulatory effort to realise, the resultant fO peak for the High Rise tone

might therefore not be realised as high as for the static High Level tone in the Non-Final
condition. The different realised fO peaks between the dynamic High Rise tone type in
the Final condition and the static High Level tone type in the Non-Final condition might
spill over to the realisation of fO peaks assoicated with the test High Level tone type under
discussion and contributed to the difference in the fO values of the test High Level tone
type in the Early position-in-utterance between the Final and Non-Final conditions.

Despite the difference in the mean fO values of the test High Level tones in the Early
position-in-utterance between the Final and the Non-Final conditions, the fO lowering of
the High Level tone type across all three test positions-in-utterance remained. In other
words, the difference in the fO values of the High Level tones in the Early position-in-
utterance might reflect the effect of the contextual tones on the degree of observable
lowering from the Early to the Medial positions-in-utterance between the Final and Non-
Final conditions. However, the effect of Positions remained, implying the presence of
downtrend.

There is a difference in the magnitude of fO lowering between the Non-Final and the
Final conditions. The magnitude of fO lowering is decreasing in the Non-Final condition
for all three speakers; whereas there are two patterns in the magnitude of fO lowering
in the Final condition. Speakers WCY and UST exhibited a decreasing magnitude of fO
lowering and speaker MC an increasing magnitude of fO lowering. The difference might be
due to the difference in the fO height of the High Level tone type from various speakers.
A female speaker will realise the High Level tone with a higher fO than a male speaker.
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Figure 2.4: Mean fO of Low Fall in two different positions-in-utterance in Final Condition
for all 3 speakers

The higher fO value will allow the speaker more room to lower than a lower fO value.
Therefore, we recalculated the magnitude of fO lowering as a proportion of the fO height
of the High Level tone type. After the transformation, a consistent pattern of decreasing
magnitude of fO lowering emerged in both Non-Final and Final conditions, though the
degree of decreasing magnitude differs between the two conditions.

The transformed values of the magnitude of fO lowering in different positions-in-utterance
in both conditions are tabulated in Tables C.9 and C.10 in Appendix C).

Low Fall tone(LF)

Unlike the High Level tone type in the HL_X_LF test frame, the Low Fall tone type in
the test frame exhibits fairly small downtrend as shown in Figure 2.4.

As compared to the magnitude of fO lowering in the High Level tones, the magnitude of fO
lowering in the Low Fall tones is so small as to be close to a constant. That could be due
to the lack of available fO space between the bottom of the speaking range (i.e. base line)
and the fO level of the Low Fall tone. The smaller magnitude of fO lowering in the Low
Fall tone type is consistent with Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984) and Pierrehumbert
(1980).
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ANOVA was conducted on the raw fO values with Positions (2 levels), and Tone types

(3 levels) embedded in the test frame as independent variables. In the Non-Final
condition, the statistical results showed no interaction effect. Significant main effects
were obtained of the factors—Positions (SpeakerUST : F = 7.056, df = 1,186,7? <
0.009; SpeakerWCY : F = 27.246, df = 1,174,p < 0.0001] SpeakerMC : F = 8.729, df =
1,174,7? < 0.004) and embedded Tone types (Speaker UST: F = 4.277, df = 2,186,p <
0.015; Speaker WCY: F = 9.645, df = 2,174,p < 0.0001). No significant main effect of
embedded Tone types was found in speaker MC.

Post-hoc analyses of the main effects of embedded Tone types showed that the fO value of
the Low Fall tone type with an embedded Mid Low tone type was different from that with
an embedded Low Fall tone type in speaker UST at a statistical significance of p < 0.05
(Tukey HSD). For speaker WCY significant comparisons were found for the fO value of the
Low Fall tone with an embedded Low Fall test tone type versus that with an embedded
High Mid test tone type, and that with an embedded Low Fall test tone type versus that
with an embedded Mid Low test tone type at a statistical significance of p < 0.05 (Tukey
HSD). For both speakers WCY and UST, the fO value of the Low Fall tone type in the
test frame is significantly lower with an embedded Low Fall test tone type than that with
embedded High Mid and Mid Low test tone types.

In the Final condition, ANOVA results were similar with the findings in the Non-Final
condition. There was no significant interaction between Positions and embedded Tone
types. Significant results were obtained of Positions (SpeakerUST : F = 4.964, df =
l,174,p < 0.027] SpeakerWCY : F = 32.126, df = 1,158,7? < 0.0001] SpeakerMC :

F = 36.483, df = 1,160,7? < 0.0001), and Tone types {SpeakerUST : F = 6.557, df =
2,174,7? < 0.002; SpeakerWCY : n.a.; SpeakerMC : n.a.). Consistent with the findings
in the Non-Final condition, the fO value of the Low Fall tone type in the test frame
was lowered from position to position, and the fO value was significantly lower with an

embedded Low Fall test tone type than with other embedded test tone types.

The general pattern is that the fO value of the Low Fall tone type in the test frame lowers
from position to position in both Non-Final and Final conditions for all three speakers; in
some cases the fO value of the Low Fall tone type in the test frame was found significantly
lower with an embedded Low Fall test tone type than with other embedded test tone

types (speakers UST and WCY) in both Non-Final and Final conditions.

fO range in HLTXHF test frame

In employing a test frame that contains a High Level tone and a Low Fall tone, we

can calculate a fO space within which one of the three test tone types was embedded.
Downtrend was reported on the High Level and the Low Fall tones in the test frame.
As the magnitude of fO lowering for these two tone types differs, it follows that the fO
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Figure 2.5: Mean fO Range of the test frame narrows from utterance-early position to
utterance-medial position in a Non-Final Condition

space in the test frame varies from position to position. In both the Non-Final and
Final conditions, the Low Fall tone in the test frame in the Late position-in-utterance
was missing. Therefore, the fO space of the test frame in the Late position-in-utterance
had to be re-defined. The re-defined fO space used a Low Fall tone preceding the High
Level tone in the test frame (i.e LF HL_X) and was applied to the Medial and Late
positions-in-utterance. As a result, there were four sets of values for the fO space in three
positions-in-utterance. Three comparisons were made:

• a) HL_X_LF in Early versus Medial positions-in-utterance
• b) HLLKJLF versus LF HL_X in Medial position-in-utterance
• c) LF HL_X in Medial versus Late positions-in-utterance.

HL-X..LF in Early versus Medial positions-in-utterance

As illustrated in Figure 2.5 for Non-Final condition, fO space in a test frame narrowed
over time across all three speakers.

An ANOVA (univariate) was run on the fO ranges as the dependent variable, with Po¬
sitions (2 levels) and embedded Tone types (3 levels) as independent variables. In the
Non-Final condition, no significant interaction effect was found for all three speakers.
Significant main effects were found of Positions (SpeakerUST : F = 467.182, df =
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Figure 2.6: Mean fO Range of the test frame narrows from utterance-early position to
utterance-medial position in Final Condition

l,186,p < 0.0001; SpeakerWCY : F — 110.52, df = l,174,p < 0.0001; SpeakerMC :

F = 279.559, df = l,174,p < 0.0001) and embedded Tone types (SpeakerUST :

F = 24.396, df = 2,186 ,p < 0.0001] SpeakerWCY : F = 4.575, df -2,174 ,p <
0.012; speakerMC : n.a.) That is to say, the fO space as defined by the High Level and the
subsequent Low Fall tone (i.e. HL_X_LF) in the test frame is significantly smaller in the
Medial position-in-utterance than in the Early position-in-utterance. Post-hoc analysis
of the main effect of Tone types showed that the fO space with an embedded Low Fall
test tone type in the test frame was significantly greater than that with embedded High
Mid and Mid Low test tone types in speaker UST (TukeyHSD : p < 0.05). Similar to
speaker UST, speaker WCY also showed that the fO space with an embedded Low Fall
test tone type was significantly greater than with the embedded Mid Low test tone type
at a statistical significance of p < 0.05 (Tukey HSD).

In the Final condition, the fO space in the test frame was also significantly narrower

in the Medial position-in-utterance than in the Early position-in-utterance. This is il¬
lustrated in the Figure 2.6 from speaker WCY. A similar pattern was observed in the
other two speakers. ANOVA (univariate) revealed a significant main effect of Positions
{SpeakerUST : F = 261.107, df = l,174,p < 0.0001; SpeakerWCY : F = 66.818, df =
1,158,p < 0.0001; SpeakerMC : F = 50.126, df = l,160,p < 0.0001). Only speaker
UST showed that the fO space in the test frame with an embedded Low Fall test tone
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Figure 2.7: Mean fO Range of the HLTX^F frame versus LF HL_ test frame in an
utterance-medial position in a Non-Final Condition

type was significantly wider than with embedded High Mid and Mid Low test tone types
(F = 11.448, df = 2,174,p < 0.0001).

In short, the fO space in the test frame was narrowed from the Early position-in-utterance
to the Medial position-in-utterance in both Non-Final and Final conditions for all three
speakers. For some speakers, the fO space in the test frame was bigger when a Low Fall
tone type was embedded in the frame (Speakers UST and WCY).

HL-X-LF versus LF HL_X in Medial position-in-utterance

A fO space was found to be smaller in LF HLJX than in HL_X_LF across all three speakers,
as illustrated in Figure 2.7

ANOVA (univariate) results did not show any significant interaction between test Frame
types and embedded Tone types for all three speakers. Significant main effects were

obtained of test Frame type for speaker WCY only (F = 13.954, df = 1,174, p < 0.0001)
and embedded Tone types for speaker UST (F = 22.69, g?/ = 2,186,p < 0.0001) and
speaker WCY (F = 3.814, df = 2,174, p < 0.024). The choice of a different Low Fall tone
in defining the fO space in the test frame does not appear to affect the size of fO space

uniformly across speakers. While speakers UST and MC did not appear to change the
size of fO space significantly as a result of the change in using a preceding Low Fall test
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tone in defining the fO space, the fO space defined by LF HL_X was significantly smaller
than the fO space defined by HL_X_LF in speaker WCY.

Though the effect of Frame types on the size of fO space reached significance in only one

speaker, there was a tendency for the fO size of fO space as defined by LF HL_X to be
smaller.

Patterns similar to that reported in the Non-Final condition were found in the Final
condition. There was a significant main effect of embedded Tone types on the fO space in
the test frame. In speaker UST the fO space with an embedded Low Fall test tone type was

significantly wider than with other embedded test tone types (F = 8.641, df = 2,174, p <
0.0001). A significant main effect of Test Frame types was also obtained for speakers WCY
(F = 10.33, df = 1,158,p < 0.0001) and speaker MC (F = 15.73, df = l,160,p < 0.0001).
That is to say, the fO space as defined by the LF HL_X test frame was narrower than that
as defined by the HL_X_LF test frame.

In short, the fO space in the test frame as defined by a preceding Low Fall tone type was

smaller for Speaker WCY and MC in the Final condition. In the Non-Final condition,
only speaker WCY showed a significantly smaller fO space when it was defined by a

preceding Low Fall tone type. The smaller fO space was expected because downtrend was

expected to result in a lower LF2 than LF\ in LF\ HLTXJLFi test frame. Speaker UST
did not show any significant difference in the size of the fO space, no matter whether LF\
or LF2 was used in defining the fO space. That suggests a small degree of downtrend in
Low Fall tone type for this speaker.

LF HL-X in Medial versus Late positions-in-utterance

The size of fO space narrowed from a Medial position to a Late position, as illustrated in
Figure 2.8 for all three speakers.

Similar to the earlier findings in HLJXJLF in Early versus Medial positions-in-utterance,
ANOVA (univariate) results showed no significant interaction between Positions and
embedded Tone types. Significant main effects were obtained of Positions (Speaker
UST: F = 73.882, df = 1,186, p < 0.0001; Speaker WCY: n.a. ; Speaker MC:
F = 47.055, df = l,174,p < 0.0001) and embedded Tone types (Speaker UST: F =

18.232, df = 2,186, p < 0.0001; Speaker WCY: F = 3.878, df = 2,174, p < 0.023 ; Speaker
MC: F = 5.529, df = 2,174,p < 0.005). The general pattern is that the fO space in the
test frame in the Late position-in-utterance was significantly smaller than in the Medial
position-in-utterance. Post-hoc analyses showed significant differences in the fO space

with an embedded Low Fall tone type and that with embedded High Mid or/and Mid
Low tone types at a statistical significance ofp < 0.05 (Tukey HSD) in all three speakers.
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Figure 2.8: Mean fO Range of the test frame narrows from utterance-medial position to
utterance-late position in a Non-Final Condition

Similar patterns were found in the Final condition. The fO space in the test frame
in the Late position-in-utterance was smaller than in the Medial position-in-utterance
(.SpeakerUST : F = 131.644, df = l,174,p < 0.0001; SpeakerWCY : F = 38.689, df =
1,158,p < 0.0001; SpeakerMC : F = 93.122, df = 1,160,p < 0.0001). Moreover, speaker
UST showed that the fO space with an embedded Low Fall test tone type was bigger than
that with other embedded test tone types (F = 8.535, df = 1,174,p < 0.0001).

In short, all three speakers exhibited a smaller fO space in the test frame in the Late
position-in-utterance in both Non-Final and Final conditions. In the Non-Final condi¬
tion, the fO space with an embedded Low Fall test tone type in the test frame was bigger
than that that with other embedded test tone types for three speakers.

The three embedded test tones in HL.X.LF

Similar to the High Level tone in the test frame, the three test tone types—High Mid,
Mid Low and Low Fall were found to lower from position to position in both Non-Final
and Final conditions.

There is a difference in the magnitude of fO lowering between the Non-Final and Final
conditions for each test tone type. The magnitude of fO lowering decreases in the Non-
Final condition, but increases in the Final condition. The increasing magnitude suggests
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Figure 2.9: Mean fO Values of the embedded test High Mid tone in different positions-in-
utterance in a Non-Final Condition

extra fO lowering in an utterance-final position for each test tone type, consistent with final
lowering as reported in Liberman and Pierrehumbert(1984), Laniran (1993) and Herman
(1995).

Non-Final Condition

The fO value of an embedded High Mid test tone type lowered from position to position as

illustrated in Figure 2.9 for three speakers. The same pattern can be seen in an embedded
Mid Low test tone type in Figure 2.10 and in an embedded Low Fall test tone type in
Figure 2.11. (Details of the numerical values are tabulated in Tables C.3, C.4 and C.5 in
Appendix C).

ANOVA was conducted to test whether fO values of each test tone type varied with three
test positions-in-utterance and whether the fO values in each test position-in-utterance
varied with the three test tone types for each speaker. In the Non-Final condition,
significant main effects for the three speakers were obtained of the factors—Positions
(.SpeakerWCY : F = 72.991, df = 2,261 ,p < 0.0001; SpeakerUST : F = 71.584, df =
2,279, p < 0.0001 ] SpeakerMC : F = 90.445, df = 2, 261,p < 0.0001) and Tone types

(.SpeakerWCY : F = 406.422, df = 2,261 ,p < 0.0001 ] SpeakerUST : F = 146.117, df =
2,279 ,p < 0.0001] SpeakerMC : F = 762.086, df = 2,261,p < 0.0001). That means

that the fO values of each test tone type vary with different positions-in-utterance, and
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Figure 2.10: Mean fO Values of the embedded test Mid Low tone in different positions-
in-utterance in a Non-Final Condition

that the fO values in each test position-in-utterance vary with test tone types. The
three test tones exhibit downtrend and they are distinct from one another in each test

position-in-utterance. No interaction was found for two speakers except speaker UST
(PositionsxTone types : F = 9.082, df = 4, 279,p < 0.0001). The interaction effect found
in speaker UST came from the behaviour of the Low Fall tone. The fO value of the Low
Fall tone was raised in the Late position-in-utterance, contrary to the expected lowering
found in the other test tone types.

Post-hoc analyses of the main effect of Positions revealed all significant pairwise com¬

parisons of the three test positions-in-utterance for speaker WCY at a statistical sig¬
nificance of p < 0.05 (Dunnett's T3). Speaker MC showed a significant pairwise com¬

parison between Early and Late positions-in-utterance at a statistical level of p < 0.05
(Dunnett's T3). A marginal significant comparison was also found between Early and
Medial positions-in-utterance at a statistical level of p < 0.05 (Dunnett's T3). Similar
to speaker MC, Speaker UST revealed significant pairwise comparisons in Early versus

Medial positions-in-utterance, and in Early versus Late positions-in-utterance at a statis¬
tical level of ple0.05 (Dunnett's T3). The post-hoc analyses revealed that the fO value of
each of the test tone type in the Early position is consistently higher than that in other
positions-in-utterance.
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Figure 2.11: Mean fO Values of the embedded test Low Fall tone in different positions-in-
utterance in a Non-Final Condition

Post-hoc analyses of the main effect of Tone types showed significant pairwise comparisons
of the three test tone types for speaker WCY and speaker MC at a statistical level of
p < 0.05 (Tukey HSD). Speaker UST revealed significant pairwise comparisons in the
pair of Low Fall versus High Mid, and in the pair of Low Fall versus Mid Low at a

statistical level of p < 0.05 (Dunnett's T3). In other words, the three test tone types are

distinct from one another in terms of fO level for speakers WCY and MC. However, the fO
level does not reflect the tonal distinction between the High Mid and the Mid Low tone

types for speaker UST. For speaker UST, only the Low Fall tone type is distinct from the
High Mid and the Mid Low tone types in terms of fO level.

Apart from downtrend, the data also manifested a decreasing magnitude of fO lowering
from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance. Speaker WCY lowered the High Mid
tone type in the Medial position-in-utterance by 8 Hz with a further 4 Hz in the Late
position-in-utterance. Speaker UST lowered the corresponding tone type by 12 Hz fol¬
lowed by another 6 Hz. Speaker MC also lowered the corresponding tone type by 12
Hz followed by another 3 Hz. For the High Mid tone type, all three speakers exhibit a

decreasing magnitude of fO lowering.

The same pattern of decreasing fO magnitude can be found in the Mid Low tone. Speaker
WCY lowered the fO value by 8 Hz in the Medial position-in-utterance with another 2 Hz
in the Late position-in-utterance. Speaker UST lowered the fO value of the corresponding
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tone by 11 Hz with another 5 Hz to lower. However, speaker MC lowered the fO value
of the corresponding tone type by 10 Hz with a further 9 Hz to lower. Unlike the other
two speakers, speaker MC lowered the Mid Low tone type by almost the same amount in
both Medial and the Late positions-in-utterance.

As for the Low Fall tone type, the magnitude of fO lowering appears to vary among

speakers. Speaker UST lowered the fO value of the Low Fall tone type in the Medial
position-in-utterance to the bottom of her speaking range and consequently she could
not lower the fO value of the Low Fall tone type occurring later in the utterance. The
fO value of the Low Fall tone type in the Medial position was first lowered by 5 Hz, but
the fO value in the Late position was raised by 1 Hz. On the other hand, speaker WCY
lowered the fO value of the Low Fall tone type by almost the same amount from position
to position. The fO value of the Low Fall tone type in the Medial position was lowered
by 5 Hz, with a further 6 Hz to lower in the Late position. Different from the other two
speakers, speaker MC lowered the fO value by a greater amount when the tone occurred
later in the utterance. The fO value of the Low Fall tone in the Medial position was

lowered by 3 Hz with a further 7 Hz in the Late position.

The data suggest that the fO magnitude of fO lowering from position to position varies
between speakers. In spite of such variation, there is a general tendency for the fO mag¬

nitude of fO lowering to decrease over time. As speakers of different sex realise the same

tone type at different fO values, the magnitude of fO lowering might be proportional to the
fO height of a given tone. We will expect a higher fO value to exhibit a greater amount of
fO lowering. At a higher fO value, there will be more fO space for a given tone to lower. At
a lower fO value, there will be lesser fO space for a given tone to lower, because the voice
simply cannot go below the base line. Therefore, we re-calculated the fO magnitude as a

proportion of the fO height of each test tone.

The transformed values of the fO magnitude show that all three speakers consistently
lowered the fO value in the Late position-in-utterance by almost the same ratio for both
the High Mid and the Mid Low tones. (The numerical values are tabulated in Table
C.ll in Appendix C). Generally, the magnitude of fO lowering is greater in an early
part of an utterance than in a subsequent part of the utterance. An ANOVA was con¬

ducted on the transformed values of the magnitude, with Positions (2 levels), Subjects
(3 levels) and Tone types (3 levels) as independent variables. Three significant inter¬
action effects were found. There was interaction among Positions, Subjects and Tone
types (F = 3.175, df — 4, 534,p < 0.014). There were interactions between Subjects and
Tone types (F — 5.642, df = 4,534,p < 0.0001), and between Positions and Tone types
(F = 7.524, df = 2,534,p < 0.001). That means, subjects exhibit different magnitude of
fO lowering which varies with tone types and positions-in-utterance.
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Figure 2.12: Mean fO Values of the embedded test High Mid tone in different positions-
in-utterance in a Final Condition

Significant main effects were found for Positions (F = 23.589, df = 1, 534, p < 0.0001) and
Subjects (F = 15.7, df = 2,534,p < 0.0001). The main effect of Positions confirms our

observation that there is a decreasing magnitude of fO lowering from position to position.
The fO value of a given tone tends to be lowered by a greater amount when the tone occurs

early in the utterance. The main effect of Subjects indicates that different subjects lower
the fO value of a given tone by different amount. Post-hoc test (Tukey HSD) revealed
that speaker WCY had significantly greater magnitude of fO lowering than the other two
speakers at a statistical level of p < 0.05.

Final Condition

In the Final condition, the Late position-in-utterance that each of the three test tone
classes occurred in is also utterance-final.

As seen in Figure 2.12, Figure 2.13, and Figure 2.14, the fO values of each of the three
test tone types were lowered from position to position. (Details of the numerical value
are tabulated in Tables C.6, C.7 and C.8 in Appendix C.)

ANOVA was conducted to test whether the fO values of each test tone type varied with
the three test positions-in-utterance and whether the fO values in each test position-in-
utterance varied with the three test tone types for each speaker. In the Final condition,
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Figure 2.13: Mean fO Values of the embedded test Mid Low tone in different positions-
in-utterance in a Final Condition

significant main effects for the three speakers were obtained of the factors — Positions
(,SpeakerWCY : F = 189.55, df = 2,237, p < 0.0001] SpeakerUST : F = 37.64, df =
2,261,p < 0.0001] SpeakerMC : F — 187.004, df = 2,240,p < 0.0001) and Tone types

(.SpeakerWCY : F = 224.622, df = 2,237,p < 0.0001] SpeakerUST : F = 57.639, df =
2, 261,p < 0.0001] SpeakerMC : F = 722.611, df = 2,240,p < 0.0001). The results are

consistent with the results obtained for the three test tone types in the Non-Final con¬
dition. The three test tones exhibit downtrend and they are distinct from one another in
each test position-in-utterance. Unlike results in the Non-Final condition, there was sig¬
nificant interaction between Positions and Tone types for speaker WCY (F = 3.829, df =
4, 237,p < 0.005) and speaker UST (F = 12.315, df = 4, 261,p < 0.0001). For speaker
WCY, the interaction came from a much lower fO value associated with the Mid Low tone

type in the Late position-in-utterance which is also utterance-final. For speaker UST, the
interaction effect came from the behaviour of the Low Fall tone. The fO value of the Low

Fall tone was raised in the Final position-in-utterance, contrary to the expected lowering
found in the other test tone types.

The Post-hoc analyses of the main effects further confirm the findings reported in the Non-
Final condition. The fO values of the three test tone types generally lower from position to
position. Both speaker WCY and speaker UST showed significant pairwise comparisons
of the three test positions-in-utterance at a statistical level of p < 0.05. Consistent with
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Figure 2.14: Mean fO Values of the embedded test Low Fall tone in different positions-in-
utterance in a Final Condition

the observations in the Non-Final condition, speaker UST revealed significant pairwise
comparisons in Early versus Medial positions-in-utterance (Dunnett's T3), and in Early
versus Late positions-in-utterance (Dunnett's T3). For this speaker, the fO value of each
of the test tones occurring in the Early position-in-utterance is consistently higher than
that in the other positions-in-utterance.

Similar to the findings in the Non-Final condition, post-hoc analyses of the main effect
of Tone types showed significant pairwise comparisons of the three test tone types for
both speakers WCY and MC at a statistical significance ofp < 0.05. Consistent with the
reported findings in the Non-Final condition, Speaker UST revealed significant pairwise
comparisons in Low Fall versus High Mid, and in Low Fall versus Mid Low (Dunnett's
T3). In other words, the three test tone types are distinct from one another in terms
of fO level for speakers WCY and MC. However, the fO level does not reflect the tonal
distinction between the High Mid and the Mid Low tone types for speaker UST. For
speaker UST, only the Low Fall tone type is distinct from the High Mid and the Mid Low
tone types in terms of fO level.

Unlike the Non-Final condition, the magnitude of fO lowering in the Final condition
increases from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance. It was observed in speaker
WCY and speaker MC. Speaker WCY lowered the fO value of the High Mid tone type
in the Medial position by 7 Hz, with a further 9 Hz to lower in the Final position, and
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speaker MC by 10 Hz with a further 13 Hz. However, speaker UST exhibited a decreasing
magnitude of fO lowering. She lowered the fO value of the High Mid tone type by 11 Hz
first with a further 6 Hz.

The increasing magnitude of fO lowering was also observed in the Mid Low and the Low
Fall tone types for speakers WCY and MC and the decreasing magnitude of fO lowering
in the Mid Low tone type for speaker UST. For the Low Fall tone type, speaker UST once

again reversed the fO lowering. She raised the fO value of the Low Fall tone type from
the Medial position-in-utterance to the Final position-in-utterance. That could be due
to the fact that she reached the bottom of her speaking range of an utterance in realising
the fO value of the Low Fall tone type in the Medial position. Therefore, the fO value of
the Low Fall tone type in the Final position was higher after resetting the tonal space.

We recalculated the absolute magnitude of fO lowering as a proportion of the fO height of
a given tone type and found a similar pattern—an increasing magnitude of fO lowering for
both speakers WCY and MC for all the three test tone types. But speaker UST exhibited
a decreasing magnitude of fO lowering for both High Mid and Mid Low tone types, and the
fO lowering was reversed for the Low Fall tone type, (please see Table C.12 in Appendix
C for details.)

ANOVA was conducted on the transformed values with Positions (2 levels), Subjects (3
levels) and Tone Types (3 levels) as independent variables. Significant interaction was

found among Positions, Subjects and Tones types (F = 2.743,df = 4,492,p < 0.028).
There was significant interaction between Positions and Subjects (F = 5.468, df =

2,492, p < 0.0001). That is due to the decreasing magnitude of fO lowering in speaker
UST as opposed to the increasing magnitude of fO lowering found in speakers WCY and
MC. There was significant interaction between Positions and Tone types (F = 3.706, df =
2,492,p < 0.025). That means, different tone types affect the amount of fO lowering in
different positions-in-utterance.

There were three significant main effects: Positions (F = 25.559, df = l,492,p < 0.0001),
Subjects (F = 64.883, df = 2,492,p < 0.0001) and Tone types (F — 7.119,df — 2,492,p <
0.001). The main effect of Positions confirms our observation that positions-in-utterance
affected the magnitude of fO lowering. When a tone occurs in the utterance-final position,
there is extra fO lowering. However, the main effect of Subjects indicates that final lowering
could be optional. While speakers MC and WCY exhibited extra final lowering, speaker
UST did not exhibit any additional lowering for the three test tone types in the utterance-
final position. Post-hoc analyses (Tukey HSD) revealed a significant difference between
speaker UST and the other two speakers at a statistical level of p < 0.05. Post-hoc
analyses (Tukey HSD) of the main effect of Tone Type showed that there is a significant
difference in the magnitude of fO lowering between the Low Fall tone type and the other
two test tone types at a statistical level ofp < 0.05.
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Figure 2.15: Correlation between HL or LF and fO range in different positions-in-utterance
in Non-Final Condition from speaker MC

2.6.2 Relation of HL and LF to fO range

As reported earlier, a fO space as defined by a High Level tone and a Low Fall tone in a

test frame narrows from position to position. In this section, we report on correlations
between the fO space and the tones in the test frame.

In the first two test positions-in-utterance PI and P2 which were referred to as PI and
P2a in Figure 2.15 respectively, the fO space was defined operationally by a HLJX_LF
frame; whereas in the last two test positions-in-utterance P2 and P3 which were referred
to as P2b and P3 in the same figure respectively, the fO space was defined operationally
by a LF HL_X frame.

It is uniformly observed in all the speakers that the fO space had higher correlation with
the High Level tone (HL) in the HL_X_LF test frame across all three speakers than with
the Low Fall tone in the frame as illustrated in Table 2.4 at a significant statistical level
of p < 0.01 (one-tailed). The relation of HL and LF to the fO space is best exemplified
by data taken from speaker MC in Figure 2.15, which shows that the fO space is getting
smaller from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance and that the High Level tones
and the Low Fall tones are well-separated from one another.
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Conditions Speakers HL in LF in

HL_X_LF HL_X_LF

Non-Final UST fO range 0.965 -0.025
WCY 0.894 0.083
MC 0.952 -0.011

Final UST 0.902 -0.242

WCY 0.947 0.433
MC 0.891 -0.032

Table 2.4: Correlation coefficients of HL and iF versus fO range for the three speakers

The same pattern was also found between the High Level tone and the fO space in the LF
HL_X frame in both the Non-Final and Final conditions, as compared to low correlation
coefficients between the fO space and the Low Fall tone in the frame. Details of the
correlation coefficients can be referred to Table C.13 in Appendix C.

The results suggest that the size of the fO space varies with the fO value of a High Level
tone, but to a lesser extent with the fO value of a Low Fall tone. The implication is that
the Low Fall tone is less susceptible to fO variation. One of the reasons could be that
the bottom of the fO space constrains the possible amount of fO variation in the Low Fall
tone, consistent with the utterance-final Low in Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1984).

2.6.3 Summary

We have reported an observed downtrend in the High Level and the Low Fall tones in
the test frame, as well as the three embedded test tones in the test frame. The fO values
of these tones are lowered from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance. It has also
been observed that the High Level tone preceding the test tones in the three test positions-
in-utterance were realised with a higher fO value in the Non-Final condition than that in
the Final condition, because the High Level tone was preceded by a dynamic High Rising
tone in the former and a static High Level tone in the latter. When we examined the
three test tones, we observed additional fO lowering in two of the three speakers—WCY
and MC. The increasing magnitude of fO lowering in the Final condition as opposed to a

decreasing magnitude of fO lowering in the Non-Final condition suggested the possibility
of final lowering for WCY and MC, though the current experiment did not have strong
statistical evidence for it. Finally, the fO space as operationally defined by the High Level
and the Low Fall tones in the test frame has been reported to narrow from position-in-
utterance to position-in-utterance in both the Non-Final and Final conditions. A high
positive correlation has been observed between the fO space and the fO value of the High
Level tone in the test frame.
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2.7 Normalisation

The second goal of this experiment is to uncover any invariant phonetic specifications
underlying tonal contrasts from the phonetic variability arising from downtrend.

Two kinds of normalisation are generally used in factoring out variability in order to
uncover any invariant phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts — z-score (Rose
1987,1991) and percent of scale (Earle 1975). Rose(1987) used z-score normalisation to
reduce inter-speaker variability in characterising fO contours of Wu tones. Similarly, Earle
(1975) employed percent of scale to factor out inter-speaker variability in characterising
fO contours of Vietnamese tones. The difference between the two normalising measures

lies in the choice of normalising parameters. In z-score normalisation, the normalising
parameters are fO mean and variance. The z-score approach does not choose a priori any
data point in the data set as a normalising parameter. The z-score approach uses all the
data points in the data set to estimate the overall fO mean and variance as the normalising
parameters. On the other hand, the percent of scale approach derives the normalising
parameters from linguistically motivated data points. In case of characterising a set of
tones, the linguistically motivated data points refer to an fO peak and an fO valley of an
fO range. In factoring out inter-speaker variability, both z-score approach and percent of
scale were equally successful, though Rose (1987) claimed that z-score performed better
than the percent of scale in reducing inter-speaker variation. One of the reasons that he
used to argue against the use of percent of scale was that the percent of scale approach
used certain data points a priori. However, there are a few advantages in identifying and
using certain data points a priori as normalising parameters. The a priori data points are

linguistically motivated and explicitly specified in that we know what the data points are

referred to linguistically— such as fO peaks and fO valleys of a set of tones; whereas in z-

score normalisation, the use of an overall mean and variance is less explicit in its linguistic
specification. Besides, the overall mean is also easily affected by distribution of the data,
such as sparsity and skewness. Despite the difference between these two approaches, both
the z-score approach (Rose 1987) and the percent of scale approach (1975) worked equally
well in dealing with inter-speaker variability, because the normalising parameters in both
approaches referred to the same notion of fO range of a speaker. In z-score normalisation,
the fO range of the speaker was expressed in terms of the overall fO mean (ie. the voice
pitch) and variance in Rose (1987). The fO range of a speaker extends from the fO mean

both upwards and downwards in z-score normalisation. On the other hand, percent of
scale expressed the fO range of a speaker by using the fO peak and fO valley in the set of
Vietnamese tones (Earle 1975). The fO peak and the fO valley referred to the top and the
bottom of the fO range for any given speaker. As both approaches appeared to handle
inter-speaker variability fairly well, it is possible that they can handle intra-speakaer
variability of fO values that arise from downtrend as well.
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In this section both the z-score normalisation and percent of scale normalisation were

computed and compared.

z-score

Z-score normalisation was computed by using the overall average fO value and standard
deviation calculated on the basis of all the tones preceding and including test tones in each
test position-in-utterance at the time of occurrence. The rationale for doing so was that
each test tone in each test position-in-utterance was realised at the time of occurrence,
in relation to an overall average pitch of the carrier sentence that had been implemented.
This is in line with what 't Hart et al (1990) described declination as the overall drift
of fO lowering over the course of an utterance. According to this method of computing
the fO mean and standard deviation, test tones in different test position-in-utterance used
different overall fO mean values and standard deviations as normalising parameters. Test
tones in an early position-in-utterance used the fO mean of the first 4 tones in the carrier
sentence in the Final condition, and test tones in a medial position-in-utterance used
the fO mean of the first 8 tones in the same carrier sentence, and test tones in a late
position-in-utterance used the fO mean of all the tones in the carrier sentence. In case of
the Non-Final condition, test tones in an early position used the fO mean of the first 4
tones in the carrier sentence, and used the fO mean of the first 7 tones for test tones in the
medial position, and finally use the fO mean of the first 10 tones in the carrier sentence.

Percent of Scale

With regards to the Percent of Scale approach, two normalising parameter were used —

the fO peak and the fO valley to define a fO range. The tonal context in this experiment
was designed in such a way that each of the three test tone types was embedded in a

test frame—High Level(HL)_X_Low Fall(LF). That is to say, the fO space was defined by
actual fO values of the preceding HL and the following LF in the immediate adjacency of
each test tone. The domain of the fO space under investigation here spanned over three
words/tones (HL_X_LF). The choice of the preceding HL and the following LF allowed us

to define explicitly a top line and a base line of the fO space from actual fO values. The
resultant fO space is hereafter called a localised fO space.

The operational definition of the localised fO space in the HL_X_LF frame, however, needed
revising in cases when test tones occurred in a Late position-in-utterance, because the
test frame (HL_X_LF) consisted only of HL_X in this test position-in-utterance. The
fO space in the Late position-in-utterance was therefore re-calculated by using a Low
Fall tone immediately preceding the HL in the test frame. As it is not appropriate to

compare normalised tonal values that used different definitions of localised fO space. The
normalised tonal values were therefore divided into two groups—one using the fO space

defined by the HL_X_LF frame (hereafter called the HL_X_LF subset) ; the other using
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the fO space defined by the LF HL_X frame (hereafter called the LF HL_X subset). The
former group compared the normalised tonal values in the Early and Medial positions-in-
utterance; the latter group compared the normalised tonal values in the Medial and Late
positions-in-utterance.

As downtrend affects both the HL and the LF of the test frames, the localised fO space

contracts from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance as a result. If downtrend
affects the fO space within which the test tones are realised, but not the phonetic speci¬
fications of tones in the fO space, we will expect the test tones to exhibit a stable tonal

specification after normalisation, because the goal of normalisation is to abstract away
actual differences in fO ranges.

Normalised tonal values of the three test tones—High Mid, Mid Low and Low Fall were
derived by using the localised fO space in each test position-in-utterance. With reference
to each position-specific localised fO space, raw fO values of the test tones were re-scaled
as percents of scale, according to the formula below:

PERCENT OF SCALE

no) = * im%

FTn refers to the actual measured fO value of Tn. FTlf refers to the actual fO value of

the Low Fall tone following each test tone, and FThl refers to the actual FO value of the
HIGH LEVEL tone preceding each test tone in a noun compound.

The High Level tone in each test frame approaches towards 100 percent in each position-
specific fO space; and the Low Fall tone approaches towards 0 percent. The remaining
test tones will range within the scale of 0 percent and 100 percent.

2.7.1 Results

Univariate ANOVAs were conducted to test whether the normalised tonal values of the

three test tones differ in different positions-in-utterance, with Positions and Tone types
as independent factors.

Z-score normalisation

In computing the fO mean values to normalise test tones in each of the three test positions-
in-utterance, it was found that the estimated overall fO mean value lowered at each test

position-in-utterance. In the Final condition, the overall fO mean at the time of occurrence
in an Early position-in-utterance was 232 Hz which was lowered to 206 Hz in a Medial
position-in-utterance and to 195 Hz in a Late/Final position-in-utterance for speaker
UST. Speaker WCY lowered the overall fO mean from 118 Hz to 101 Hz and to 94 Hz.
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Speaker MC lowered the overall fO mean from 248 Hz to 218 Hz and to 205 Hz. The data
suggests an overall fO lowering of the carrier sentence at each of the three test positions
in-utterance in the Final condition.

The raw fO values of the three test tones in each of the three test positions-in-utterance
were transformed in terms of the different overall fO mean values and standard devia¬

tions for each speaker. An univariate ANOVA was conducted. The results showed a

significant interaction effect between Positions and Tone types in the Final condition for
all three speakers, (speaker UST: F — 13.206, df = 4, 261,p < 0.0001; speaker WCY:
F = 14.631, df = 4, 237, p < 0.0001; speaker MC: F = 18.164, df = 4,240,p < 0.0001).
Significant main effects of Positions (speaker UST: F = 1009.209, df = 2, 261, p < 0.0001;
speaker WCY: F = 994.592, df = 2,237,p < 0.0001, speaker MC: F = 1138.419, df =
2,240,p < 0.0001) and of Tone types (speaker UST: F = 120.317, df = 2,261 ,p < 0.0001;
speaker WCY: F = 187.721, df = 2,237,p < 0.0001; speaker MC: F = 371.285, df =
2,240, p < 0.0001).

Similar to the Final condition, the overall fO mean of the carrier sentence preceding test
tones in each test position in utterance in the Non Final condition was lowered. Speaker
UST lowered the overall fO mean in an Early position from 251 Hz to 225 Hz in a Medial
position and to 212 Hz in a Late position. Speaker WCY lowered from 126 Hz to 110 Hz
and then to 102 Hz. Speaker MC lowered from 271 Hz to 240 Hz and then to 226 Hz.
The overall fO lowering of the carrier sentence in the Non Final condition was consistent
with the observation in the Final condition.

The Non-Final condition showed similar results as in the Final condition A significant
interaction effect was observed in the Non-Final condition for all three speakers, (speaker
UST: F = 37.934, df = 4,279,p < 0.0001; speaker WCY: F = 37.574, df = 4,261,p <
0.0001; speaker MC: F = 43.99, df = 4,261,p < 0.0001). Significant main effects of
Positions (speaker UST: F = 2792.223, df = 2,279, p < 0.0001; speaker WCY: F =

2098.212, df = 2,261,p < 0.0001; speaker MC: F = 1820.96, df = 2,261,p < 0.0001)
and of Tone types (speaker UST: F = 186.137, df = 2,279,p < 0.0001; speaker WCY:
F = 183.03, df = 2, 261, p < 0.0001; speaker MC: F = 177.969, df = 2,261 ,p < 0.0001)
were also found.

Post hoc analyses (Dunnctts) indicated that all the pairwiso comparisons for Positions
were significant at p < 0.05 for all three speaker in both the Final and the Non-Final
conditions. Regarding the pairwise comparisons of Tone types, it was found that all except
the pair of High Mid-Mid Low tones reached significance at p < 0.05. This was consistent
for all three speakers in the Non-Final condition. However, in the Final condition, only
speaker MC showed significant differences among all three test tone types. For speaker
WCY and speaker UST, all but the High Mid-Mid Low tone pair reached statistical
significance at p < 0.05.
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To sum up, z-score normalisation did not succeed in factoring out the effect of Positions.
In the Final condition, only speaker MC showed significant pairwise comparisons between
a High Mid tone type and a Mid Low tone type; whereas in the Non-Final condition, the
High Mid and the Mid Low tone types were not distinguishable for all three speakers.

Percent of Scale

HL-X-LF subset

Non-Final Condition

There was only one significant main effect of Tone types across all three speakers (speaker
UST: F = 127.074, df = 2,186,p < 0.0001; speaker WCY: F = 297.448, df = 2,174,p <
0.0001; speaker MC: F = 423.852, df = 2,174,p < 0.0001). No significant interaction
effect was found. There was no significant main effect of Positions either. In other
words, the normalised tonal values no longer differ from position-in-utterance to position
in utterance in the Final condition, while the normalised tonal values remain distinct
from one another.

Post-hoc analyses of the main effect—Tone types showed significant pairwise comparisons
among the three embedded tone types in the test frame at a statistical level of p <
0.05 (Tukey HSD) for speakers WCY and MC. However, for speaker UST, two pairwise
comparisons were found significant at a statistical level of p < 0.05 (Tukey HSD)—the
pair of Low Fall versus High Mid tones, and the pair of Low Fall versus Mid Low tones.
For speaker UST, the distinction between the High Mid and Mid Low tones might be
distinguished by other acoustic cues such as amplitude or duration rather than the fO
height. Besides, the failure to observe the tonal distinction between the High Mid and
the Mid Low tones in the dimension of fO height could be due to the operational choice
of using fO values at the end of a syllable as the measurement point. In speaker UST, the
distinction of the High Mid and Mid Low tones in terms of the fO height might be too
small at the end of the syllable to be noticeable.

Final Condition

Similar to the results in the Non Final condition, there was no significant main effect of
Positions. No significant interaction effect between Positions and Tone types was found.
A significant main effect of Tone types was obtained across all three speakers (Speaker
UST: F = 58.72,df = 2,174,p < 0.0001; speaker WCY: F = 310.874, df = 2,158,p <

0.0001; speaker MC: F = 387.593, df = 2,160,p < 0.0001). After normalisation, the three
test tones embedded in the test frame remain distinct from one another.
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Post-hoc analyses (Tukey HSD) of the Tone types effect showed similar results as reported
in the Non-Final condition. All the three test tones are significantly distinct from one

another for speakers WCY and MC; however, only the Low Fall tone is significantly
distinct from the High Mid and the Mid Low tones.

Summary

In the HL_X_LF subset, the normalised tonal values of the three test tones in an Early
position-in-utterance were compared to those in a Medial position-in-utterance. The
results in both the Non-Final and Final conditions were similar. There was no significant
effect of Positions. The only significant effect came from Tone types. In other words, the
normalised tonal values of the test tones no longer differ from position-in-utterance to

position-in-utterance, while maintaining their tonal distinction.

LF HL-X subset

Non-Final Condition

No significant main effect of Positions was found across all three speakers. A significant
interaction effect between Positions and Tone types was found for two of the three speakers
(speaker UST: n.a.; speaker WCY: F = 5.644, df = 2,174,p < 0.004; speaker MC:
F — 3.661,df — 2,174,p < 0.028). A significant main effect of Tone types was obtained
for all three speakers (speaker UST: F — 41.526, df — 2,186, p < 0.0001; speaker WCY:
F = 212.309, df = 2,174,p < 0.0001; speaker MC: F = 353.559, df = 2,174,p < 0.0001).

That is to say, the normalised tonal values of the three test tones do not differ from an

Medial position-in-utterance to a Late position-in-utterance, while maintaining the tonal
distinctions.

Post-hoc analyses of the main effect of Tone types showed that all the three test tones
are significantly distinct from one another.

Final Condition

Unlike the findings in the Non-Final condition, the results showed a significant main effect
of Positions, a significant main effect of Tone types and a significant interaction effect of
both factors.

The significant interaction effect was observed in two speakers (speaker UST: F =

6.36, df = 2,174, p < 0.002; speaker WCY: F = 9.536, df = 2,158,p < 0.0001). In
speaker UST, the normalised tonal value of the Low Fall tone was raised much higher
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than the other two tones in the Late position-in-utterance. In speaker WCY, the interac¬
tion came from the normalised tonal value of the Mid Low tone which was lowered much

more than the other two test tones in the Late position-in-utterance.

Similar to the result in the Non-Final condition, the significant main effect of Tone
types showed that the three test tones are distinct from one another (speaker UST:
F = 8.702, df = 2,174,p < 0.0001; speaker WCY: F = 131.096, df = 2,158,p < 0.0001;
speaker MC: F = 396.679,df = 2,160,p < 0.0001). Post-hoc analyses (Tukey HSD)
showed the same significant pairwise comparisons as repoiLed on in the 'Non-Final1 con¬

dition at a statistical level of p < 0.05.

The significant main effect of Positions was uniformly observed in all three speakers
(speaker UST: F = 18.544, df = l,174,p < 0.0001; speaker WCY: F — 81.171, df =
1,158,p < 0.0001; speaker MC: F = 46.911, df = 1,160,p < 0.0001). That is to say, the
normalised tonal values of the three test tones varied with different positions-in-utterance.
This is contrary to what we found in the LF HL-X subset in the Non-Final condition.
We will discuss this issue in the 'Discussion' section.

Summary

In the LF HL_X subset, the test tones remain distinct from one another in both Non-
Final and Final conditions. The normalised tonal values did not differ from position-in-
utterance to position-in-utterance in the Non-Final condition. However, their normalised
tonal values varied from position to position in the Final condition. In the Final condition,
the normalised tonal values in a Late position-in-utterance differed significantly from those
in a Medial position-in-utterance across all three speakers.

2.8 Discussion

On the basis of success in factoring out the effect of Positions on fO values underlying
tonal contrasts, the results from the z-score normalisation did not perform as good as the
percent of scale approach. The effect of Positions remained after 2 score normalisation.
As z-score normalisation used a normalising overall fO mean that was calculated on the
basis of all the tones preceding each test tone in each test position-in-utterance, the overall
fO mean reflects the overall voice pitch at the time of realising a test tone in one of the
test positions-in-utterance. But the fO mean might not necessarily reflect the fO range

that is used in realising different tones a.t, one of the test positions-in-uttera.nc.e, because
a speaker can maintain the overall pitch (ie. overall fO mean) on the one hand and vary

the fO range on the other. For instance, an overall fO mean of 150 Hz can be derived from
an fO peak of 200 Hz and an fO valley of 100 Hz. The same overall fO mean can also be
derived from an fO peak of 170 Hz and an fO valley of 130 Hz. In the former case, the fO
range is 100 Hz; but in the latter case the fO range is only 40 Hz. In other words, the
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use of z-score normalisation is less explicit in distinguishing fO range from fO mean as a

normalising parameter. As z-score was not successful in factoring out the the effect of
Positions, the implication is that tones might not be realised simply with reference to an

overall average pitch of an utterance. Tones could also be realised with reference to an fO
range.

Unlike the z-score normalisation, the percent of scale approach is explicit in specifying
the use of fO range as the normalising parameter, which is defined by a top line in terms
of an fO peak and a base line in terms of an fO valley. The relative success of the percent
of scale approach in factoring out the effect of Positions in both the Final and Non-
Final conditions showed that some invariant property such as fO height underlying tonal
contrasts in Cantonese is maintained with reference to a localised position-specific fO
range.

Normalisation was found successful in the HL_X_LF subset, but less successful in the LF
HL_X subset. In the LF HL_X_ subset, the results in the Non-Final condition diverged
from those in the Final condition. In the Non-Final condition, the effect of Positions was

not significant, implying that downtrend was successfully normalised for. But in the Final
condition, the effect of Positions reached significance, implying that downtrend was not

successfully normalised for. The difference between the two conditions can be attributed
to the difference in the way the fO space was calculated. In the Final condition,the test
tone was not embedded in the calculated fO space; whereas in the Non-final condition it
was. In the Final condition, the fO space spanned over two syllables; whereas in the Non-
final condition, the fO space spanned over three syllables. When the test tone X in P2 (ie.
utterance-final) is realised at a lower fO value than in PI (ie. utterance-non-final). The fO
spaces preceding the test tone X in both PI and P2 can expand or compress. However,
modifications in the fO space preceding the test tone X do not capture any shift of the fO
space as a whole within which the test tone X is realised. On the other hand, when the test
tone X in PI and P2 (ie. utterance-non-final positions) is realised within a locally-defined
fO space. The local fO space captures both the size of the fO space and the level of the fO
space within which the embedded tone is scaled. In other words, the observed divergent
results reflect the limitations of using the LF HL_X defined fO space in separating out
downtrend in the utterance-final position, because the operational definition of the fO
space does not capture any change in the level of the fO space within within which the
test tones in the utterance-final position are realised. That is why the effect of Positions
was found in the Final condition, but not so in the Non-Final condition in the LF HL_X
subset.

Further analyses of the main effect of Positions in the Final condition in the LF HL_X
subset showed that the Position main effect is due to final lowering in speakers WCY and
MC. Normalised tonal values were found to be lower in the Late position-in-utterance
than in the Medial position-in-utterance for the two speakers.
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Let us take a hypothetical example to illustrate how final lowering might affect a nor¬

malised tonal value. Imagine a test tone X occurs in two non-final utterance positions
(PI and P2). The test tone X is realised at 150 Hz in PI and 120 Hz in P2. This test
tone is preceded by a High Level tone and a Low Fall tone. In PI, the fO values of the

preceding High Level and Low Fall tones are realised at 200 Hz and 100 Hz respectively.
In P2, the fO values of the corresponding tones are realised at 160 Hz and 80 Hz. When
this test tone X is scaled relative to an fO range defined by its preceding High Level and
Low Fall tones, this test tone X in both PI and P2 will be specified at 0.5 within its

normalising fO range. However, when P2 is in an utterance-final position, the fO value of
the test tone X in P2 will be lowered, say, to 105 Hz. Assuming the same fO range in P2,
the resultant normalised value of the test tone X in P2 will be scaled lower (ie. at 0.3)
within the fO range. In other words, the main effect of Positions in the Final condition
reflects final lowering, consistent with the reported increasing magnitude of fO lowering in
the Final condition for speakers WCY and MC.

Therefore, one possible reason that the effect of Positions in the Final position-in-
utterance cannot be successfully factored out is that the method to calculate the fO space

in the LF HL_X subset does not reflect an actual fO space within which test tones are

realised in the utterance-final position.

When test tones were normalised with reference to an fO space locally defined by a pre¬

ceding High Level tone and a following Low Fall tone as in the HL_X_LF subset, the
effect of Positions uniformly did not reach any statistical significance in both Non-Final
and Final conditions. At the same time, the tonal contrasts were maintained in different

positions-in-utterance.

2.9 Conclusion

This experiment has reported downtrend in Hong Kong Cantonese. The fO space as

defined by the High Level tones and the Low Fall tones has been observed to narrow over

time.

Downtrend results in different phonetic fO levels for an identical test tone in different
utterance positions. At the same time, different tone types can occur in the same utterance

position. When these different tone types that are distinct from one another in terms of
fO height occur in different utterance positions, a potential tone recognition problem will
arise. How can one equate different fO values to an identical tone in different positions or

to different tones in an identical utterance position?

Normalisation has been applied to uncover any invariant phonetic specifications under¬
lying tonal contrasts from the fO data. We compared the z-score normalisation with the
percent of scale approach and found that the latter was successful in factoring out the
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effect of Positions but not the former. In using the percent of scale approach, we also
tested the use of 'local fO space' as a normalising frame of reference for different test tones
in different positions-in-utterance. The fO space is defined by a High Level tone and a

Low Fall tone. These tones are employed to delimit the top line and the base line of
the fO space. In the HL_X_LF subset, the fO space within which test tones occurred is
defined by the preceding High Level and the following Low Fall tones. In the LF HL_X
subset, the fO space is defined by the Low Fall and High Level tones both preceding test
tones. After normalisation, all the three test tones have been reported distinct from one

another. The normalised tonal values underlying these distinct tones no longer differed
from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance in the HL_X_LF subset, though they
varied from position to position in the LF HL_X subset. As explained in the 'Discussion'
section, the difference is due to the operational calculation of the localised fO space in
the LF HLJX subset which did not reflect the actual fO space that the test tones were

realised.

In other words, when the raw acoustic fO values were normalised relative to a locally-
defined and position-specific fO space within which test tones were realised, the effect of
downtrend was successfully separated out so that the phonetic specifications underlying
tonal contrasts turned out to be fairly consistent and invariant. In other words, nor¬

malisation successfully separates out the effect of fO range in downtrend from phonetic
specifications underlying tonal contrasts in Cantonese. Downtrend is shown to be an

effect of modifications in fO range over time.



Chapter 3

Corpus Experiment

3.1 Introduction

In chapter three, we have shown evidence for downtrend in Hong Kong Cantonese in a

laboratory condition and normalisation has been fairly successful in separating out down¬
trend from phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts. In this chapter we report
on the investigation of downtrend and its normalisation in semi-spontaneous speech in
Hong Kong Cantonese. Downtrend is also observed in semi-spontaneous speech. Normal¬
isation that used an fO space occurring in the same position-in-utterance as test tones
was applied to the raw fO data to test how generalisable normalisation is in dealing with
intra-speaker variation—downtrend.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Why Corpus study?

Some studies have indicated that different speaking styles might affect the slope and
amount of declination. 'Read-aloud' speech and 'spontaneous speech' can be prosodically
different. Swerts et al (1996) found a higher mean fO in 'read-aloud' speech than in
spontaneous speech. The declination slope of both the phrase-sized and utterance-sized
domain was reported to be steeper in the 'read-aloud speech' than in the 'spontaneous
speech'. Starting out with a different research concern, Umeda (1982) provided some

qualitative evidence that declination occurred as a result of discourse factors. Introduction
of a new topic was accompanied by a sharp FO peak. A unit that contained the sharp
FO peak tended to exhibit declination. Other peaks were less conspicuous. The FO peaks
of the content words of lesser importance in a unit were kept as low as the FO of the
function words (ie. a flat base of around 100 Hz). In a conversation setting, the discourse
factors played a more important role in signaling attention to any word in the sentence
and might obscure the effect of declination as a result. In a setting with isolated sentences,

68
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declination was more observable, because the speaker tended to signal attention at the
beginning of a sentence.

However, Anderson and Cooper (1986) reported no difference in speaking style on decli¬
nation. In their experiment a test sentence was either read aloud or elicited by picture
description. The spontaneous test sentence was first elicited by picture description and
the same sentence was then written down on a card to be repeated in the 'read-aloud'
condition. Five subjects took part in the production experiment. They reported that dec¬
lination was observed in both spontaneous speech and read speech. The slopes of the lines
that connected the respective fO peaks and those that connected the respective valleys
were not significantly different between the spontaneous speech and the read speech.

Though the reported effect of speaking styles on the slope and the amount of declina¬
tion differed in the above studies, they all agreed on the presence of declination in both
laboratory and spontaneous speech.

To make our reported observations in the laboratory speech in the previous chapter more
generalisable, investigation in this chapter extends to semi-spontaneous speech in Hong
Kong Cantonese.

3.2.2 Goals of the corpus study

The goal of the corpus study was three fold—first, to establish the empirical claim of
downtrend in the semi-spontaneous Cantonese speech; second, to test the use of local
fO range as a normalising frame of reference in factoring out downtrend in the semi-
spontaneous speech, and finally to compare the normalised tonal values in the laboratory
speech to that in semi-spontaneous speech.

3.2.3 Corpus Collection

A corpus of semi-spontaneous Cantonese speech data was collected from the recordings
of a Cantonese magazine programme and a news review bulletin1.

Data from two broadcasters (one male and one female) were used in the analysis. The
data from the male broadcaster were collected from a 5-part magazine programme on the
history of Hong Kong. Each episode was presented in a story-telling format, interleaved
with interviews and corresponding translation. The data from the female broadcaster was

1The source of the data came from the BBC world service radio broadcast. An attempt was made to
download the archival data from the BBC website; however, downloading was blocked due to copyright
permission. Therefore, a formal request was made to the BBC for a minimum of two-hour Cantonese
recordings from their archive with no particular requirements on the nature or the topic of the material.
Given the constraints of time and human resources, BBC kindly granted our request with approximately
one-hour recordings in the form of cassette tapes.
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taken from a weekly news review bulletin, which also consisted of interviews in English
and their corresponding translation.

In the corpus the translation of interviews was reported by Cantonese speakers from
Guangzhou (a southern province in China, adjacent to Hong Kong). As pointed out

by Bauer (1997), there is a dialectal difference between speakers from Hong Kong and
speakers from Guangzhou. The latter contrasts a High Level tone with a High Fall tone;
but they are not contrastive in the Hong Kong dialect. In order to avoid the confounding
factor of dialectal difference in this study, the data from the Guangzhou speaker were left
out from analysis. As a result, one male speaker and one female speaker were excluded
from the data set of the male broadcaster and from that of the female broadcaster in the

final analysis.

This study focused on six non-glottalised tones—High Level, High Mid, Mid Low, Low
Fall, High Rise and Low Rise tones in Hong Kong Cantonese in ten different non-final
positions-in-utterance in the corpus. As a result, a grand total of 2730 words were anal¬
ysed, of which 1568 words were taken from the female broadcaster and 1162 from the
male broadcaster.

The corpus of broadcasting data was then digitised and transferred to a computer on

Unix at a sampling rate of 16kHz for storage and labelling.

3.2.4 Labelling scheme for the Corpus

There were two levels in the labelling scheme—the word level and the phrase level. A
word is defined as a syllable that is associated with one of the 9 Cantonese tones. A phrase
is defined as any unit that is composed of more than one word to form some syntactic
constituents such as a noun phrase, verb phrase, adjectival phrase, prepositional phrase
or adjuncts. According to the definition of a phrase, a syntactically well-formed sentence
can also be considered as a phrase because it is minimally composed of a noun phrase
and a verb phrase. The syntactically well-formed sentence is defined as an utterance.

On the word level, Hong Kong Cantonese associates each phonological tone with a sylla¬
ble. Based on a phonological inventory of six non-glottalised tone and three glottalised
tones in Hong Kong Cantonese, we labelled each word in the corpus with appropriate
phonological tones by listening and referring to the extracted fO contour of words. The fO
contour was derived from the get_f0 program in X-waves that uses the Linear Predictive
Coding method. Each phonological tone label was cross-checked with the tone entry in a

Cantonese dictionary (Wong 1993) to minimise mis-assignment of tones.

On the word level, each tone was operationally characterised by one measurement point.
It is therefore important to choose a relatively stable and identifiable point in the fO
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Figure 3.1: The test phrase is: 'hai tsam yat ge hVng dung noey bin'(gloss: in the action
yesterday):Female speaker

contour for measurement. Many studies have indicated that FO values are subject to
extensive perturbations from the voiceless consonants at the syllable onset (Silverman
1987, Hombert 1978). Howie (1976) reported that tones in Mandarin Chinese are carried
by the syllable rhyme, while the syllable-initial onset is subject to tonal and microprosodic
adjustments. Similar points have been made by Rose (1987). There are evidence from
studies of tonal alignment (Xu 1997) to indicate that tonal perturbation is greater in
magnitude at the syllable onset than at the syllable offset. When a High tone is preceded
by a Falling or Low tone, the low fO offset of the Falling or Low tone will cause the early
portion of the following High tone to look like a rising contour until it reaches its high fO
target at the syllable offset. In other words, the fO value at the syllable onset is subject to
greater perturbations from the preceding tone. On the other hand, when the High tone is
followed by different tones in the 'mama' sequences, the fO contour of the High Level tone
is much less affected by the identity of the following tone. fO targets of Mandarin Chinese
tones at the syllable offset were found to be fairly stable, irrespective of syllable structure
and speaking rate (Xu 1998). Based on the findings of microprosodic perturbation at the
syllable onset and relatively stable tonal alignment at the syllable offset in tone languages,
we decided to use the syllable offset as the anchor point for fO measurement of the six
non-glottalised Cantonese tones. As Hong Kong Cantonese has relatively simple syllable
structure—/(C) + V + (C)/ in which nasals fill the coda slot for the six non-glottalised
tones. The syllable offset can be easily identified as the offset of the nasal coda, if there
is a coda. When the coda slot is not filled, the syllable offset is taken to refer to the offset
of a vowel/diphthong.

On the phrase level, phrases of varying sizes were identified by using two criteria. First
was the use of pauses/silences (Fodor 1974). Studies from Megyesi et al (2002) and from
Gustafson-Capkova et al (2001) have shown that pauses usually occurred at grammatical
or prosodic junctures. Second was to decide whether the unit delimited by the pauses was

a syntactically well-formed constituent in spoken Hong Kong Cantonese. When a unit
met the two criteria, the unit was labelled as a phrase. For example, /dzik hai/(gloss:
That is to say) which was composed of two characters/words and two tones accompanied
by pauses at the beginning and the end of the unit was defined as a phrase unit in the
corpus.

The labelling of tones in a sentence is exemplified in Figure 3.1 in which a fO value of each
tone at the end of each syllable was measured.
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3.2.5 Problem Cases in Labelling

There were cases when the end of the syllable was difficult to identify. These cases came

mainly from the occurrence of adjacent nasals.

For instance, in Figure 3.2, the word 'ming' in the phrase—'jau ming nin' (gloss: from
next year) ends with a velar nasal, followed by the word 'nin' beginning with an alveolar
nasal. It is difficult to identify the boundary between them. Under such circumstance,
the boundary was labelled at the mid-point of the two nasals spanning across the two
words. As one of the criteria was to take the FO of each tone label at the syllable offset,
it is more consistent for us to use the data that only extract the FO value at the syllable
offset. As a result, the FO value of a tone label that fell on the mid-point spanning over

two test tones/words in the corpus was excluded from further statistical analysis.

3.2.6 Data Processing

Each digitised waveform file of the semi-spontaneous speech data was time aligned with
two corresponding labelled files—one with the lexical tone labels and the other with the
phrase unit labels. A corresponding fO file was derived from the waveform file, using the
get JO program in Entropies X-waves. Using the corresponding file with the lexical tone
labels and the corresponding fO file as input, we automatically extracted the FO value and
time point of each tone at the end of each syllable in each file.

The corresponding labelled file with the phrase unit was processed separately to extract
the time for the beginning and the end of each phrase unit label. The resultant temporal
data of the phrase unit was then combined with the extracted fO and temporal data of the
tone label into an aggregate file. As a result, we ended up with a data file that marked
the beginning and the end of each phrase unit with the fO value of each tone at the end
of each syllable.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Downtrend

Consistent with the reported findings in chapter two, downtrend was observed in semi-
spontaneous speech of the two broadcasters. First, we report on an overall fO downtrend
of the six test tones for both broadcasters, followed by downtrend in each of the six test
tones.

Overall downtrend is illustrated in Figure 3.3 for the male broadcaster, and Figure 3.4
for the female broadcaster.
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Figure 3.2: The test phrase is:'jau ming nin '(gloss: From next year):Female speaker
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Positions-in-utterance

Figure 3.3: Raw Mean fO of 6 Tones in 10 Phrase Positions:Male Speaker

Phrase Positions Cases Mean fO(Hz)
/Opi 123 133

/0p2 105 116

/0p3 140 117

/0p4 134 115

/0p5 129 116

/0p6 120 115

f%7 113 110

/0p8 114 106

/0p9 91 107

/OplO 93 110
Table 3.1: Raw Mean fO of test tones in ten phrase positions:Male speaker

The mean fO value of the six Cantonese tones in each of the ten test phrase positions (here¬
after called fOpn are summarised in Table 3.1 for the male broadcaster and in Table 3.2
for the female broadcaster.

As seen in Table 3.1, the mean fO value of the six test tones was lowered by 23 Hz from
phrase position 1 (PI) to phrase position 10 (P10) in the male speaker; the mean fO value
was lowered by 28 Hz from PI to P10 in the female speaker in Table 3.2. The magnitude
of fO downtrend in both speakers is comparable. Univariate ANOVAs were run on the
raw fO values, with Positions and Tone types as independent factors for each of the
broadcasters. There was a significant interaction effect between the Positions and Tone
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Figure 3.4: Raw Mean fO of 6 Tones in 10 Phrase Positions:Female Speaker

Phrase Positions Cases Mean fO(Hz)
f0Pi 175 204

f0p2 162 192

/°p3 182 202

/0p4 199 193

/0p5 185 187

/0P6 164 191

/0p7 141 185

/0p8 127 181

f0p9 123 175

fOpio 110 176
Table 3.2: Raw Mean fO of test tones in ten phrase positions: Female speaker

types factors for both broadcasters (Male: F = 1.69, df = 45,1102, p < 0.003; Female:
F = 1.942, df = 45,1508,p < 0.0001). That is to say, the effect of Positions varied from
tones to tones. Different tones lowered their fO values by different amounts. As for the
male broadcaster, the mean fO value of a High Level tone fell by 26 Hz from PI to P10;
the mean fO value of a High Mid tone fell by 13 Hz; that of a Mid Low tone dropped by
4 Hz; that of a Low Fall tone by 11 Hz; that of a High Rise tone by 16 Hz and that of
a Low Rise tone by 26 Hz. As for the female broadcaster, the mean fO value of the High
Level tone dropped by 35 Hz, that of the High Mid tone by 25 Hz, that of the Mid Low
tone by 15 Hz, that of the Low Fall tone by 41 Hz, that of the High Rise tone by 14 Hz
and that of the Low Rise tone by 16 Hz.
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There were significant main effects of Positions (Male:F = 10.002, df = 9,1102, p <
0.0001 ; Female: F = 14.19, df = 9,1508,p < 0.0001) and Tone types (Male: F =

226.954, df = 5,1102,p < 0.0001 ; Female: F = 258.688, df = 5,1508,p < 0.0001). The
significant main effect of Positions means that the fO values of the six test tones vary

from phrase position to phrase positions. The significant main effect of Tone types in this
corpus study means that the six test tones remain distinct from one another in different
phrase positions for both speakers.

In Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, it was noted that the fO mean in the phrase initial position was

higher than the fO means in other phrase positions for both male and female broadcasters.
The higher ff) mean in the initial phra.se position might be due to some kind of boundary
effect, in line with what Johnson (1989) suggested as initial raising.

To test whether downtrend still remained after excluding the effect of initial raising, an
ANOVA was conducted to test the six test tones from phrase position two to phrase
position ten for both broadcasters. A significant interaction effect was obtained between
Positions and Tone types for both broadcasters (Male: F = 1.554, df = 40, 985,p < 0.016;
Female: F = 1.459, df = 40,1339,p < 0.033). There were also significant main effects of
Positions (Male: F = 6.778, df = 8,985,p < 0.0001; Female: F = 9.129, df = 8,1339,p <
0.0001) and of Tone Types (Male: F — 199.699, df = 5, 985, p < 0.0001; Female: F =

243.392, df — 5,1339,p £ 0.0001). Even after we had excluded the phrase-initial position,
the effect of Positions persisted.

3.3.2 Post-hoc analyses of Downtrend

The post-hoc tests of Positions were conducted to find out what contributed to the
difference in the mean fO values of tones in the first 10 phrase positions. As the raw fO
data did not satisfy the assumption of 'equality of error variance' in the ANOVA test,
we used the Dunnett's T3 which assumes unequal error variance in conducting pairwise
comparisons.

The post-hoc results (Dunnett's T3) from the male broadcaster data showed that the
effect came mainly from the mean fO value in position 1 (PI) as opposed to that in all the
other test phrase positions (ie. from P2 to P10). The mean fO value in PI was significantly
higher than all values from the other phrase positions. This suggests initial raising of fO
values at the beginning of an utterance, similar to what was reported in Johnson (1987)
and Umeda (1982). The other significant comparisons came from the following pairs: a

higher fO value in position 3 (P3) as opposed to that in position 8 (P8) and position 9
(P9); a higher fO value in position 5 (P5) as opposed to those in P8 and P9; and finally
a higher fO value in position 6 (P6) as opposed to that in P8.
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Tones r2 intercept reg.coef. t sig.
HL 15% 150.12 -2.749 7.263 p < 0.0005
HM 9% 119.52 -1.728 4.359 p < 0.0005
ML 3% 100.07 -0.537 2.025 p < 0.045
LF 10% 100.81 -1.388 5.221 p < 0.0005
HR 10% 138.28 -2.292 4.69 p < 0.0005
LR 8% 126.14 -2.053 2.356 p < 0.022

Table 3.3: Regression results: 10 positions: Male broadcaster

As for the female speaker, the effect of Positions also came mostly from the higher mean
fO value in PI as opposed to that in P5, P7, P8, P9 and P10. The other significant
comparisons came from the following pairs of phrase positions: P2 versus P9 and P10;
P3 versus P7, P8, P9 and P10; P4 versus P9 and P10; and finally P6 versus P9 and P10.
In other words, the higher mean fO values in PI, P2,P3, P4 and P6 contributed to the
effect of Positions.

The post-hoc analysis of the main effect of tones revealed that all tones are distinct
from one another, except one pair — the High Mid tone versus the Low Rise tone for
both broadcasters. The lack of distinction between the High Mid tone and the Low Rise
tone suggests that both tones share the same phonetic target at the end of the syllable.
According to Bauer (1997), the High Mid tone is transcribed in Chao's tone letters as 33
and the Low Rise as 232. As the measurement point used in this study was the fO value
associated with the end of a syllable, it is not surprising to find that the fO value at the
end of the syllable failed to separate out the High Mid tone from the Low Rise tone. At
the same time, the non-distinction strongly suggests the same phonetic pitch target for
both the High Mid tone and the Low Rise tone at the end of the syllable.

Downtrend of different tone types-Regression analysis

As reported earlier, the ANOVA results indicated a significant interaction effect between
tone types and phrase positions. That means, different tone types exhibited different
degrees of downtrend. Regression was computed for each test tone across all the ten test

phrase positions. When the fO mean value of each test tone was regressed on phrase
positions, it was found that the fit for each of the six test tones was not good at all, as the
variance accounted for was fairly low. However, the regression coefiicent for each of the
test tones was found to be statistically significant. That means, the use of a regression
line fared better than assuming a flat regression line. The r2 values, intercept, regression
coefficents, the t values and the significance values for the six test tones were tabulated
for both the male and female broadcasters in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 respectively.

2According to Chao's tone letters, the pitch level of a tone can be represented within a hypothetical
pitch range. Five numerical levels are usod to characterise the pitch range. The top of the range is
indicated by 5 and the bottom of the range by 1. The mid line of the range is represented by 3.
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Tones r2 intercept reg coef. t sig.
HL 5.3% 250.16 -3.464 3.997 p < 0.0005
HM 4.3% 199.48 -2.123 3.624 p < 0.0005
ML 16% 190.84 -3.951 7.888 p < 0.0005
LF 18.3% 173.82 -4.147 8.079 p < 0.0005
HR 5.4% 227.16 -2.659 3.604 p < 0.0005
LR 7.1% 197.13 -2.186 3.214 p < 0.002

Table 3.4: Regression results: 10 positions: Female broadcaster

Table 3.3 showed that the Mid Low tone type (ML) reached marginal significance and
suggested that ML did not exhibit much degree of downtrend in the data of the male
broadcaster. In the data, it was the High Level (HL) tone type that exhibited the greatest

degree of downtrend. As for the data of the female broadcaster, the Low Fall (LF) tone
type exhibited the greatest degree of fO lowering and the High Mid (HM) tone type the
least degree of fO lowering. From both the Table 3.3 and Table 3.4, we can see that the
degree of downtrend not only varies with tone types, but also with broadcasters.

As initial raising was reported in the data of both the male and female broadcasters,
we conducted a further regression analysis on the data taken from phrase position 2
to phrase position 10. The results revealed that the High Level (HL) tone type still
exhibited the greatest degree of fO lowering (y = 143.19 — 1.787a;, t = 3.717, p < 0.0005,
r2 = 5%) and the Mid Low (ML) tone type the least degree of fO lowering (y = 101.09 —

0.678a;, p < 0.019, t = 4%, r2 = 4%)in the data of the male broadcaster. As for the
female broadcaster, it was the High Rise (HR) tone that exhibited the greatest degree
of downtrend (y = 234.15 — 3.67a;, t = 4.221, p < 0.0005, r2 = 8%) and the High Mid
(HM) tone type exhibited the least degree of downtrend (y = 197.56 — 1.861a;, t = 2.829,
p < 0.005, r2 = 3%).

3.3.3 Comparison between variability underlying tonal contrasts and variability arising
from downtrend

We have observed downtrend in six non-glottalised tones in the semi-spontaneous speech
in the previous section. Five of the six tones have been found to be significantly distinct
from one another in terms of the fO height/level measured at the end of each syllable.
Will the variability underlying tonal contrasts be obscured by the variability arising from
downtrend? In this section we show that the extent of variability arising from downtrend
is almost as much as variability arising from tonal contrasts.

Standard deviation and coefficients of variability ( ) are used to measure variability.
Variability underlying tonal contrasts at each successive position-in-uttcrancc from both
speakers is presented in Table 3.5 and in Table 3.6 respectively.
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Positions

in Utt.

s.d. variability coefficients
s.d.
mean

PI 27.7 0.208
P2 23.5 0.203

P3 23.1 0.197

P4 23.6 0.206

P5 22.6 0.195

P6 23.6 0.206

P7 22.7 0.206

P8 17.9 0.169

P9 15.7 0.146

P10 21.5 0.195
Table 3.5: Variability of Tones in each phrase position:Male broadcaster

Positions
in Utt.

s.d. variability coefficients
s.d.
mean

PI 34.3 0.168

P2 34.7 0.181

P3 47.6 0.236

P4 44.4 0.23

P5 40.4 0.216

P6 39.5 0.207

P7 41.2 0.223

P8 37.2 0.206

P9 33.4 0.191

P10 32.5 0.185
Table 3.6: Variability of Tones in each phrase position:Female broadcaster

The range of variability coefficients reported above ( a range of 0.18 to 0.24 for the
female speaker and a range of 0.15 to 0.21 for the male speaker) is strikingly similar
to the values reported by Earle (1975) on Vietnamese tones and by Chen (1974) on

Chinese tones. Earle reported the ratio (mecmfo) ranging between 0.1778 and 0.2982 for
all his eleven speakers. Similarly, Chen found the same ratio (designated as Pitch Range
Index) ranging from 0.2161 to 0.2256 for his four Chinese speakers. The similarity of the
variability coefficients across all these studies suggests that the variability of tones is fairly
consistent and uniform. Such regularity in the variability of tones across different tone
languages might underlie the presence of some constraints on the freedom of variability.

As reported in the previous section, there was a significant interaction of Positions and
Tone types on the raw fO values for both speakers. That is to say, different tones exhibited
different amounts of downtrend. Therefore, we examine variability arising from downtrend
tone by tone.

Table 3.7 and Table 3.8 show the standard deviations and the coefficients of variability
arising from downtrend for each of the six test tones for both speakers.
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Tones s.d. variability coefficients
s.d.
mean

HIGH LEVEL 20.96 0.154

MID HIGH 15.3 0.139

MID LOW 8.96 0.092

LOW FALL 12.15 0.193

HIGH RISE 19.44 0.154

LOW RISE 19.03 0.165

subtotal(mean) 23.67 0.206

Table 3.7: Variability of Phrase Positions for each test tones:Male broadcaster

Tones s.d. variability coefficients
s.d.
mean

HIGH LEVEL 38.2 0.164

MID HIGH 27.3 0.146

MID LOW 27.2 0.158

LOW FALL 27.2 0.177

HIGH RISE 30.97 0.145
LOW RISE 23.3 0.125

subtotal(mean) 40.3 0.212
Table 3.8: Variability of Phrase Positions for eac; l test tones:Female broadcaster

Different tones exhibit different degrees of variability. For example, the Mid Low tone
from the male speaker had the smallest standard deviation (ie. 8.96 Hz) as compared to
the standard deviations from other tones. This observation echoes the findings as reported
in the regression analysis in the previous subsection. In the regression analyses computed
on the basis of data taken from the first 10 phrase positions for the male broadcaster,
the Mid Low tone type was found to exhibit the smallest regression coefficent of —0.537
as compared to the regression coefficents of the other five test tones which ranged from
— 1.388 to —2.749. A similar result was also found when regression was computed on the
basis of data taken from phrase position 2 to phrase position 10. The Mid Low tone type
still exhibited the smallest degree of fO lowering as compared to the other 5 test tone
types.

Using the data taken from phrase position 1 to phrase position 10, we noticed that variabil¬
ity arising from the different phrase positions (P1-P10) amounts to a standard deviation
of 40.3 Hz for the female broadcaster, and 23.67 Hz for the male broadcaster on aver¬

age. These values are quite comparable to the standard deviations arising from different
tones in each phrase position. For the female broadcaster, the standard deviations arising
from tonal contrasts range from 32.5 Hz to 47.6 Hz. For the male broadcaster, the range

of standard deviations arising from tonal contrasts is between 15.7 Hz and 27.7 Hz. In
other words, the extent of variability arising from downtrend overlaps with the extent of
variability arising from tonal contrasts.
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To sum up, the variability underlying tonal contrasts is fairly stable, as compared to the
variability arising from downtrend. Together with the data on the variability underlying
tones in Vietnamese (Earle 1975) and Mandarin Chinese (Chen 1974), it suggests that
some constraints underlie the freedom of variability underlying tonal contrasts. At the
same time, the extent of variability arising from downtrend and that from tonal contrasts
overlaps such that it is likely for fO variation of a given tone to be equally attributable to
downtrend or tonal contrasts.

Summary

Downtrend of six non-glottalised Cantonese tones was found in semi-spontaneous speech
for both speakers. Different tones exhibited different amount of downtrend. It was found
that fO value measured at the end of a syllable did not distinguish a High Mid tone from
a Low Rise tone in the post-hoc analysis, because both tones share the same target pitch
level at the end of the syllable, consistent with Bauer (1997)'s characterisation of the
pitch level (3) at the end of a syllable for both tones.

In comparing the variability underlying tonal contrasts with that arising from downtrend,
we found that the fO variation underlying tonal contrasts is fairly stable across different
phrase positions, as seen in Figure 3.5 taken from the female speaker. It can be observed
that the specifications of fO values underlying the tonal contrasts are fairly consistent,
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in spite of downtrend. For instance, in Position 1 and Position 10, tones are related to
one another fairly invariantly. At the same time, the raw fO values used in specifying
tonal contrasts overlap with the fO values arising from downtrend. One of the possible
overlaps can be observed in the case of HM and ML as highlighted in a box in Figure 3.5
in which the fO value of ML in PI occurred in a range of fO values for HM between PI
and P10. In other words, the same fO value can be equally possible to be interpreted as

either the same tone in different phrase positions or different tones in the same phrase
position. Therefore, that makes it necessary to separate out the effect of downtrend so

that the consistent and invariant phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts can

be characterised explicitly.

3.4 Normalisation of Tones

In chapter two, a locally-defined position-specific fO space was used successfully to separate
out the effect of downtrend from the phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts
in Hong Kong Cantonese in the laboratory condition. In this section, we report on the
results of extending normalisation of downtrend to semi-spontaneous speech.

Though both the production experiment in chapter two and the corpus study in this
chapter used fO space in normalising for downtrend, the calculation of the fO space was

different. The fO space in the corpus study was defined as the mean fO distance between
a mean fO value of a High Level tone and that of a Low Fall tone, both of which occurred
in the same phrase position. The mean fO values of both tones averaged over different
phrases were measured at the end of a syllable. In other words, the calculated fO space

for each of the test phrase position was derived from the mean fO value of the High Level
tone and that of the Low Fall tone in the same phrase position but possibly from different
phrases. With reference to the position-specific fO space, test tones in the same phrase
position were transformed into a scale ranging from 0 percent to 100 percent. The percent
of scale transformation is formalised as below:

Tones(fl...n) at Positional.,.n)= x 100

f^tn-pn refers to an fO value of one of the six tones tn in one of the phrase positions pn.
As f0ti_pn and f0tA_pn are the respective mean F0 values of the High Level and the Low
Fall tones over all test tokens in pn position-in-utterance, the transformed percentages
of the High Level and the Low Fall tones are predicted to be close to 100 percent and
0 percent respectively in each of the test positions-in-utterance. All the other tones are

quantified within the percentage scale of the High Level and Low Fall tones.

The resultant normalised tonal values were used as the dependent variable to test whether
normalisation is successful in separating out the effect of downtrend as a modification of
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fO space from the phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts, with Positions and
Tone types as the independent factors.

Univariate ANOVAs were conducted separately for each broadcaster. No significant in¬
teraction was found for both speakers. There was a significant main effect of Positions
for both speakers (Male : F = 2.218, df = 9,1102, p < 0.019; Female : F = 3.342, df —

9,1508,p < 0.0001). The normalised tonal values vary from phrase position to phrase
position. Post-hoc analyses (Dunnett's T3) revealed one significant pairwise comparison
between the normalised tonal value in position 1 (PI) as opposed to that in position 2
(P2) for the male broadcaster, and one significant pairwise comparison between the nor¬

malised tonal value in position 1 (PI) as opposed to that in position 6 (P6) for the female
broadcaster (at a statistical significance ofp < 0.05).

A significant main effect of Tone types was obtained for both speakers (Male : F =

227.407, df = 5,1102,p < 0.0001; Female : F = 244.681, df = 5,1508,p < 0.0001),
meaning that the six non-glottalised tones are distinct from one another. Post-hoc anal-
yses(Dunnett's T3) however revealed that all pairwise comparisons reached significance
at p < 0.01, except the pair of the High Mid and Low Rise tones. That is consistent with
the reported results in the Downtrend section. As we have discussed, the phonetic pitch
target of the High Mid and the Low Rise tones is the same at the end of the syllable
(Bauer 1997).

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

Consistent with findings in chapter two, the corpus study also reported downtrend of the
six non-glottalised Cantonese tones in semi-spontaneous speech. Despite downtrend, the
six Cantonese tones remain distinct from one another in terms of the fO level measured at

the end of a syllable in all ten test phrase positions, except the pair of High Mid and Low
Rise tones. The lack of distinction in that pair of tones reflects the lack of distinction in
the phonetic specification of the two tones which were measured at the end of a syllable.
Consistent with Bauer (1997), the High Mid and the Low Rise tones are characterised
by the same phonetic pitch level at the end of a syllable. It does not mean that these
two tones are not distinct in other respects. In fact, the High Mid and the Low Rise are

distinct from one another in terms of the fO contour—the former as a level contour and

the latter as a rising contour.

Contrary to the results in chapter two, downtrend in the corpus study was not successfully
normalised for. The normalised values still vary from phrase position to phrase position
for both speakers. However, the post-hoc tests revealed that the significant main effect
of Positions on the normalised data came only from one pair of comparisons. For the
male speaker, the significant pairwise comparison was between position 1 and position
2; for the female speaker, it was between position 1 and position 6. Referring back to
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Figure 3.6: Normalised Percent of Scale for six Test Tones in ten Phrase Positions: Female
Speaker

Figure 3.6, we can see that the normalised values were lower in position 1 than in position
6 for the female speaker. Similarly, Figure 3.7 taken from the male speaker shows that
the normalised tonal values in position 1 were generally lower than in position 2. In other
words, the significant main effect of Positions can be attributed to the lower normalised
tonal values in position 1 for both speakers.

One reason for the difference in the normalisation results between chapter two and this
chapter is the different calculations of fO space. In chapter two, the fO space was calculated
from actual fO values of a High Level tone and a Low Fall tone immediately adjacent to
test tones in the same utterance. In this chapter, the fO space was calculated from
mean fO values of a High Level tone and a Low Fall tone which occurred in the same

position-in-utterance as test tones and were averaged over different sentences. The fO
space in chapter two characterised an actual interval embedding each test tone in the
same utterance over a domain of three syllables; whereas the fO space in this chapter
characterised a fO space over a domain of one syllable. The domain of one syllable is more
implicit about the actual position-specific fO space that test tones are realised in. Atkinson
(1976) showed that intra-speaker variability can be as big as inter-speaker variability in
fO. Variability in the fO for different speakers suggested uses of different fO ranges in
realising the same accent. According to Atkinson's findings, intra-speaker variability in
fO can be as big as inter-speaker fO variability. This suggests that the fO space that
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Positions-in-utterance

Figure 3.7: Normalised Percent of Scale for six Test Tones in ten Phrase Positions: Male
Speaker

we calculated might not reflect the actual fO space in which the test tones occurred in,
because the fO space/range that accents are realised can vary a great deal from utterance
to utterance. At the same time, tone normalisation study from Rose (1991) showed
that the use of long term distribution information is less successful in reducing variation.
Rose showed that normalising parameters estimated from a data set separate from the
data to be normalised are less effective in normalising for the across-speaker variations.
Consistent with that, the way the local fO space was calculated in this chapter,like long
term distribution information of fO, is more implicit about the actual fO space within
which a test tone occurs. Such implicitness of the fO space over a domain of one syllable
might contribute to the less successful normalisation outcome in the corpus experiment.

Though the effect of Positions still reached significance after normalisation of downtrend,
normalisation is quite successful in reducing potential overlap of phonetic specifications
underlying tonal contrasts, as seen in Figure 3.8. There are fewer overlapping regions of
phonetic fOs underlying tonal contrasts, as compared to the greater overlap of fO values
in Hz in Figure 3.5.

Relative to a normalising local fO space in each phrase position, raw fO values of different
tones are more comparable across positions quantitatively. The phonetic specifications
underlying tonal contrasts are quantified in terms of percentages within the scale of 100



Test tones

Figure 3.8: Possible Overlap of Tones in Percent of Scale between PI and P10: Female
Speaker

Tones Pi P2 P3 Pi P5 Pe Py Ps P* Pio
HL 99 100 101 100 100 101 99 101 101 101

HM 42 54 47 35 42 27 30 46 49 53
ML -12.5 6 5 11 10 7 9 32 26 2

LF 0 0 0 1 0 -1 1 -1 1 0

HR 65 93 92 74 69 89 89 78 57 78
LR 58 37 108 36 50 27 40 76 77 41

Table 3.9: Percent of Scale for six test tones in each o:

broadcaster

the ten phrase positions:Male

percent and 0 percent to represent the top and the bottom of the fO space respectively
and tabulated in Table 3.9 and Table 3.10 for both speakers.

Table 3.9, Table 3.10 show that the normalised tonal values are fairly consistent across
different phrase positions for both speakers. The High Mid tone is quantitatively higher
than the Mid Low tone which is quantitatively higher than the Low Fall tone within a

normalising fO space. The mean normalised tonal values for both speakers are comparable
as tabulated in Table 3.11.

The Table 3.11 shows that the High Mid tone measured at the end of the syllable is scaled
at 42% within a normalising fO space for the male speaker, and at 48% for the female
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Tones Pi P2 Ps Pi P5 Pe Pi Ps P9 Pio
HL 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 100
HM 31 77 35 40 46 55 52 41 60 52

ML 25 20 24 27 24 22 25 12 21 31

LF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

HR 50 110 77 76 77 85 74 70 82 84
LR 16 49 46 53 39 36 45 37 61 51

Table 3.10: Percent of Scale for six test tones in each of the ten phrase positions:Female
broadcaster

Speaker HL HM ML LF HR LR

Male 100% 42% 11% 0% 79% 55%
Female 100% 48% 23% 0% 79% 39%

Table 3.11: Mean Percent of Scale for six test tones:both speakers

speaker. Similarly, the normalised value of the High Rise tone at the end of the syllable
is consistent across both speakers—79% for both the male and female speakers.

One of the goals in this corpus study is to separate out downtrend from phonetic spec¬

ifications underlying tonal contrasts. Though normalisation of downtrend did not reach
statistical significance, normalisation is still useful in uncovering the relatively invariant
phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts. In the Table above, we can see that
the mean normalised tonal value for the High Mid tone is strikingly similar across both
speakers. The phonetic specification of the High Mid tone is quantitatively different from
that of the Mid Low tone at the end of the syllable.

To conclude, the corpus study has reported on downtrend in semi-spontaneous speech of
Hong Kong Cantonese. The raw fO differences underlying tonal contrasts overlap with
the raw f'O differences arising from downtrend. The phonetic overlap of raw fO values is
reduced when the raw fO values are normalised relative to an abstract position-specific fO
space. Though downtrend was not successfully normalised for, the normalised tonal values
relative to a position-specific fO space revealed fairly consistent phonetic specifications
underlying tonal contrasts that can be quantitatively characterised within an abstract fO
space.



Chapter 4

Perception Experiment

4.1 Introduction

This chapter builds on the findings in the production experiment and tests whether local
fO context affects how fO values are normalised in a tone perception experiment. First, we
review literature about how downtrend is normalised in European languages in evaluating
the perceived prominence of an accent. These studies showed that fO values were inter¬
preted relative to an abstract reference line, which could be the top line or the ba.se line.
The perception experiment in this chapter extends normalisation of downtrend found in
non-tonal languages to a tone language — Hong Kong Cantonese. Second, we report on
the results in the perception experiment to show that downtrend is normalised in Hong
Kong Cantonese and that a local fO context affects how fO values are normalised.

Downtrend has been reported in Hong Kong Cantonese in both laboratory and semi-
spontaneous speech in the previous two chapters. We have seen that downtrend lowers
the ft) from phra.se position to phrase position for a.n identical tone. The phenomenon
of declination has also been reported in English (Pierrehumbert 1980, Liberman and
Pierrehumbert 1984), Dutch (t' Hart et al 1990), Swedish (Bruce 1970), Yoruba (Laniran
1993) and Mandarin Chinese (Shih 2000). Perceptually, the presence of declination has
been found to affect how fO is perceived and interpreted phonetically. Evidence comes from
the literature on prominence judgement. The strength (i.e. prominence) of two accents is
judged linguistically equivalent, when a late-occurring accent has a lower fO than an early-
occurring counterpart (Pierrehumbert 1979, Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988, Terken 1991,
Leroy 1986, Gussenhoven et al 1997). Listeners adjusted for declination in interpreting fO
values. The literature showed that some global reference line was involved in relating a

fO peak to perceived prominence. Pierrehumbert (1979) showed that successive fO peaks
sound equal in prominence when a late-occurring peak is lower than an early-occurring
one, because the successive fO peaks are related to one another in terms of an abstract
declining top line. Listeners compensate for such top line declination. However, Terken
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(1991) reported that a declining base line also affects how fO maxima are evaluated for
prominence. At a given fO value on the first accent, the fO value on the second accent
in a declining base line is lower than that in a flat base line for them to sound equal
in prominence. The effect of the rate of declination on perceived prominence was also
reported in Leroy 1986. Gussenhoven et al (1997) provided evidence that both the fO
maxima and fO minima play a role in evaluation of prominence.

4.2 Review

The use of a declining top line to relate different fO peaks to the same perceived pitch was

found in Pierrehumbert (1979).

Pierrehumbert (1979)

In evaluating pitch from fO values, English speakers were reported to compensate for
declination. Pierrchumbcrt (1979) instructed English speakers to do a pitch evaluation
task. The listeners were asked to judge which of the 2 accented syllables in a 6-syllable
nonsense sentence was higher in pitch—'ma MA ma ma MA ma.' Accents were placed on

the second and the penultimate syllables (as indicated by the capital letters). The first
accent on the second syllable was fixed; whereas the fO peak of the second accent on the
penultimate syllable was varied to be either higher or lower than the first accent. The
test sentence began at 80Hz and stayed at the same fO level till the end.

There were 2 experimental conditions—one with a wide pitch range and the other with
a narrow pitch range. In the former condition the first accent peak was set at 151 Hz; in
the latter condition the same accent peak was fixed at 121 Hz.

The result revealed that the second accent peak was 9.2 Hz lower than the first accent
peak for them to sound equal in pitch in the 'wide pitch range' condition. However, the
second accent peak was reported to be 5.6 Hz higher than the first accent peak in the
'narrow pitch range' condition. The finding in the narrow pitch range condition suggested
that the listeners were compensating for inclination. Such an interpretation contradicted
the finding in the 'wide pitch range' condition in which the listeners were compensating for
declination. Since the test sentence was declarative, it is unlikely that the listeners weie

compensating for inclination that was found in a question. Consequently, she interpreted
the result in the 'narrow pitch range' condition as 'a response bias'.

As the base line of the test sentence is flat, the normalisation of declination cannot be
attributed to the declining baseline. The resulting normalisation therefore is believed to
be due to the expected declining top line —i.e. fO lowering of successive accent peaks.
However, one main problem with the hypothesis of using a declining top line as the
reference line is that it is not possible to compensate for downtrend, if there is only one
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accent peak in an utterance. That is because one cannot estimate the declining top line
with only one accent peak in the utterance.

Contrary to the use of a declining top line, there is a body of studies that uses a declining
base line as the reference to evaluate fO values in prominence judgement tasks.

Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988

Their goal in that paper was to test whether declination was time-dependent and whether
it resulted from peak-to-peak lowering. What is relevant in the paper to this thesis is the
assumption that the peak height of an accent relative to a declining base line is responsible
for prominence evaluation, not a declining top line. For a given fO, a late-occurring accent
will sound more prominent than an early-occurring one because the reference base line
for the late-occurring accent is lower than that for the early-occurring one.

The experiment in Gussenhoven and Rietveld (1988) was a prominence-rating task. A
6-syllable nonsense sentence—'ma MA ma ma MA ma' with a pointed rise-fall accent on
the second and the penultimate syllable was used. The two accents were superimposed on

a declining baseline that started at 100 Hz and fell 3 semitones to the end of the sentence.
The fO values of the first, a,nd the second accent, were scaled up and down together at, a.

step size of 4-6 Hz to create nine test stimuli. Speakers of Dutch were asked to assign
prominence rating to the two accents.

There were two independent variables—Contour type and Sentence length. For the Con¬
tour type, the first accent was either a full accent or a half accent. When a full first
accent was used, the condition was called 'Equal Peak'; when a half first accent was used,
the condition was called 'Unequal Peak'. Eighteen test stimuli were created for both
the 'Equal Peak' and the 'Unequal Peak' conditions. There were two Sentence length
conditions—one with six syllables, the other with eight syllables. In both Sentence length
conditions the two accents were placed on the second and the penultimate syllables.

It was hypothesized that the prominence rating of the second accent peaks in both the
'Equal Peak' and the 'Unequal Peak' conditions did not differ, because the second accent
peak in both conditions occurred at an identical temporal location on a declining base
line. At the same time, the prominence rating of the second accent peak in the 'Short
sentence Length' condition differed from that in the 'Long sentence 'Length' condition,
because the second accent peak in the long sentence condition occurred at a later temporal
location on the declining base line.

The results provided further support for Pierrehumbert's claim of normalisation for dec¬
lination. Cusoenhoven and Rictvcld did not find any significant difference in the promi
nence ratings of the second accent peaks between the 'Equal Peak' and the 'Unequal
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Peak' conditions. Based on that, they argued against the assumption that peak-to-peak
lowering was operative. At the same time, they reported a significant effect of time-
dependence. A later-occurring second accent attracted higher prominence in the long
sentence condition—a change in the mean prominence scale from 6.05 to 6.26 (about 9
or 10 Hz/s) with a temporal difference of 250 ms between a short sentence and a long
sentence. Further evidence of time-dependence came from the fact that there was still a

change in the prominence rating of the second accent, when the first accent was removed.

Gussenhoven and Rietveld provided evidence for compensation of declination in promi¬
nence rating for Dutch speakers. However, their findings showed that it is the declining
base line that the listeners refer to in compensating for declination. Besides, they also
reported an effect of time-dependence in rating prominence of fO values.

Leroy 1986

The role of declining base line as a reference line in evaluating fO values is further reinforced
by a perception experiment done by Leroy 1986. The perception experiment was designed
to test whether declination was psychologically relevant in evaluating prosodic properties
of an utterance such as the relative pitch height of successive pitch peaks. A 7-syllable
nonsense sentence was constructed—'ma MA ma ma ma MA ma' with a pointed hat
accent pattern on the second and the penultimate syllable. The first accent peak was

fixed, while the second accent peak varied in height. There were 4 experimental conditions
for the nonsense sentence. In the first experimental condition (Normal), the first accent
peak was set at 140 Hz and the total inter-peak declination was 3.21 semitones. In the
second condition (Steep), the first peak was set at 172 Hz and the inter-peak declination
was 5.54 semitones. In the third condition (Monotonous) the first accent peak was at 128
Hz with zero declination. In the fourth condition (Isolated), the first accent peak was at
140 Hz with zero declination and the unstressed syllables between the two accents were

left out by reducing their amplitude to zero.

If the listener evaluates the pitch height of the second accent peak with reference to dec¬
lination, different declination values will affect the magnitude of normalisation. In the
'Normal' condition, the listener was found to judge the second accent peak equivalent to
the first accent, when the former was 1.81 semitones lower. It should be noted that the
actual inter-peak declination was 3.21 semitones. Therefore, declination was only par¬

tially compensated. In the 'Steep' condition, the second accent peak was 2.08 semitones
lower than the first accent peak to sound the same. Once again, declination was not

compensated fully, as compared to the inter-peak declination of 5.54 semitones. In the
'Monotonous' condition there was zero inter-peak declination and the baseline was flat.
The listener still compensated for declination. The second accent peak was 1.03 semitones
lower than the first accent peak. In the 'Isolated' condition, the second accent peak was

0.32 semitones lower than the first accent peak. Its implication is that declination is not
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compensated for, because the two accents are perceived to take place in two separate
utterance domains.

Comparison of all the 4 experimental conditions revealed that the listeners compensated
for declination. The results showed that the listener not only compensated for perceived
declination, but also expected declination. That is because she found the listener com¬

pensating for declination in the 'Monontonous' condition, in which declination was absent
phonetically. At the same time, listeners were reported to be sensitive to different decli¬
nation slopes of the baseline in normalising for declination. She found that the listener
compensated more for declination in the 'Steep' condition than in the 'Normal' condition.
Her findings further support normalization of declination and suggest the effect of the
base line on normalisation of declination.

Terken (1991)

With a different experimental goal, Terken's experiment provided additional evidence for
the use of base line information in evaluating perceived prominence of fO peaks.

Two perception experiments were conducted in Terken's study. Listeners were instructed
to adjust the fO level of the second accent in a 7-syllable nonsense sentence so that the
first accent and the second accent sounded equal in prominence. The test sentence was

'ma MA ma ma ma MA ma' with accents on the second and the penultimate syllables.
In the first perception experiment, the two test accents were superimposed on a flat base
line; whereas in the second perception experiment the two test accents were superimposed
on a declining base line.

In the first perception experiment, Terken kept the base line at 75 Hz. The fO of first
accent was varied from 108 Hz to 156 Hz at a step size of 4-7 Hz. A total of 11 steps on the
first accent was created. For each step on the first accent, there were 19 preset fO values
on the second accent ranging from below and above the first accent. The listeners were

instructed to choose one of the preset values that they found equal to the first accent in
prominence. In the second perception experiment, Terken used the same eleven fO values
on the first accent as in the first experiment. But he kept the fO distance between the fO
peak on the first accent and the base line constant at around 6 semitones. In other words,
the fO values on the first accent in the second experiment were covaried with different
slopes of declination. The end frequency of all the test utterances was set at a constant
75 Hz.

The findings revealed that the fO value on the second accent was adjusted lower than that
on the first accent in both 'flat base line' and 'declining base line' conditions. However, for
a given fO value on the first accent, the fO value of the second accent in the 'declining base
line' condition was adjusted much lower than that in the 'flat base line' condition. The
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presence of a declining base line affected how much the fO value on the second accent had to
lower for it to sound equal to the first accent in prominence. In other words, the listeners
did not use only the fO maxima in evaluating for prominence. The fO minima in the base
line also played a part in affecting how the fO maxima was evaluated for prominence.
That suggested that successive fO peaks cannot be simply related by a declining top line
for them to sound equal in prominence.

Gussenhoven et al (1997)

Further evidence for the use of base line information in evaluating fO values comes from
Gussenhoven et al.

As opposed to the use of nonsense sentences, their experiments used a Dutch sentence
'Amanda gaat naar Malta' with pitch accents on 'man' and 'mal'. The test sentence
exhibited a declination rate of 2.4 st/s for the base line with the end frequency of 164
Hz for the female speaker and 102 Hz for the male speaker. Keeping the end frequency
constant, they varied the rate of declination for the base line—one at 3.7 st/s and the
other at 4.9 st/s. At each declination rate, the fO peak on the first accent was increased
at a step size of 1 st in 5 steps. For each fO peak on the first accent, seven fO peaks on

the second accent were created at a step size of 1 st.

Their results reported normalisation as found in Leroy (1986), Pierrehumbert (1979).
Their findings also showed that the fO difference between the first and the second accents
increased, when the fO peak on the first accent was raised. That is, as the fO peak on

the first accent was raised, the fO distance of the first accent above the base line also
increased. However, when declination rate was getting steeper for a given fO value on the
first accent, the fO difference between the first and the second accent decreased. That is,
as the declination slope was steeper, the fO distance of the first accent above the base line
decreased. The findings suggest that the fO difference between the first and the second
accents might be related to the fO distance between the first accent and the base line.
The implication is that the magnitude of compensation for declination in evaluating the
fO peaks might be related to the fO distance between the fO peak and the base line.

In their search for how the abstract base line (ie. reference line) can be constructed from
the actual fO contour, they explored three options—fO offset of the contour(ie. OFFSET
HEIGHT), fO onset of the contour (ie. ONSET HEIGHT) and the temporal distance from
the beginning of the contour(ie. ONSET LENGTH). They varied the fO offset of the
contour from 95 Hz to 80 Hz, while keeping the base line preceding the accent constant.
Therefore, the declination rate of the base line after the accent differed. No effect of the
OFFSET HEIGHT on perceived prominence was reported.
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Yet they found the effects of the ONSET HEIGHT and the ONSET LENGTH on per¬

ceived prominence. When fO height of the contour preceding the test accent was raised, it
was found that the perceived prominence of the first accent was reduced. But the effect
of ONSET HEIGHT on perceived prominence was lost in the short sentence. Therefore,
it was inconsistent to say that the fO onset at the beginning of the contour was used as

reference to evaluate the prominence of an accent. In the short sentence, the duration
from the fO onset of the contour to the test accent was 50 ms. It is difficult for the listeners

to estimate the reference line from a short stretch of time. Gussenhoven et al then tested

whether the perceived prominence of the accent was subject to the effect of the duration
of the ONSET HEIGHT from the beginning of the contour. They found that the test
accent was perceived more prominent in the sentence with longer onset length.

In summary, Gussenhoven et al's study provided evidence for the relevance of fO maxima
and fO minima in constructing some kind of reference to evaluate some prosodic properties,
namely, prominence.

4-2.1 Summary of the Literature Review

These previous studies have been used to support the claim that declination is normalised
in evaluating absolute fO values. Declination is used to account for the difference in fO
values of successive peaks for two linguistically equivalent events. The previous literature
concurred with the view that some kind of reference line is involved in relating different
phonetic fO values to two linguistically equivalent events, but they disagreed on what con¬
stitutes such a reference line. In other words, how do the listeners estimate the reference
so that they can evaluate different fO values for a linguistically equivalent event? Do they
use global or local fO information in anchoring such reference?

In the previous studies we observed a discrepancy between the magnitude of normalisa¬
tion and the observed declination (Leroy 1986, Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988). It seems
that declination was only partially compensated for. However, all these studies used the
prominence rating/judgement task in testing normalisation of declination. Prominence is
not a linguistic category as a tone is. Prominence can only be evaluated in syntagmatic
terms; whereas tones can be identified very accurately in their citation forms (Abramson
1976, 1977). On account of the syntagmatic nature, prominence rating might be more

susceptible to other acoustic factors such as amplitude etc. The reported partial compen¬
sation of declination might consequently be due to the experimental task in the previous
studies. We therefore decided to use lexical tone identification as the experimental task
in our perception experiment to test for normalisation of downtrend.
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4-2.2 Aim

The findings in the production experiment have demonstrated that the phonetic fO of
a given tone maintains a fairly consistent quantitative relation with its adjacent tones,
irrespective of the utterance position of the given tone. By relating the fO of a given tone
to its immediately adjacent fO context, downtrend resulting in different fOs for a given
tone can be factored out. The implication is that a global downtrend can be reinterpreted
as consisting of a series of locally-varying downtrend contexts.

A perception experiment was set up to investigate whether the local downtrend context
or the global downtrend context is used in normalising for downtrend so that different fO
values are equated to an identical tone.

4.3 Experimental Design

A lexical word identification task was chosen, because it is more natural and easier for lis¬
teners to recognise an actual word than compare phonetic pitch heights as in a prominence
judgement task.

A pair of High Mid and Mid Low tones was the focus in this perception experiment,
because their tonal contours have the same shape. According to Chao's tone description,
the High Mid tone begins at pitch level 3 and ends at pitch level 3; whereas the Mid
Low tone begins at pitch level 2 and ends at pitch level 2. The phonological descriptions
suggest that they differ by the fO height of the FO contour. This provides us with a very

good test case for the effect of downtrend on tone perception. With downtrend a late-
occurring High Mid tone will have a lower fO than its early-occurring counterpart. As the
High Mid and Mid Low tones are distinguished from one another in terms of pitch height,
we hypothesize that downtrend can result in confusion between a late-occurring High Mid
tone with an early-occurring Mid Low tone. That is, the same fO can be interpreted as

either an early-occurring Mid Low tone or a late-occurring High Mid tone in the same

sentence. In order to recover the identity of a tone, the listener will have to take into
consideration the position-in-utterance of the concerned fO—ie. the downtrend context.

The perception experiment consisted of two parts—one on normalisation of downtrend,
another on the use of local downtrend context in normalisation. There were altogether
five experimental conditions(Cl-C5). In the first part, three conditions (C1-C3) were

designed to test whether the listener took downtrend into consideration in interpreting
fO values. A 12-step stimulus continuum was generated from a High Mid tone (hereafter
called Base Tone) and inserted in each of the three test utterance positions in the same

carrier sentence to render three versions resulting in three experimental conditions—one
with the stimulus continuum in an utterance-early position (CI), the other with the
continuum in an utterance-medial position (C2), and the last one with the continuum in
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram for the stimulus continuum in three test conditions occur¬

ring in each test utterance position one at a time

an utterance-late position (C3). The three experimental conditions are schematized in
Diagram 4.1.

If downtrend is compensated for, the identical stimulus continuum will be expected to
induce more Mid Low tone responses in an utterance-early position (CI) than in an

utterance-medial position (C2). Similarly, it is expected to find more High Mid or High
Level tone responses in an utterance-late position (C3) than in an utterance-medial posi¬
tion (C2).

The second part addressed the question of whether local fO context affects normalisation
of downtrend. Two new experimental conditions (hereafter called C4 and C5) were intro¬
duced. They differed from the three experimental conditions described earlier (C1-C3) in
that the fO contexts in C4 and C5 were manipulated. A local fO context was altered in
C4; whereas a global fO context was modified in C5. In C4, the fO context of the stimulus
continuum in the utterance-late position was replaced with that in the utterance-early
position. That is to say, the local fO context was the same in both the utterance-early and
the utterance-late positions. Therefore, in C4 the stimulus continuum in the utterance-
late position had a mismatched local fO context, as compared to that in C3. The local
f'O context refers to High Level tones immediately preceding and following a stimulus
continuum. The experimental condition of C4 is schematised in Figure 4.2.
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FO contour of the base carrier sentence

transposed .HIGH LEVEL tones

/\

position early position medial position late

Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the stimulus continuum in the utterance-late position
in test condition C4

In C5 the global fO context was altered by replacing the local fO context in the utterance-
medial position with that in the utterance-early position. That is, there was a mismatched
global fO context in C5 as compared to that in C3, while the local fO context immediately
adjacent to the stimulus continuum in the utterance-late position stayed the same in C3
and C5. The experimental condition of C5 is schematically represented in Figure 4.3.

As a result, the experiment had 5 test conditions—three with an identical overall down¬
trend context with the stimulus continuum in three different utterance positions (CI, C2
and C3) and two with mismatched fO contexts (C4 and C5).

4-3.1 Stimuli

The test continuum was generated from the Base Tone—High Mid, which was realised
on two syllables—'dai' and 'sau' to generate two sets of lexical words. The former set
consisted of 'dai(HL)'meaning 'low', 'dai(HM) meaning 'royal', and 'dai(ML) meaning
'brother'. The latter set consisted of'sau(HL)' meaning 'sleek', 'sau(HM)' meaning 'grace¬
ful' and 'sau(ML)' meaning 'long-living'. In using two different sets of lexical words with
the same Base Tone, we can check whether normalisation of downtrend is generalisable
across different lexical words.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the stimulus continuum in the utterance-late position
in test condition C5

The Base Tone embedded in a carrier sentence was produced by WCY, a native speaker
of Hong Kong Cantonese (the author) in a recording studio. The carrier sentence for the
two test sets of words is illustrated below:

Tones HL HL HR X1 HL HL LP X2 HL HL LF X3 HL HL
ta jiu tsing sin san tung sin san tung sin san

S/he invites X\ Mr. and X2 Mr. and X3 Mr.

Each of the Xn in the carrier sentence consisted of three tones to make up a fictional
name —ie. HL_HM(Base)_HL. The Base tone was embedded by a preceding High Level
tone and a following High Level tone in each Xn. The carrier sentence with the Base
Tone in each test utterance position was produced two times each. The second repetition
of the carrier sentence with the Base Tone in an utterance-medial position was chosen as

the base carrier sentence. The fO values of tones in the carrier sentence can be referred

to in Table D.l in Appendix D.

The Base Tone on the respective 'dai' and 'sau' syllables in the utterance-medial position
was identified with the aid of the waveform and the spectrogram in Praat. Praat was

then used to extract the actual fO contour of the base carrier sentence. The fO contour

of the source carrier sentence was estimated from the time interval between two adjacent
glottal pulses, using a window length of 10 milliseconds that was moving over the course

of the source carrier sentence. The tonal contour of the source Base Tone associated

with the respective 'dai' and 'sau' syllables in the utterance-medial position was selected
for fO modification. The tonal contour of the source Base Tone was incremented and
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Figure 4.4: Stylisation of the fO contour of /dai/ syllable

decremented at a fixed interval of 0.125 ERB. Prior to any incremental/deeremental
modification of the source tonal contour, the fO contour of the source Base Tone was

stylised first of all. Two fO points from the original tonal contour of the source Base Tone
were kept intact, while all fO points between the two fixed fO points were removed. The
two fixed fO points from the actual source tonal contour were anchored at the onset and
the offset of the diphthong (also the offset of the rime) respectively. In other words, the
stylised tonal contour of the source Base Tone was characterised by the fO values at the
onset and tho offsot of tho diphthong. The stylioation of the tonal contour associated with
the source Base Tone was illustrated in Figure 4.4. The stylised tonal contour was used
as the basis to create a stimulus continuum. The stylised tonal contour was superimposed
onto one of the two source test syllables and combined with the source fO contour of the
source carrier sentence. As a result, a now modified carrier sentence was created with a

stylised tonal contour of the source Base Tone, while keeping the original fO contour of
the source carrier sentence intact. The new modified fO contour was then resynthesized.
It was found that there was no unnatural artificial click or fO jump around the boundaries
of the modified tonal contour of the source Base Tone after resynthesis, as the two test

syllables that were associated with the source Base Tone began with either a voiceless
unaspirated alveolar plosive or a voiceless alveolar fricative sound. The new modified and
resythesized fO contour of the carrier sentence was then used as the basis to create our

test stimuli.

The stylized and resynthesized tonal contour of the source Base Tone was used as the
basis to generate the 12-step stimulus continuum. By automatically incrementing and
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Time

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the 12-step continuum on 'dai' in an utterance-medial position
in the base carrier sentence

decrementing the fO value at the onset and the offset of the diphthong, eleven steps were

generated—five above the original fO contour of the Base Tone and six below at a step
size of 0.125 ERB (approximately 5 Hz for each step or 4 to 5 percent in terms of percent
of scale). In order to avoid a possible difference in naturalness between the original Base
Tone and the synthesized stimuli, the original Base Tone was resynthesized with the
stylised fO contour, just like the other synthesized stimuli. A total of 12 steps (including
the original) was then created in the continuum for each test syllable—one for the 'dai'
syllable set; the other for the 'sau' syllable set. The 12-step stimulus continuum on 'dai'
in an utterance-medial position of a carrier sentence is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The fO
values of the stimulus continuum can be found in Table D.2 in Appendix D.

Test sentences were created by inserting the stimulus continuum in one of the three test
utterance positions of the base carrier sentence. When the stimulus continuum was cut out
and transposed to other utterance positions, the transposed continuum left the original
utterance position empty. To fill the empty slot, a replacement item with the same tone in
the same position-in-utterance was taken from one of the renditions made b_y the author
in the recording session. In spite of the replacement item, the duration of the carrier
sentence in different test conditions did not vary much. For example, the carrier sentence
with the stimulus continuum on the 'dai' syllable in an utterance-early position in CI
had a duration of 6.045 seconds; the base carrier sentence with the stimulus continuum
in an utterance medial position in C2 had a duration of 6.029 seconds; the base carrier
sentence with the stimulus continuum in an utterance late position in C3 had a duration
of 6.039 seconds.

The base carrier sentence with the stimulus continuum on the 'dai' syllable exhibited
an overall fO downtrend of 77 Hz from 179 Hz to 102 Hz associated with the initial High
Level and the final High Level tones of the sentence respectively. Similarly, the base carrier
sentence with the stimulus continuum on the 'sau' syllable had an overall fO downtrend
of 91 Hz from 167 Hz to 76 Hz.
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Carrier Sentence
HL HL HR HL.HM.HL HL HL LF HL_HM_HL HL HL LF HLJHM_HL HL HL

Test Conditions
CI HL\JTMbase.HL\

The experimental paradigm is illustrated in Table 4.1.

4-3.2 Predictions

There were two goals in the perception experiment: first, to find out whether the listener
normalises for declination; second to examine the effect of local fO context on normalisa¬
tion.

The first goal was tested in Experiment 3a which consisted of the three experimental
conditions CI, C2 and C3. Throe pairwise comparisons wore conducted to test the effect
of positions-in-utterance on the number of tone responses in the stimulus continuum, as

shown below:

• Cl-vs-C2 (utterance-early position vs utterance-medial position)
• C2-vs-C3 (utterance-medial position vs utterance-late position)
• Cl-vs-C3 (utterance-early position vs utterance-late position)

In Experiment 3a numbers of a given tone response to the same stimulus continuum
in CI, C2 and C3 were used to test whether downtrend is normalised for. In all these
three conditions, the stimulus continuum occurred in different positions-in-ntterance of
an identical carrier sentence. The overall downtrend as defined by the initial High Level
tone and the final High Level tone of the sentence was the same in all three conditions.
The only difference among them was the position-in-utterance of the stimulus continuum.
With downtrend, a late-occurring tone will be expected to exhibit a lower fO value than
its early occurring counterpart. If there is no normalization of declination, an identical fO
value in different positions-in-utterance will be perceived as belonging to the same tone
category. However, if downtrend is adjusted and normalised for, an identical fO value in
different positions-in-utterance will be heard as different tones.

C2
C3
C4
C5 HLi-HLi

Table 4.1: The experimental paradigm in the

HL2-HMbase.HL2
HLz-HMbase JTL3
HL\JTMbaseJTLi
HLz-HMbaseJTL3

Perception Experiment

As our stimuli were generated from the Base Tone—High Mid in an utterance-medial
position as in C2, C2 served as the control condition. The number of tone responses from
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Figure 4.6: Predictions of tone responses in different utterance-positions in Experiment
3a

C2 can be compared to the number of tone responses in CI and C3 to test for the effect
of positions-in-utterance. When downtrend is normalised for, we will expect a change in
the number of tone responses. Given the identical stimulus continuum in all three test

utterance-positions, the predictions are that there will be more High Level tone responses

in C3, when the stimulus continuum occurs in the utterance-late position, and that there
will be more Mid Low tone responses in CI, when the stimulus continuum occurs in the
utterance-early position. The predictions are illustrated in Figure 4.6.

The corollary of the difference in the number of tone responses to the stimulus continuum
is that there is a corresponding shift in the categoric boundary < if tones from I,est condition
to test condition. When downtrend is compensated for, the boundaries of the High
Level and Mid Low tones in the utterance-late position will move down in the stimulus
continuum. The lowering of the categoric boundary of a given tone response will reflect
downtrend and suggest fO normalization.

The second goal was tested in Experiment 3b which consisted of four experimental
conditions CI, C3, C4 and C5. There were three pairwisc comparisons as shown below:

• Cl-vs-C4 (utterance-early position vs utterance-late position with a modified local
fO context)

• C3-vs-C4 (utterance-late position vs utterance-late position with a modified local
fO context)
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• C3-vs-C5 (utterance-late position vs utterance-late position with a modified global
fO context)

If local fO context affects the listener's tone judgement of the stimulus continuum, we

predict a difference in tone responses between C3 and C4. In both C3 and C4, the
stimulus continuum occurred in an utterance-late position. The only difference between
them is the local fO context adjacent to the continuum. In C4, a mismatched local fO
context taken from an utterance-early position was put in the utterance-late position.
Any difference in the tone responses between C3 and C4 will suggest an effect of local fO
context.

If the local fO context is the only information that the listener uses in normalizing for
downtrend, we predict that the tone responses in CI and C4 will not differ, because
the High Level tones adjacent to the stimulus continuum in both CI and C4 are the
same. That is, the local fO context immediately adjacent to the stimulus continuum in
both CI and C4 is identical. However, any significant difference in the number of tone
responses will suggest the effect of phrase position (i.e. downtrend) on tone identification,
because the only difference between CI and C4 is the utterance position of the stimulus
continuum. The stimulus continuum in CI is in the utterance-early position; whereas it
is in the utterance-late position in C4. The stimulus continuum occurs earlier in CI than
in C4.

To find out the extent of the effect of local FO context on adjusting FO for downtrend, we
compared the tone response in C3 and C5. In both conditions, the stimulus continuum
shares the same utterance-late position in the same base carrier sentence. They share the
same High Level tones immediately adjacent to the stimulus continuum. In other words,
the local fO context and the utterance position of the stimulus continuum are identical.
The only difference between C3 and C5 is the fO context occurring in the utterance-medial
position. In C5 the fO context in the utterance-medial position is the same as that in the
utterance-early position. If the listener only uses local fO context in normalizing fO, we
predict the tone responses in C3 and C5 not to differ. However, if there is a significant
difference in the number of tone responses between C3 and C5, it suggests that listeners
are sensitive to changes in the global downtrend resulting from the fO modification of a
distal context in the utterance-medial position in C5.

4-3.3 Subjects

Nine subjects took part in the experiment. Three subjects at the time were studying at
the University of Edinburgh; six subjects were from the University of York. No history
of hearing disability was reported.
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4-3-4 Procedures

Test stimuli in a carrier sentence were recorded onto a DAT. There were 360 tokens (12
continuum steps x 5 experimental conditions x 2 test syllables x 3 repetitions). For every
10 tokens, there was a beep to help the listeners keep track of the items on the answer

sheet. There was a break of 1 minute after 40 stimuli for the listeners to turn over the

page. There was an interval of 5 minutes after 120 stimuli.

The listeners were instructed to identify each stimulus as one of the three Cantonese
words in each of the two word sets (one consisting of the High Level, High Mid and Mid
Low tones on 'dai', and another of corresponding tones on 'sau').

The tape was played out to the listeners from a portable Sony DAT recorder to two

portable speakers in an empty classroom in Edinburgh. Before starting the experiment,
the subjects were given time to read the instructions that listed the lexical words to be
heard and identified. There was also a practice session of 10 tokens before the main
experiment. The goal was to orient the subjects to what the task involved.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Nine subjects took part in the experiment and their responses to the stimulus continuum
on 'dai' and 'sau' syllables were tallied separately for chi-square analyses. Individual
responses to the 'dai' and the 'sau' word sets can be founds in Tables E.1-E.18 in Appendix
E for all nine subjects.

Significant differences in the distribution of tone responses between the 'dai' and 'sau' sets
were found. There are generally more High Level tone responses to stimuli associated with
a 'sau' syllable than with a 'dai' syllable. At the same time, there are fewer Mid Low tone

responses associated with the 'sau' syllable than with the 'dai' syllable. In CI, responses to
each of the three tone categories were different between the two sets of words. (HL: x2 —

12.843, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001; HM: x2 = 7.004, df = 1 ,p < 0.008 ; ML:x2 = 26.152, df =
1 ,p < 0.0001). In C3 responses to the High Level and the Mid Low tone categories were

different between the two sets. (HL: n.a.; HM: n.a.; ML:x2 = 21.863, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001).
The same pattern was found in C4 (HL: x2 = 6.023, df — 1 ,p < 0.019; HM: n.a. ;

ML:x2 = 14.071, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001) and C5 (HL: x2 = 10.381, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001; HM:
n.a. ; ML: x2 — 18.054, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001). No significance was obtained for the High
Level and High Mid tones in C3, for the High Mid tone in C3 and C4, and for all the
three tones in C2, the base condition with the stimulus continuum in the utterance-medial
position.

As the difference was not consistently observed in all conditions for all the three test tone

categories, it cannot be due to the difference in the initial consonant (/d/ versus /s/)
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or the difference in the diphthongs ('au' versus 'ai'). Besides, if the difference had been
due to the initial consonant, we would have predicted more High Level tone responses to
the 'dai' syllable than to the 'sau' syllable. But that is not what we observed. At the
same time, it cannot be the effect of the following vowels either, because the diphthongs
in both syllables began with the same low central vowel. Therefore, one of the possible
reasons for the reported difference in the tone responses in some experimental conditions
could be lexical effect. Some of the test words are more common than the others. The

more frequent words tend to elicit more responses. On account of such difference in tone

responses, we decided to examine the tone response associated with each test syllable—
'dai' or 'sau' separately.

4-4-1 Experiment 3a: Normalization of downtrend

This subsection reports on the results from comparisons of CI, C2 and C3 with the aim of
testing for normalisation of downtrend. With normalisation of downtrend, we hypothesize
a change in the number of responses to a given tone category from position-in-utterance
to position-in-utterance.

There was a significant effect of test conditions (ie. positions-in-utterance) on the listeners'
tone responses to the stimulus continuum on 'dai' for the High Level and the Mid Low
tone categories (HL: x2 — 154.166, df = 2,p < 0.0001; HM: na.; ML: x2 = 138.229, df =
2,£> < 0.0001). The distribution of responses to the three tone categories differed from
test condition to test condition, as reflected in Figure 4.7.

A significant difference in the tone responses between test conditions was also found for
each tone category associated with the 'sau' syllable (HL: %2 = 130.028, df = 2,p <
0.0001; HM: na.; ML: x2 = 102.19, df = 2,p < 0.0001), as illustrated in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.7 shows that it was the Mid Low tone that received most responses to the
stimulus continuum on the 'dai' word set in CI (ie. an utterance-early position). When
the continuum moved to C2 (ie. an utterance-medial position) and C3 (ie.an utterance-
late position), it was the High Level tone that received most responses. In Figure 4.8 it
was the High Mid tone that received most responses in CI, regarding the 'sau' word set.
When the stimulus continuum moved to an utterance-medial position in C2, the High Mid
tone still received most responses. However, the tone that received the least responses in
C2 was Mid Low. In CI it was the High Level tone that received the least responses. In
other words, the majority of the responses in CI came mainly from the High Mid and the
Mid Low tones; whereas the majority of the responses in C2 came mainly from the High
Level and the High Mid tones. When the stimulus continuum moved to an utterance-late
position in C3, it was the High Level tone that received most responses.
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Figure 4.7: The distribution of tone responses with the stimulus continuum on the 'dai'
syllable in three test conditions: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position; C2=stimuli in
utterance-medial position; C3=stimuli in utterance-late position.

In both Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, the High Mid tone response did not seem to reach 50
percent of the total tone responses for each test utterance position. It is possible that the
test subjects responded to the stimuli at chance level; however, as there were three tone

categories for the test subjects to choose from, the expected chance level for each tone

category in each test utterance position should be around 33 percent. Taken that into
consideration, the number of High Mid tone responses for 'dai' and 'sau' syllables in CI,
C2 and C3 was found above the chance level, though not to a great extent. That might
indicate that the stimuli retained some kind of tonal information relevant to the High Mid
tone, which cannot be overriden by the modification of the fO height at the onset and the
offset of the test syllables. As the stimulus continuum was created from the source High
Mid tone, the slightly above chance level of the High Mid tone response in CI, C2 and
C3 might suggest a possible residue effect of the fO contour of the High Mid tone.

On the basis of the number of High Level and Mid Low tone responses, the stimulus
continuum moves from utterance position to utterance position. There is a corresponding
change in the listener's choice of tones. When the stimulus continuum moved from an

utterance-early position in CI to an utterance-medial position in C2, the preferred tone
choice moved correspondingly from the Mid Low tone to the High Level tone in case of
'dai' syllable. When the stimulus continuum moved from an utterance-medial position in
C2 to an utterance-late position in C3, there were more responses from the High Level
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Figure 4.8: The distribution of tone response with the stimulus continuum on the 'sau'
syllable in three test conditions: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position; C2=stimuli in
utterance-medial position; C3=stimuli in utterance-late position.

tone in C3 than in C2.Given the stimulus continuum is identical in the three different

utterance positions, the resultant changes in the tone responses can only be attributed
to the listener's normalization of downtrend. When downtrend occurs, a later-occurring
High Mid tone is expected to exhibit lower fO value than its early-occurring counterpart.
When the stimulus continuum is the same in different utterance positions, the expected
lower fO value for a late-occurring tone does not match up with the stimuli. As a result,
there is a change in the tone choice from utterance position to utterance position.

Significance was found in Cl-vs-C2 comparison for both High Level and Mid Low tones
associated with the 'dai' word set (HL: x2 = 107.125, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001; HM: na ; ML:
X2 = 66.057, df = l,p < 0.0001) and the 'sau' word set (HL: x2 = 3.665, df = 1 ,p < 0.056;
HM: na; ML: x2 = 13.409,df = 1 ,p < 0.0001). The same was found in C2-vs-C3
comparison for the 'dai' word set (HL: x2 = 5.702, df = 1 ,p < 0.017; HM: na ; ML:
X2 = 10.189, df = l,p < 0.001) and the 'sau' word set (HL: x2 = 32.658, df = 1 ,p <
0.0001; HM: na; ML: x2 = 49.829, df — 1 ,p < 0.0001). It was the same for the Cl-vs-C3
comparison for the 'dai' word set (HL: x2 = 152.611, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001; HM: na ; ML:
X2 = 121.242, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001) and the 'sau' word set (HL: x2 — 129.047, df = 1 ,p <
0.0001; HM: na; ML: x2 = 104.563,df = 1 ,p < 0.0001). That is, the stimulus continuum
in different positions-in-utterance changes the number of responses to the High Level and
the Mid Low tones.
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Figure 4.9: Categoric Boundary of the High Level tone response on the 'dai' syllable in
three test conditions: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position; C2=stimuli in utterance-
medial position; C3=stimuli in utterance-late position.

Probit analysis was conducted to fit a sigmoid curve on the response data and identify the
50 percent crossover point of the total identification for each of the three tone categories—
High Level, High Mid and Mid Low.

Figure 4.9 shows that the High Level tone responses were rarely perceived in CI for the
stimulus continuum on the 'dai' word set. When the stimulus continuum was moved to

an utterance-medial position in C2, the crossover point of the High Level tone occurred at
4.80 of the continuum. The same stimulus continuum in an utterance-late position in C3
resulted in the crossover point to lower further to 5.98 of the continuum. The difference in
the crossover points between C2 and C3 amounted to a difference of 6 Hz. The categoric
boundary of the High Level tone was lower in C3 than in C2, just as predicted. When
downtrend is normalized, we expect the categoric boundary of tones to be lower.

In Figure 4.10, there was a change in the categoric boundary of the High Mid tone
responses on 'dai' syllable. In CI, the number of the High Mid tone responses reached
80 percent of the total responses when the stimuli were taken from step 1 to step 4 of
the stimulus continuum; in C2, when the stimuli were taken from step 7 to step 9 of the
continuum, the number of the High Mid tone responses reached eighty percent;in C3 the
High Mid tone responses reached over eighty percent when the stimuli were taken from
around step 9 and step 10 of the continuum. When the stimulus continuum moved from
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Figure 4.10: Categoric boundary of the High Mid tone response on the 'dai' syllable in
three test conditions: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position; C2=stimuli in utterance-
medial position; C3=stimuli in utterance-late position.

an utterance-early position in CI to an utterance-medial position in C2, the categoric
boundary moved from step 4 to step 7 (almost 15 Hz lower). When the continuum moved
from C2 to an utterance-late position in C3, the categoric boundary moved from step 9
to step 10 (about 5 Hz lower). In other words, the categoric boundary of the High Mid
tone responses moves lower from utterance position to utterance position.

The crossover point of the Mid Low tone responses in Figure 4.11 shows that the categoric
boundary started at 5.58 in CI and moved to 9.50 in C2 and lowered further to 11.80 in
C3. In other words, the categoric boundary in C3 was 12 Hz lower than that in C2; and
the corresponding boundary in C2 was 20 Hz lower than that in CI. When the stimulus
continuum is located late in an utterance, the categoric boundary is getting lower. That
is what we predict when downtrend is compensated for.

Similar shifts in the categoric boundaries were observed in the 'sau' word set, as seen in
Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 shows that the crossover point of High Level tone responses lowered from
0.03 in CI to 4.10 in C2 and 6.93 in C3. When the stimulus continuum moved from

an utterance-early position in CI to an utterance-medial position in C2, the categoric
boundary in C2 was 20 Hz lower than that in CI. When the stimulus continuum moved
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Figure 4.11: Categoric boundary of the Mid Low tone response on the 'dai' syllable in
three test conditions: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position; C2=stimuli in utterance-
medial position; C3=stimuli in utterance-late position.

to an utterance-late position in C3, the categoric boundary in C3 was 14 Hz lower than
that in C2.

Figure 4.13 also exhibits a change in the categoric boundary of the High Mid tone re¬

sponses from utterance position to utterance position. There were three peaks for the
High Mid tone responses. The location for the most High Mid tone responses in CI
occurred at step 6 of the continuum; the location for the corresponding tone responses

in C2 occurred at step 8 of the continuum; and the location for the corresponding tone

responses in C3 was found at step 11 of the continuum. There was a drop of about 10 Hz
in the former case when the continuum moved from CI to C2, and a drop of about 15 Hz
in the latter case when the continuum moved from C2 to C3.

Figure 4.14 shows that the Mid Low tone was scarcely perceived in C3. The categoric
boundary of the tone lowered from 8.06 in CI to 9.76 in C2. In other words, the categoric
boundary of the tone in C2 saw 9 Hz lower than that in CI.

When we compared the change in categoric boundaries between the 'dai' and the 'sau'
word sets, we found striking similarities. First, though different syllables elicited different
tone responses, the response pattern resulting from different utterance positions remain
the same. The categoric boundary gets lower, when the stimulus continuum moves to a
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Figure 4.12: Categoric boundary of the High Level tone response on the 'sau' syllable in
three test conditions: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position; C2=stimuli in utterance-
medial position; C3=stimuli in utterance-late position.

later-occurring utterance position. Second, the magnitude of the shift in the categorical
boundary is also strikingly similar. For stimuli on the 'dai' word set, the categoric bound¬
ary of the Mid Low tone lowered 20 Hz from CI to C2 and another 12 Hz from C2 to C3,
when the stimuli moved from an utterance-early position in CI to an utterance-medial
position in C2 and finally to an utterance-late position in C3 respectively. For stimuli on
'sau', the categoric boundary of the High Level tone also lowered 20 Hz from CI to C2
and another 14 Hz Hz from C2 to C3. A greater fO drop was normalized for in C2 than
in C3 for both syllables. Though each test syllable elicited different tone responses in C2
(the control condition), the change in the tone response resulting from different utterance
positions is surprisingly consistent and similar. We therefore conclude that the listeners
compensate for downtrend.

4-4-% Experiment 3b: Local fO context on normalization

So far we have found that the listeners compensated for downtrend in evaluating an

absolute fO value and associating that value to a tone category. That makes it necessary
for us to further examine whether it is the local fO context or the global context that the
listeners compensate for.
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Figure 4.13: Categoric boundary of the High Mid tone response on the 'sau' syllable in
three test conditions: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position; C2=stimuli in utterance-
medial position; C3=stimuli in utterance-late position.

As mentioned in the 'Predictions', we can separate out the effect of global fO context from
local fO context by comparing the following pairs of test conditions:

• C3-versus-C4

• C3-versus-C5

• Cl-versus-C4

The stimulus continuum in C3 and C4 shares the same utterance position in an identical
carrier sentence. The only difference lies in the local fO context immediately adjacent to
the stimulus continuum in an utterance-late position. The prediction is that the categoric
boundary and the number of tone responses will differ, because of the difference in the
local fO contexts.

If local fO context is the only thing that the listener compensates for, we predict the
tone responses and the categoric boundary not to differ between CI and C4, because
the fO context adjacent to the stimulus continuum is identical in both conditions. The
only difference lies in the utterance position of the stimulus continuum. In CI, the
stimulus continuum is in an utterance-early position; whereas the same continuum is in
an utterance-late position in C4. Any significant difference between CI and C4 suggests
an effect of utterance positions, implying an effect of global downtrend.
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Figure 4.14: Categoric boundary of the Mid Low tone response on the 'sau' syllable in
three test conditions: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position; C2=stimuli in utterance-
medial position; C3=stimuli in utterance-late position.

If global downtrend is compensated for, we expect to see a difference in the tone responses

and the categoric boundary between C3 and C5. That is because the stimulus continuum
in C3 and C5 shares the same utterance-late position with an identical local F0 context.
The only difference between them is that the global fO context in C5 was modified by
transposing an utterance-early fO context to an utterance-medial position. If the listener
compensates for the global fO context, any change in the global fO contour will result in
a change in the number of tone responses and the categoric boundary in C5.

C3 versus C4

The pattern of tone responses shows that local fO context affects normalisation of down¬
trend. As seen in Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, the High Level tone received most responses
in C3 but least responses in C4 for both the 'dai' and the 'sau' word sets. Similarly, the
Mid Low tone was responded to the most in C4 but the least in C3. Significant differences
were found in the distribution of tone responses for both the High Level and the Mid Low
tone categories on the /dai/ word set (HL: %2 = 99.41, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001; ML: x2 =

79.556,d/ = 1 ,p < 0.0001) and the /sau/ word set (HL: x2 — 91.737, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001;
ML: x2 = 89.456,o?/ = l,p < 0.0001). Though an identical stimulus continuum occurred
in the same utterance position in both conditions, the choice of tone response was vastly
different. That is because the local F0 context in C4 is different from that in C3. The
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Figure 4.15: The distribution of tone response with the stimulus continuum on the 'dai'
syllable in C3 versus C4:C3=stimuli in utterance-late position. C4=stimuli in utterance-
late position with an altered local fO context
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Figure 4.16: The distribution of tone response with the stimulus continuum on the 'sau'
syllable in C3 versus C4
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Figure 4.17: Categoric boundary of High Level tone responses to 'dai' word set between
two conditions. C3: stimuli in utterance-late position; C4: stimuli in utterance-late
position with an altered local fO context

local fO context immediately adjacent to the stimulus continuum in C4 was taken from
the local fO context in an utterance-early position which had higher fO values. Relative to
a frame of reference higher in fO values, a given fO value in the given stimulus continuum
is interpreted lower in pitch.

Probit analyses of the tone responses in C3 and C4 revealed that the crossover point of
the High Level tone on the 'dai' word set moved from 5.98 in C3 to nil in C4 as seen in
Figure 4.17. In other words, the effect of the local fO context in C4 shifted the categoric
boundary of the High Level tone in C3 up beyond the top of the stimulus continuum.
The high local fO context in C4 resulted in less High Level tones being perceived. That
is consistent with the significant difference in tone responses between C3 and C4. The
findings suggest that the local fO context affects normalisation of downtrend.

Further evidence can be found in the shift of the categoric boundary of the Mid Low
tone. The crossover point moved from 11.80 in C3 to 6.75 in C4. When the local fO
context adjacent to the stimulus continuum had higher fO in C4 than in C3, the categoric
boundary of the Mid Low tone responses shifted up to the top of the continuum as

reflected in Figure 4.18. As a result, more Mid Low tones were perceived in C4. There
was about 25 Hz difference between the categoric boundaries in C3 and C4, even though
the stimulus continuum in both conditions was in the same utterance-late position.
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Figure 4.18: Categoric boundary of Mid Low tone responses to 'dai' word set between two
conditions. C3: stimuli in utterance-late position; C4: stimuli in utterance-late position
with an altered local fO context

The categoric boundary of the High Mid tone moved from step 9 of the continuum in C3
to step 4 in C4, on the basis of a threshold above eighty percent of the total High Mid
responses to the continuum, as seen in Figure 4.19. The shift amounted to about 25 Hz.
In other words, the categoric boundary of the High Mid tone responses in an utterance-
late position in C3 shifted to the top part of the continuum in C4. Listeners expect a High
Mid tone to exhibit a higher fO value in C4 than in C3. Such a change in the listeners'
expectation of the fO value of the High Mid tone is due to the difference in the localised
fO context immediately adjacent to the stimulus continuum in the utterance-late position
between C4 and C3.

The same can be said of the categoric boundary of tone responses on the 'sau' word set.
The crossover point of the High Level tone moved from 6.93 in C3 to 2.32 in C4. When the
local fO context adjacent to the stimulus continuum in C4 had higher fO than in C3, the
categoric boundary rose 23 Hz from C3 to C4. The categoric boundary of the High Mid
tone also moved from step 11 to step 6 of the continuum, on the basis of a threshold above
eighty percent of the total High Mid responses to the stimulus continuum. Similarly, the
categoric boundary of the Mid Low tone moved from nil in C3 to 8.494 in C4. That
is, a high local fO context induces the categoric boundary of a given tone to shift up
towards the top of the continuum. Instead of compensating for global downtrend, the
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Figure 4 19: Categoric boundary ofHigh Mid lone i espouses i.o Mai1 word set between two
conditions. C3: stimuli in utterance-late position; C4: stimuli in utterance-late position
with an altered local fO context

local 10 context adjacent to the stimulus continuum in C4 alters how absolute fO values
are perceived as tone categories.

CI versus C4

If the local fO context is the only thing that the listener uses in compensating for
downtrend, we will not expect any difference in the tone responses or in the cate¬

goric boundary between CI and C4. That is because CI and C4 share the same lo¬
cal fO context adjacent to the stimulus continuum. The only difference between them
is in the utterance position of the stimulus continuum. The continuum occurs in an

utterance-early position in CI, but in an utterance-late position in C4. A significant
difference in the High Level tone responses between the two conditions for both the
'dai' word set (HL: %2 = 10.489, df = 1 ,p < 0.0001) and the 'sau' word set (HL:
X2 = 5.2097,df = 1 ,p < 0.022). So was there a significance in the Mid Low tone re¬

sponses for the 'dai' word set (ML: x2 = 4.377, df = 1 ,p < 0.036).

As seen in Figure 4.20, there were more High Level tone responses in C4 than in CI;
similarly, there were fewer Mid Low tone responses in C4 than in CI. The significant
differences in the High Level and Mid Low tone responses to the stimuli on the 'dai'
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Figure 4.20: The distribution of tone response with the stimulus continuum on the 'dai'
syllable in CI versus C4: Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position. C4=stimuli in utterance-
late position with an altered local fO context

syllable between CI and C4 suggest that the local fO context cannot be the only thing
that the listener uses in normalisation.

Consistent with the differences in tone responses, the categoric boundary of the Mid Low
tone responses in the 'dai' word set moved from 5.57 in CI to 6.747 in C4, as seen in
Figure 4.22. The boundary in C4 is about 6 Hz lower than in CI, because the identical
stimulus continuum occurs later in C4 than in CI in the same carrier sentence. In spite
of the identical local fO context adjacent to the stimulus continuum, there is a shift in the
categoric boundary.

Regarding the categoric boundary of the High Mid tone on 'dai' syllable, we found that
the location of the most High Mid tone responses between CI and C4 did not differ on the
basis of meeting a threshold of over eighty percent of the total High Mid tone responses.

However, there appeared to have a difference in the categoric boundary of the High Mid
tone between CI and C4, when the basis was taken to be the 50 percent crossover point
of the total High Mid tone responses, as seen in Figure 4.23.

Regarding the 'sau' word set, the categoric boundary of the Mid Low tones reflect the
same pattern. The crossover point of the Mid Low tone moved from 8.07 in CI to 8.49
in C4. The difference in the categoric boundaries of the Mid Low tone between CI and
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Figure 4.21: The distribution of tone response on the 'sau' syllable in CI versus C4:
Cl=stimuli in utterance-early position. C4=stimuli in utterance-late position with an
altered local fO context
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Figure 4.22: Categoric boundary of the Mid Low tone responses in CI versus C4 on the
'dai' syllable
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Figure 4.23: Categoric boundary of the High Mid tone responses in CI versus C4 on the
'dai' syllable

C4 was only 2 Hz apart. The number of responses between CI and C4 for the Mid Low
tone on 'sau' was not found significant.

The categoric boundary of the High Mid tone responses in the 'sau' word set showed
similar trend as reported in the 'dai' word set. On the basis of a threshold of over eighty
percent of the total High Mid tone responses, the location of the peaks of the High Mid
tone responses did not differ between CI and C4. However, when the threshold was

lowered to the 50 percent crossover point of the total High Mid tone responses, there was

a shift in the categoric boundary of the High Mid tone from CI to C4 (ie. a shift from
about step 7 to step 8.5 of the continuum). That amounted to about 7.5 Hz.

There is a slight and weak effect of positions-in-utterance, according to the reported
findings in CI and C4. The local fO context does not stop the listeners from normalizing
for global downtrend resulting from the difference in utterance positions. Listeners seem to
be aware of the temporal distance between the stimulus continuum in CI and in C4. As the
stimulus continuum in CI is in an utterance-early position, it is temporally closer to the
beginning of the sentence. On the other hand, the same stimulus continuum in C4 occurs

in an utterance-late position, it is temporally much farther away from the beginning of
the sentence. It is reasonable to believe that such temporal distance from the beginning of
the sentence could result in the shift of categoric boundaries between CI and C4, because
there is independent evidence (Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988, Gussenhoven et al 1995)
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Figure 4.24: Distribution of Tone Responses on 'dai' syllable in C3 versus C5:
C3=stimulus continuum in utterance-late position. C5=stimulus continuum in utterance-
late position with an altered global context

to suggest time-dependence in declination. Gussenhoven and Rietveld (1988) showed
that an accent at a given fO value was judged higher in prominence when it occurred
later in a one-accent utterance. Our findings in Cl-vs-C4 comparison are consistent with
the time-dependent effect of downtrend. The listeners were compensating for the time-
dependent downtrend in the expected direction. The listeners gave out more High Level
tone responses in C4 than in CI, when the stimulus continuum occurred later in the same

utterance.

C3 versus C5

In order to test further that the local fO context is more primary in evaluating FO, we

compared the distribution of tone response and the categoric boundary in C3 and C5. In
both C3 and C5 the stimulus continuum shares the same utterance-late position in the
same carrier sentence. The only difference between them is in the global fO context in
an utterance-medial position in C5. The fO context in the utterance-medial position in
C5 is higher than that in C3. The modification of fOs in C5 result in a change in the
overall downtrend slope/shape of the carrier sentence. If the listener compensates for
global downtrend slope/shape, the fO change in C5 is expected to trigger a difference in
the tone responses and the categorical boundary.
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Figure 4.25: Distribution of Tone Responses on 'sau' syllable in C3 versus C5:
C3=stimulus continuum in utterance-late position. C5=stimulus continuum in utterance-
late position with an altered global context

There was no difference in the number of tone responses between C3 and C5, as seen in

Figure 4.24 and in Figure 4.25.

Figure 4.26 shows that the crossover point of the High Level tone response on the 'dai'
word set moved from 5.98 in C3 to 5.68 in C5. The categoric boundary between C3 and
C5 was only 2 Hz apart.

The categoric boundary of the High Mid tone did not move the peaks of the number of
responses from C3 to C5. The peaks stayed at about step 9 of the stimulus continuum, on
the basis of a threshold of over eighty percent of the number of responses. The categoric
boundary did not shift much even when the threshold was lowered to the 50 percent
crossover point. This can be seen in Figure 4.27.

At the same time, the categoric boundary of the Mid Low tone moved from 11.80 in C3
to 13.37 in C5 as seen in Figure 4.28. The boundaries were about 8 Hz apart between C3
and C5. The boundary shift can be due to an adjustment of the new overall downtrend
shape/slope as induced by the fO change in the distal context in C5. However, in terms of
the distribution of tone responses in C3 and C5, we did not find any significant difference
between the two conditions for all three tone categories. In other words, the modification
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Test continuum

Figure 4.26: Categoric boundary of the High Level tone responses in C3 versus C5 on the
'dai' syllable

2 4 6 8 10 12(bottom)
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Figure 4.27: Categoric boundary of the High Mid tone responses in C3 versus C5 on the
'dai' syllable
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Figure 4.28: Categoric boundary of the Mid Low tone responses in C3 versus C5 on the
'dai' syllable

of the distal fO context in C5 does not affect tone judgement, as long as the stimulus
continuum stays in the same utterance position with the same local fO context.

Consistent with the pattern found in the 'dai' word set, there was no significant difference
in the number of tone responses between C3 and C5 for the 'sau' word set for all three
tone categories. In both conditions the High Level tone was the most preferred tone

response, followed by the High Mid tone.

To sum up, the C3-vs-C4 comparison has shown a strong effect of local fO context on fO
normalisation. When the local fO context immediately adjacent to the stimulus continuum
was raised higher in C4, the stimulus continuum in the same utterance position received
significantly fewer High Level tone responses. The C3-vs-C5 comparison has not reported
any effect of global downtrend shape/slope. When the stimulus continuum occurred in
the same utterance-position with the same local fO context in both C3 and C5, there was

no significant difference in the tone responses. The Cl-vs-C4 comparison has reported an

effect of utterance-positions. There was a significant difference in the High Level and the
Mid Low tone responses between CI and C4, when the stimulus continuum shared the
same local fO context with the same global downtrend shape/slope. The only difference
between CI and C4 was the utterance-position—CI in an utterance-early position and C4

Summary
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in an utterance-late position. Putting them together, the results suggest that two types of
information are involved in normalisation—the local fO context and the time-dependent
aspect of downtrend.

4.5 Conclusion

The perception experiment has provided evidence for normalisation of downtrend. For a
tone in different utterance positions to be perceived as identical, the fO in a late-occurring
position must be lower than in an early-occurring position. Equally, an identical fO
value occurring in different utterance positions will be perceived as different tones. Chi-
square statistics has shown a significant effect of utterance positions on the distribution
of tone responses. The identical stimulus continuum in our experiment elicited different
number of responses for a given tone category in different utterance positions. When the
stimulus continuum occurred in an utterance-early position in CI, more Mid Low tones
were perceived. The number of responses for the same tone on the 'dai' syllable lowered
from 186 in CI to 51 in C3, when the stimulus continuum moved to an utterance-late
position. The same can be said of the same tone on the 'sau' syllable. In an utterance-

early position in CI, the stimulus continuum on the 'dai' syllable was least heard as a High
Level tone. However, the number rose from 14 to 151 in an utterance-late position in C3.
The same trend was found in the responses of the same tone on the 'sau' syllable. The
effect of utterance positions on the number of responses for a given tone category on both
the 'dai' and 'sau' syllables was found significant in the following pairs of conditions—
Cl-vs-C2, C2-vs-C3 and Cl-vs-C3. Further evidence was provided by the shift in the
categoric boundary of tones in different utterance positions as found in experimental
conditions (C1-C3). It has been shown that the categoric boundary of a given tone is
getting lower, when the stimulus continuum occurs later in the carrier sentence.

Evidence of the effect of local FO context on normalization was also found. A difference

in the number of the Mid Low tone responses on the 'dai' word set was found between C3
and C4. The identical stimulus continuum in both C3 and C4 shared the same utterance-

late position in the same carrier sentence. The only difference between them was in the
local fO context adjacent to the continuum. That difference resulted in raising the number
of the Mid Low tone response from 51 in C3 to 157 in C4. The Mid Low tone on the
'sau' syllable also saw the number of responses rise from 15 in C3 to 110 in C4. Statistics
revealed a significant effect of conditions (C3-vs-C4) on the number of response for the
High Level and the Mid Low tones on both 'dai' and 'sau'. The results supports the claim
that the listener uses the local fO context in fO normalisation.

If local fO context is the only thing that the listener uses in normalisation, then we will
not expect any difference in tone responses between CI and C4. However, a significant
difference in the tone responses has been found between CI and C4. There were more
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High Level tones heard in C4 than in CI but fewer Mid Low tones heard in C4 than in CI.
Therefore, the local fO context cannot be the only information that the listener uses in fO
normalisation. In both CI and C4, the local fO context adjacent to the stimulus continuum
was identical and the continuum occurred in the same utterance-position. The only thing
that differed between the two conditions was the position-in-utterance. The continuum
in CI occurred earlier than in C4. The effect of position-in-utterance is consistent with

independent evidence from European languages suggesting that the temporal location
of an accent can affect evaluation of perceived prominence. (Gussenhoven and Rietveld
1988, Gussenhoven et al 1997). In other words, the listener also uses the time-dependent
information in fO normalisation.

At the same time, no significant difference in tone responses was found between C3 and C5,
in spite of the difference in the global fO downtrend shape/slope between both conditions.
In both conditions, the stimulus continuum occurred in the utterance-late position with a

matched local fO context. That is consistent with the effect of local fO context in Cl-vs-C4,
and the effect of utterance-position in C3-vs-C4. In other words, two types of information
are involved in fO normalisation—the time-dependent information as reflected in different
positions-in-utterance and the local fO context.

To sum up, the overall results have provided perceptual evidence for local fO context in
normalizing fO, as reported in the production experiment. In addition to the local fO
context, the time-dependent downtrend information also plays a part in fO normalisation.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Overview of the thesis goals

The overall goal of this thesis has been to address the issue of how tonal contrasts in
Hong Kong Cantonese can be maintained in different positions-in-utterance. Downtrend is
known to lower fO values of the same tone targets during the course of an utterance. When
a tone language contrasts tones in terms of fO level, the fO level arising from downtrend
might overlap with the fO level underlying the tonal contrast between two level tones. In
other words, overlapping fO values can result from either different positions-in-utterance
or different tonal contrasts. The overlapping fO values are ambiguous and might cause

potential problems in tone identification/recognition. The problem is acute in case of a
pair of High Mid and Mid Low tones in Hong Kong Cantonese. The pair of tones shares a

similar fO contour (Hashimoto 1972, Bauer 1997) and are only distinguishable in terms of
fO height in the mid region of the fO range. When downtrend sets in, it is likely for the fO
values of this pair of tones to overlap. Perceptually, downtrend will increase the likelihood
of tonal confusion between High Mid and Mid Low tones in Hong Kong Cantonese.

Listonor have been shown to perceptually compensate for downtrend in order to evaluate
the absolute fO values in European languages (Pierrehumbert 1979, Gussenhoven et al
1997, Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988, Leroy 1986, 'tHart et al 1990). This body of
research has shown that a listener compensates for downtrend by relating fO values to some

abstract reference line so that different fO values can be equated to the same phonological
equivalence. What about compensation of downtrend in a tone language? What kind of
reference is used in equating different fO values to the same tone? In a tone language,
the fO range is generally assumed to be the frame of reference. The assumption of fO
range in a tone language is reflected in Chao's notation system of tones (Chao 1930). In
the notation system, a vertical line is used to represent the fO range of the tones. Wang
(1991) stated:

127
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'...in a tone language the fO of a tone is evaluated relative to the fO average and fO
range of the speaker, as well as relative to the other tones in the system. This relative
mode of perceiving fO allows us to constantly adjust the baseline and range. As a result,
different fOs may be linguistically the same... Conversely, the same fO may be evaluated
as linguistically different'.

Some tone normalisation studies have proved successful in separating out variations in fO
range across speakers from invariant tonal properties (Earle 1975, Rose 1987, 1991). Nor¬
malisation is expected to remove the effect of downtrend from the phonetic specifications
of different tones, if downtrend also affects the fO range over time. The term normal¬
isation in the literature refers to both a mathematical transformation of raw data and

its underlying perceptual process. As a mathematical analogue of a perceptual process,
we expect a listener to employ fO range in compensating for downtrend. If the listener
does so, is it a local or a global fO range that is involved in perceptual normalisation of
downtrend?

5.2 Overview of experimental findings

Downtrend in Hong Kong Cantonese has been reported in both production and corpus ex¬

periments. FO values of different tones vary according to different positions in utterance.
In both experiments, a normalisation method called 'Percent of Scale' was tested on the
downtrend data to see how successful normalisation was to separate out phonetic specifi¬
cations of tones from the effect of downtrend.

The production experiment in chapter two showed clearly that downtrend lowered tones in

Hong Kong Cantonese from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance. The fO range

within which tone targets were realised was found to narrow from position to position
as well. In the production experiment a localised fO range spanning over three syllables
was defined by High and Low tone targets adjacent to a test tone in a given position-
in-utterance. When the fO values of different tones were normalised with reference to

the localised fO range in each position-in-utterance, the normalised values of tones were

found to be invariant across all different test positions-in-utterance. The implication is
that downtrend affects the actual fO range within which tones are realised, but not the
phonetic specifications of tones within the normalised fO range.

In the same experiment, normalisation was less successful in factoring out the effect of
Positions between Medial and Final positions than in factoring out the effect of Positions
between Early and Medial positions. When the test tones occurred in an utterance-final
position-in-utterance, it was noted that two speakers (WCY and MC) exhibited final
lowering. The normalised values of tones in the utterance-final position were found to
be lower than in the utterance-non-final position. This is because of the way that the
normalising fO range was calculated for test tones in the utterance-final position. The
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normalising fO range was defined by a High Level tone and a Low Fall tone preceding
each test tone in the utterance-final position. The fO range was defined over two syllables
preceding each test tone. In other words, the test tone in the utterance-final position does
not actually occur within the normalising fO range. When final lowering further lowers the
fO value of the test tone in the utterance-final position, the normalising fO range preceding
the test tone does not capture that extra lowering of the test tone in the utterance-final
position. Let us take a hypothetical example for explanation. In case (a) a test tone X in
a non-final position has a fO value of 150 Hz in Position 1 (PI) with a preceding fO range

from 200 Hz to 100 Hz, and the same test tone X has an fO value of 120 Hz in Position
2 (P2) with a preceding fO range from 160 Hz to 80 Hz in the same utterance. After
normalisation, the transformed values of test tone X in both positions are the same. Test
tone X is realised at 0.5 of the normalised fO range; however, in case (b) when the fO value
of test tone X in P2 is utterance-final and lowers to 105 Hz and the preceding fO range

in P2 is kept the same, the normalised value of the test tone X in P2 will be 0.3 within a

normalised fO range. In this case, the different normalised value for the same tone in the
utterance-final position is simply an artefact of the difference in calculating the fO range.

Therefore, the less successful normalisation obtained for test tones in the utterance-final
positions could be due to the way the normalising fO range was calculated. However, it
does not mean that the normalising fO range preceding the test tone cannot factor out the
effect of downtrend, because the same calculation of the normalising fO range is successful
in normalising away the effect of downtrend for speaker UST who did not exhibit any
final lowering. In other words, the way that we calculated the fO range preceding each
of the test tones in the utterance-final position is less successful to normalises away final
lowering.

In the corpus experiment the role of a localised fO range as a frame of reference for
fO targets underlying tonal contrasts in different positions-in-utterance was tested on

semi-spontaneous data from a broadcasting corpus in chapter three. Consistent with
the findings in chapter two, downtrend was also observed in the broadcasting data. Six
Cantonese tones in ten positions-in-utterance were investigated. As the tonal contexts
of each of the six test tones were uncontrolled, we could not estimate the normalising fO
range from the tones immediately adjacent to each of the six test tones. Therefore, the
normalising fO range was defined by the mean values of the test High Level tone and the
Low Fall tone in each of the test positions-in-utterance. Unlike the normalising fO range in
the production experiment, the fO range in the corpus experiment spans over one syllable.
When fO values of different tones were normalised with reference to the fO range defined
over one syllable, the effect of downtrend still remained for both the male and the female
broadcasters. Post-hoc analyses revealed that the effect came from the sentence-initial
position. One possibility to explain for the effect of downtrend is the way we segmented
our data into utterances. In the corpus experiment an utterance was crudely defined as

a grammatical unit of any size, accompanied by a pause. According to such definition, a
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phrase can be a noun phrase, a verb phrase, an adjectival phrase, an adverbial phrase or

a clause which is composed of a noun phrase and a verb phrase. In other words, the test
tones in a phrase-initial position could be clause-initial, clause-medial or even clause-final
etc. As a result, the mean fO values of the High Level tone and the Low Fall tone in
the phrase initial position might vary more than in other phrase positions in the corpus

experiment and end up biasing the normalising fO range. That might be why downtrend
remained in the corpus experiment.

On account of the success in normalising away downtrend in the production study, a per¬

ception experiment was conducted to test whether listeners use local or global fO context
in normalising for downtrend in Hong Kong Cantonese. A 12-step stimulus continuum
was created from a High Mid tone in an utterance-medial position. This continuum
was inserted in an utterance-early position and an utterance-late position. The results
showed normalisation of downtrend, consistent with findings in Pierrehumbert (1979),
Gussenhoven and Rietveld (1988) and Leroy (1986). When a localised fO context adja¬
cent to the stimulus continuum was altered, the perceived tonal identity of the stimulus
continuum changed accordingly, with the global declination context held constant. For
example, with an appropriate localised fO context for a test tone in a 'Late' position-
in-utterance, High Level tone responses were heard more often. But when a localised
fO context appropriate for a test tone in an 'Early' position-in-utterance was put in the
'Late' position-in-utterance instead, the test tone in the 'Late' position-in-utterance was

heard as 'Mid Low' tone more often. The results suggest the effect of local fO context in
normalisation of downtrend.

Besides, the results also showed the effect of position-in-utterance on normalisation. When
the stimulus continuum occurred in an utterance-late position with an altered local fO
context from an utterance-early position, its tone responses were not the same as those
in an utterance-early position with a matched local fO context.

5.3 Discussion and Further Research

The results reported in this thesis support a normalising approach in dealing with pitch.
According to Ladd (1996), the normalising approach 'reifies the notion of pitch range in
terms of some speaker-specific reference points such as upper and lower fO values ... to
abstract from differences between speakers, paralinguistic effects and so on and expresses

the invariant characterisations of tones in terms of the idealised speaker range that results
from this process of factoring out sources of variation.' (Ladd 1996:p256).

Previous studies of tone normalisation reported invariant phonetic specifications of tones
across different speakers(Earle 1975, Rose 1987, 1991). It is clear that the speaker effect
is an extra-linguistic phenomenon. Different speakers exhibit different fO ranges and
fO levels and such difference results in different fO values for an underlyingly identical
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tone. Normalisation succeeded in factoring out the extra-linguistic effect from phonetic
specifications underlying linguistic tonal contrasts. In other words, normalisation offers us

a way to separate out the phonetic features of acoustical signals characteristic of different
speakers from the phonological features underlying different tonal contrasts.

In the meantime, fO values of an identical tone also vary from position-in-utterance to

position-in-utterance, as reflected in downtrend (Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1984, Pier-
rehumbert 1980, Gussenhoven et al 1988, Gussenhoven et al 1997, Laniran 1993, Connell
and Ladd 1990, Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988). While the previous studies inves¬
tigated how to separate out the extra-linguistic phenomenon from the phonetic spec¬

ifications underlying tonal contrasts, this thesis addressed the issue of separating out
downtrend data from the phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts.

The findings as reported on in chapter two have provided evidence that normalisation
succeeded in factoring out downtrend from the phonetic specifications underlying tonal
contrasts. The implication is that downtrend reflects variations of fO range over time, while
phonetic specification of tones within the varying fO range remains invariant. Downtrend
data do not change the phonetic specifications of tones.

Tonal invariance is preserved from position-in-utterance to position-in-utterance after
normalisation, in line with Rose (1987, 1991) and Earle (1975). This is similar to the
reported intonational invariance found in English(Liberman and Pierrehumbert 1984) and
in Dutch (Shriberg et al 1996). These studies showed that raw fO values are relative to an

fO range. While they showed that the fO range reflects non-linguistic features, this thesis
showed that the fO range is also used to express linguistic property such as downtrend.
In other words, the fO range has both linguistic and non-linguistic functions.

In dealing with downtrend, normalisation has been shown to separate out extrinsic varia¬
tion from intrinsic linguistic variation. Ladd (1996) drew a distinction between 'intrinsic'
factors and 'extrinsic' factors. The intrinsic factors refer to 'the relative height of tonal
targets in a pitch range'; whereas the extrinsic factors refer to modifications of the scale
itself. In the downtrend data, the intrinsic factor can be interpreted as the phonetic spec¬

ification underlying different tones within a normalised fO range. For example, a High
Mid tone is distinguished from a Mid Low tone in Hong Kong Cantonese in terms of the
fO height. The success of normalisation to factor out the extrinsic variation (ie. down¬
trend) implies that downtrend results from the modifications of fO range. The findings
reported in chapter two and three provided empirical evidence for such interpretation,
consistent with intonation models that assume a changing phonetic frame of reference
such as IPO model ('tHart et al 1990, Fujisaki 1981, Garding 1983, Pierrehumbert 1980,
Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988).
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After normalisation, the phonetic specifications of different tones are no longer obscured
by different positions-in-utterance. Independent of different positions-in-utterance, the
invariant phonetic specifications of tones are made explicit and quantifiable in an abstract
and neutral context. The explicit and quantifiable characterisation of tones can then be
directly related to/mapped onto the phonological representations of tones.

There are two general approaches to normalisation—z-score transform (Rose 1987, 1991)
and percent of scale (Earle 1975). The findings in this thesis support the use of
linguistically-defined tone targets in defining the normalising fO range. The results in
the production experiment showed that normalisation was successful when the normal¬
ising fO range, which was embedding a test tone, was defined by a preceding High Level
tone and a following Low Fall tone. In other words, a localised normalising fO range that
spans over three syllables with the tone to be normalised in the middle, is more successful
in factoring out downtrend than using a normalising fO range that did not encompass the
test tone to be normalised.

The use of a localised fO range has proved perceptually valid in this thesis. The results in
the perception experiment support the primacy of localised fO context in compensating for
downtrend, contrary to the previous findings in using a global declining base line for the
same purpose. (Pierrehumbert 1980, Gussenhoven et al 1988, 1997, Leroy 1986, Terken
1991, 1993, Ladd 1993). The contradiction between the local versus global fO information
as reference for downtrend compensation, however, could be spurious. On the one hand,
the localised fO context has a small domain. Let us look at the localised fO context for

the test tone in Hong Kong Cantonese again. The localised fO context consists of two
High Level tones immediately adjacent to the test tone in each position-in-utterance. As
downtrend lowers these two adjacent High Level tones, the localised fO context reflects
downtrend in each position-in-utterance. When the localised fO context from an early
position-in-utterance is combined with the test tone from a late position-in-utterance, the
new localised fO context exhibiting a different downtrend context changes the perceived
tonal identity of the test tone, because tone targets in the localised fO context and the
test tone occur next to one another in a common domain.

On the other hand, in European languages, perceived prominence is associated with
accented syllables in an utterance, which can be far apart between intervening unstressed
syllables without tone targets. Leroy (1986), Gussenhoven and Rietveld (1988) showed
that perceived prominence of an accent depends on a global declining base line. The later
the accent occurs, the higher the perceived prominence at a given fO peak. But the global
declining base line can be re-interpreted as a local effect, because the declining base line
would be reflected in the fO values surrounding the fO accent peak. As the fO accent peak
occurred later in the utterance, the fO values immediately adjacent to the accent peak
would be much lower due to the declining base line. That would lead to a higher perceived
prominence rating for the fO accent peak occurring later in the utterance. In other words,
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the issue of local versus global downtrend is an issue of establishing the domain size of the
phonetic frame of reference (ie. fO range) within which tone targets are realised. It will
be useful to test whether local fO information is also used as a reference in compensating
for downtrend in European languages.

This thesis successfully used normalisation to distinguish downtrend as an extrinsic factor
from invariant phonetic specifications of different tones as an intrinsic factor. Downtrend
has been shown to reflect the phonetic effect of modifications in fO range over time.

Given our findings, our goal is to work towards establishing a better normalising model
that will allow us to separate out different uses of fO range as a frame of reference from the
invariant phonetic specification underlying tonal contrasts and towards a better character¬
isation of fO range. The current findings suggest a primary effect of a localised fO context
in normalising away downtrend. Will the localised fO context be valid in separating out
the effect of intonation from the phonetic specifications underlying tonal contrasts? In
the thesis, the normalising fO range is defined by the High Level tone and the Low Fall
tone. What happens when there is no High Level or Low Fall tones in the fO contour for
listeners to estimate the normalising fO range? How do listeners find the anchor reference
to construct the fO range? What other range-defining points can be used in normalisa¬
tion? Are they equally valid and effective? Does the domain size of the normalising fO
range affect the effectiveness of normalisation? Is z-score transformation equally effective
in achieving the same goal as the percent of scale used in this thesis?
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Cantonese Tones
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Figure A.l: The fO contours of six Cantonese Tones are replicated from a male speaker
cited in Fok 1974.



Appendix B

Stimuli from the Production Experiment

The stimulus noun compounds:

HL-LF

• jan jan (benefactor)
• wa jan (frogman)
• mau mou (cat fur)
• wu lai (dirty mud)
• jam jan (man from the dead)
• jam lam (wood of the dead)

HL-ML

• mau min (cat face)
• jau man (gracefully slow)
• oi mung (sad dream)
• jam loen (treatise on music)
• jung wu (Jung's house)
• ji mou (medical work)

HL-HM

• jan jyn (grudges)
• jam jin (swallow from the dark side)
• jin ji (desire to smoke)
• on wai (comfort)
• mo jan (Mo's seal)
• mau lai (cat rash)
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Results from the Production Experiment

Non-Final Condition

HL with embedded tones Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial Late

syl.3 syl.6 syl.9
Mean, s.d. Mean, s.d. Mean, s.d.

HLJHM 259, (11.57) 224, (9.07) 211, (7.86)
HL_ML 265, (12.24) 228 (9.20) 215, (8.51)
HL_LF 272, (12.04) 234, (8.77) 218, (7.26)
Final Condition

syl.3 syl.7 syl.ll
HLJHM 246, (10.25) 221, (6.22) 205, (6.59)
HL_ML 244,(9.97) 220, (7.68) 204, (6.68)
HL_LF 249, (7.87) 223, (9.08) 205, (7.4)
Table C.l: Mean fO values ofHigh Level tones with embedded test tones in both Non-Final
and Final Conditions: speaker UST(female)

Non-Final Condition
HLwith embedded tones Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial Late

syl.3 syl.6 syl.9
Mean, s.d. Mean, s.d. Mean, s.d.

HLJHM 292, (9.62) 263, (8.3) 247, (9.68)
HL_ML 293, (11.04) 261 (9.49) 249, (7.48)
HL_LF 295, (9.6) 266, (10.27) 256, (7.65)
Final Condition

syl.3 syl.7 syl.ll
HLJHM 274, (11.23) 261, (6.8) 243, (7.41)
HL.ML 278,(9.37) 259, (8.53) 241, (7.76)
HL_LF 280, (13.15) 262, (5.83) 242, (8.48)

Table C.2: Mean fO values ofHigh Level tones with embedded test tones in both Non-Final
and Final Conditions: speaker MC(female)
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Non-Final Condition

Positions-in-utterance

Early-
Mean, sd.

Medial

Mean, sd.
Late

Mean, sd.
Test Tone (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

Speaker WCY
Speaker UST
Speaker MC

HM 99, (6.44)
193, (8.31)
205, (6.96)

91, (6.65)
181, (8.59)
193, (8.58)

87, (7.40)
175, (5.40)
190, (7.95)

Table C.3: Mean fO values of High Mid Tones in Non-Final condition

Non-Final Condition
Positions-in-utterance

Early
Mean, sd.

Medial

Mean, sd.
Late

Mean, sd.
Test Tone (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

Speaker WCY
Speaker UST
Speaker MC

ML 92, (5.7)
190, (6.77)
190, (8.2)

84, (4.99)
179, (5.13)
180, (6.82)

82, (5.66)
174, (5.27)
171, (7.1)

Table C.4: Mean fO values of Mid Low tones in Non-Fina condition

Non-Final Condition
Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial Late

Mean, sd. Mean, sd. Mean, sd.
Test Tone (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

Speaker WCY
Speaker UST
Speaker MC

LF 73, (5.97)
170, (6.51)
158, (7.34)

68, (5.81)
165, (9.08)
155, (6.66)

62, (6)
166, (9.48)
148, (4.02)

Table C.5: Mean fO values of Low Fall tones in Non-Finai condition
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Final Condition
Positions-in-utterance

Early-
Mean, sd.

Medial

Mean, sd.
Late

Mean, sd.
Test Tone (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

Speaker WCY
Speaker UST
Speaker MC

HM 94, (8.15)
189, (6.86)
204, (9.82)

87, (5.75)
178, (5.33)
194, (6.35)

78, (4.37)
172, (8.73)
181, (8.26)

Table C.6: Mean 0 values of High Mid tones in Final condition

Final Condition
Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial Late

Mean, sd. Mean, sd. Mean, sd.
Test Tone (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

Speaker WCY
Speaker UST
Speaker MC

ML 90, (6.36)
187, (6.43)
186, (6.42)

84, (3.24)
177, (8.09)
181, (5.34)

70, (5.55)
173, (6.45)
166, (7.45)

Table C.7: Mean fO values of Mid Low tones in Final condition

Final Condition

Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial Late

Mean, sd. Mean, sd. Mean, sd.
Test Tone (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

Speaker WCY
Speaker UST
Speaker MC

LF 75, (5.65)
169, (6.94)
160, (6.33)

71, (3.80)
165, (8.45)
156, (5.83)

61, (5.82)
171, (11.92)
141, (6.98)

Table C.8: Mean fO value of Low Fall tone in Final condition
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Non-Final Condition
Trans. Magnitude of fO lowering
(syl. 3 — syl.6.) (syl. 6 — syl. 9)

Speaker WCY 0.15 0.05

Speaker UST 0.13 0.06

Speaker MC 0.10 0.05
Table C.9: Transformed Magnitude of fO lowering on HL for three speakers in Non-Final
condition

Final Condition
Trans. Magnitude of fO lowering
(syl.3 - syl.7.) (syl.7 - syl.11)

Speaker WCY 0.10 0.09

Speaker UST 0.10 0.08

Speaker MC 0.06 0.07
Table C.10: Transformed Magnitude of fO lowering on HL for three speakers in Final
condition

Non-Final Condition

Speakers Test tones Trans. Mag. of fO lowering
WCY HM 0.08 0.03

ML 0.09 0.03

LF 0.07 0.08

UST HM 0.06 0.03
ML 0.06 0.03

LF 0.03 -0.008

MC HM 0.06 0.06
ML 0.06 0.05
LF 0.02 0.05

Table C.ll: Transformed magnitude of fO lowering on three embedded test tones in Non-
Final condition for three speakers
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Final Condition

Speakers Test tones Trans. Mag. of fO lowering
WCY HM 0.08 0.1

ML 0.07 0.17

LF 0.05 0.13
UST HM 0.06 0.03

ML 0.05 0.03

LF 0.02 -0.04
MC HM 0.05 0.05

ML 0.03 0.04
LF 0.03 0.04

Table C. 12: Transformed mangitude of fO lowering on three embedded test tones in Final
condition for three speakers

Non-Final Condition
HL LF

Speaker UST fO range 0.881 -0.298

Speaker WCY 0.706 -0.217

Speaker MC 0.87 -0.22

Final Condition

Speaker UST 0.818 -0.319

Speaker WCY 0.911 0.315

Speaker MC 0.877 -0.07
Table C.13: Correlation of H _i, LF anc the fO range in the LF HL_X frame
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Conditions Test

Tones

Percent of Scale
Positions-in-utterance

Early
Mean, s.d.

Medial

Mean, s.d.
Non-Final HM

ML

LF

39.9, (7.73)
30, (7.55)
3.9, (9.59)

45.4, (10.83)
30.4, (7.58)
2.2, (9.65)

Final HM

ML

LF

38.2, (8.34)
31.2, (9.05)
1.4, (9.35)

37.9, (7.41)
28, (7.47)
-0.5, (7.95)

Table C.14: ^ercent of Scale values for test tones scaled with reference to HL XJLF

frame in both Non-Final and Final Conditions: speaker WCY(male)

Conditions Test

Tones

Percent of Scale
Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial

Non-Final HM

ML

LF

28.7, (6.87)
23, (6.82)
3.6, (7)

26.7, (10.45)
22.2, (8.93)
3.1, (12.79)

Final HM

ML

LF

27.7, (7.93)
27.2, (9)
6.4, (7.72)

23.5, (8.41)
21.3, (13.5)
8.9, (12.43)

Table C.15: 3ercent of Scale values for test tones scaled with reference to HL_X_LF

frame in both Non-Final and Final Conditions: speaker UST(female)

Condition Test

Tones

Percent of Scale
Positions-in-utterance

Early Medial

Non-Final HM

ML

LF

33.9, (7.12)
22.5, (6.25)
-1.9, (5.21)

33, (6.49)
22, (7.64)
-3.9, (7.72)

Final HM

ML

LF

37, (10.31)
20.2, (6.48)
-2.4, (6.16)

34.1, (7.54)
23.8, (6.05)
-1.6, (6.98)

Table C.16: Percent of Scale values for test tones scaled with reference to HL_X_LF
frame in both Non-Final and Final Conditions: speaker MC(female)
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Cond. Test

Tones

Percent of Scale
Positions-in-utterance

Medial Late

Non-Final HM

ML

LF

37.7, (10.91)
22.5, (12.58)
-5.6, (11.91)

44.6, (8.89)
28.3, (11.1)
-12.87, (18.8)

Final HM

ML

LF

38.1, (6.88)
29.9, (9.59)
0.9, (9.32)

28.7, (10.9)
-2.2, (16.75)
-17.3, (18.19)

Table C.17: Percent of Scale for test tones with reference to LF HLJX frame in both
Non-Final and Final Conditions: speaker WCY

Cond. Test Percent of Scale
Tones Positions-in-utterance

Medial Late

Non-Final HM 24.7, (13.9) 21.8, (9.56)
ML 18.6, (9.32) 18.1, (12.9)
LF -0.9, (13.69) 5.9, (18.27)

Final Condition HM 26.8, (7.84) 31.6, (14.4)
ML 27.9, (12.59) 31.5, (12.59)
LF 10.4, (11.76) 30.2, (21.45)

Table C.18: Percent of Scale for test tones with reference to LF HLJX frame in both
Non-Final and Final Conditions: speaker UST

Cond. Test Percent of Scale
Tones Positions-in-utterance

Medial Late

Non-Final HM 31.9, (7.27) 34.9, (9.28)
ML 18.7, (8.03) 15.4, (9.34)
LF -5.7, (8.61) -11.7, (6.88)

Final Condition HM 38.1, (5.79) 33.5, (9.17)
ML 25.9, (5.57) 16, (9.13)
LF -0.3, (6.76) -11.7, (9.13)

Table C.19: Percent of Scale for test tones with reference to LF HL_X frame in both
Non-Final and Final Conditions: speaker MC
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fO data for the perception experiment

CI dai sau

Syllable Position Tones fO (Hz) fO (Hz)
1 HL 179-179 170-167

2 HL 179-171 167-160
3 HR 144-130 140-128

4 HL 163-139 149-135

5 MH(test) 105-94 118-102

6 HL 126-128 130-125

7 HL 122-114 125-123

8 HL 124-114 137-115

9 LF 119-79 110-90

10 HL 107-109 126-125

11 MH 102-93 107-98
12 HL 106-101 112-112

13 HL 108-99 111-109

14 HL 109-94 114-101
15 LF 102-77 100-77

16 HL 105-101 108-98

17 MH 89-81 100-85
18 HL 97-93 109-93

19 HL 85-94 97-86

20 HL 100-102 97-76
Table 3.1: The fO values of Tones in t
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fO in the Continuum

Step dai (in Hz) sau (in Hz)
1 130-118 144-126

2 125-113 138-121

3 120-108 133-116

4 115-104 128-111
5 110-99 123-107
6* 105-94 118-102
7 101-90 113-97

8 96-86 109-93

9 92-81 104-88

10 87-77 99-84

11 82-72 95-80

12 79-69 90-76
Table D.2: The fO va'
'sau' syllables.

ue of each step in the stimulus continuum associated with 'dai' and
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Individual Response Results in the Perception Experiment

No.of Responses Conditions(dai)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 0 20 23 2 23
HM 15 9 11 19 11

ML 21 7 2 14 2

Table E.l: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject F5

No.of Responses Conditions(daii)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 0 15 22 3 20

HM 14 12 9 13 7
ML 21 9 5 20 7

Table E.2: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject F4

No.of Responses Conditions(dai)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 0 13 19 7 14
HM 11 12 10 10 14

ML 21 9 7 19 8

Table E.3: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M3
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No.of Responses Conditions(dai)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5
HL 3 14 17 3 14

HM 13 8 13 13 13

ML 20 14 6 19 8

Table E.4: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject Ml

No.of Responses Conditions (dai)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 3 19 22 6 22

HM 13 7 8 15 8
ML 20 9 6 15 6

Table E.5: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject F2

No.of Responses Conditions (dai)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5
HL 0 10 17 1 17
HM 14 14 11 13 15

ML 19 8 8 21 1

Table E.6: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M6
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No.of Responses Conditions(dai)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 8 9 10 11 11

HM 9 12 20 17 14

ML 19 12 6 8 10

Table E.7: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M7

No.of Responses Conditions(dai)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 0 1 0 0 2

HM 11 26 31 16 27
ML 24 9 5 20 7

Table E.8: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M8

No.of Responses Conditions (dai)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 0 17 21 3 22
HM 12 8 9 13 7
ML 21 8 6 20 6

Table E.9: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M9
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No.of Responses Conditions (sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 10 17 28 12 26
HM 11 10 7 13 6
ML 15 9 1 10 3

Table E.10: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject F5

No.of Responses Conditions (sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 6 17 29 8 30
HM 14 9 7 17 4

ML 15 9 0 10 2

Table E.ll: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject F4

No.of Responses Conditions(sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 1 9 20 7 21

HM 11 5 14 9 13
ML 10 9 1 20 1

Table E.12: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M3
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No.of Responses Conditions(sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 2 7 16 4 18
HM 26 16 19 21 15

ML 8 10 1 11 2

Table E.13: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject Ml

No.of Responses Conditions(sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 10 20 26 11 27
HM 12 8 8 9 7
ML 14 8 2 16 2

Table E.14: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject F2

No.of Responses Conditions (sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 2 12 19 4 21

HM 20 14 15 19 12

ML 13 8 2 12 1

Table E.15: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M6
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No.of Responses Conditions (sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 1 2 4 1 9
HM 21 30 23 30 18
ML 13 3 8 5 9

Table E.16: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M7

No.of Responses Conditions(sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 0 5 7 3 11

HM 18 20 29 19 25
ML 18 11 0 14 0

Table E.17: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M8

M9 Conditions(sau)

Tones CI C2 C3 C4 C5

HL 7 14 26 8 23
HM 13 9 10 16 11

ML 15 11 0 12 1

Table E.18: Distribution of Tonal Responses in 5 test conditions:subject M9
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